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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. THE PROBLEM OF THE DISSERTATION 
The problem of this study is to determine the concepts of the 
pastor's task as revealed in the life and ministry of Bishop Francis 
Asbury. The life and leadership of Asbury tended to form and direct the 
early Methodist societies in their formative years. Asbury was not a 
psychologist, yet a study of his life will reveal a deep understanding 
of human personality. The study will disclose what in Asbury's thinking 
was important in fulfilling his ministerial office. 
The appointment of Asbury as Superintendent of the colonial 
Methodism by John Wesley, and his later elevation to the office of Bishop 
by the Christmas Conference of 1784 shows the high esteem in which Asbury 
was held by his fellow ministers. The life and ministry of Bishop Asbury 
became the foundation upon which Nethodism was able to go forward, grow 
and expand into a great Church. This study should reveal the emphasis 
in the Bishop's successful ministry. It will follow his stress on the 
group ministry and compare it with the ministry to the individual. Did 
Asbury find counseling an important part of his pastoral w:>rk'? It is 
this writer's belief that counseling served an important role in Asbury's 
pastorate. His counseling may not have proven the most effective but 
can stand as a marker from which to formulate standards. What were the 
minister's responsibilities toward the sick and shut-in? There appear 
certain basic patterns which can stand as principles for guiding the 
present-day minister in his search for more efficient methods in his 
ministry to the sick. In like manner, family counseling and individual 
concern became a part of his total pastoral ministry. 
The pastoral psychologist concerns himself first with the 
question as to how a person can be helped to live with some sense of 
meaning. The new psychosomatic outlook in medicine has had its emphasis 
in the pastoral ministry. The minister is beginning to see the unity 
which exists between mind and body. 
With this new approach the minister can no longer be concerned 
solely with the soul of man. His treatment must seek to bring about a 
kind of psychological and spiritual reorganization of the person's ex-
perience that will eliminate the distressing elements within his 
personality. 
Since the beginning of religious history spiritual leaders have 
found it necessary to use psychological principles in their ministry. 
Until recent years these practices were at best unscientific. The more 
observant minister learned a little from the process of trial ~~d error. 
There was generally, however, no conscious formulation of psychological 
principles involved. 
The period of Francis Asbury is a small segment of religious 
history. A study of the life and work of Asbury will reveal his methods 
and practices. Even though they were imperfect in the light of the more 
scientific work of the present day, they are a section of the bridge 
which leads to the ascending developnent of' pastoral psychology. 
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Asbury was chosen from the vast area of the yet unchartered 
history of pastoral psychology because of the lv.riter's interest in and 
the availability of Asbury's personal journals. These Journals represent 
the most detailed personal records dealing with the latter half of 
eighteenth century American N:ethodisrn. 
There is also a nationally renewed interest in Francis Asbury 
which has in part resulted from the recognition of his greatness by the 
Library of Congress, and by their listing him as one of the one hundred 
and twelve great Americans whose writings are historically significant 
and deserve editing for publicatfon.l 
2. THE NEI'HOOOLOGY OF THE DISSERTATION 
i. The Analysis of the Journals of Francis Asbury. 
The material for this study is primarily historical; it consists 
first of all of the personal journals written by Francis Asbury, docu-
mentary evidence, and related writings of or about the period. The 
primary sources are Asbury's own writings. The study recognizes the 
relationship of pastoral psychology to the pastor's entire life and 
thought; everything he has written therefore has some bearing upon the 
thesis. His writings, however, are limited largely to his Journals 
and personal letters. It must be recognized that everything is not of 
equal importance. Each letter must therefore be read and considered in 
1. Edmund F. Mansure (Administrator), A National Program for 
the Publication of Historical Documents (A report to the President of 
the United States) National Historical Publications Commission, U. s. 
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C., 1954. 
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its relationship to this thesis. The Journals had to be read through as 
a whole until there began to develop a general impression of Francis 
Asm1ry as a pastor. The entries required cataloguing in order that areas 
of emphasis might stand out in proper perspective. 
(1) The Classification and Use of Journal Entries. In the use 
of Journal entries two basic principles were followed. The single entry 
did not necessarily establish a pattern nor did it deny the existence of 
the universality of such a practice. The validity of a psychological 
concept could not be based solely on the frequency of a type of entry. 
It was necessary, therefore, that the entries be viewed in this study 
from both the holistic and nomothetic perspective. 
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A number of entries, because of their general nature, were 
partially omitted. They were considered in their relationship to the 
other entries in the attempt to establish either a location or a time 
span. It seemed the better method was to permit the areas into which the 
entries were to be catalogued to develop as the various entries were being 
studied. As the study progressed certain fields of pastoral emphasis be-
gan to emerge. 
Out of these various emphases came such groupings as: the small 
group, family visitation, visitation of the sick, visitation of the 
prisoner, the colonial funeral, counseling, and the preacher. When the 
cataloguing had been completed, it was possible to view these given 
areas as a whole in better perspective. All entries dealing with the 
class meeting and counseling could be considered as a group. Out of 
this developed certain general impressions concerning Asbury's over-all 
attitudes and methods. From these general impressions were formulated 
basic psychological principles which were to receive either support or 
rejection when examined in the light of individual entries. 
The personal journal has permitted the psychologist to deal 
effectively in the field of the concrete science rather than at the 
ideological level. Allport has said that "The most successful excursions 
of psychological scientists into the fields of literature, political 
science, and history have come about through their analysis of personal 
documents. nl 
Out of the life and work of Francis Asbury can be formulated 
certain "VlOrking postulates for the modern pastoral psychologist from 
which he can formulate his own psychological principles. He can thereby 
use the experiences of the past as a guide for the future. Before a 
personal document can be of value in scientific study the writer must 
determine the purpose of the author in writing his Journal. 
5 
(2) The Purpose for which the J:ournals were Written. It is possi-
ble to suggest many motives in terms of Asbury 1's original incentive for 
writing his journals. It is, however, impossible to say as to who may 
have encouraged his writings or if he did so spontaneously. 
There seems to be some merit in accepting Asbury's own expla-
nation for his keeping a journal. In his entry of July 24, 1774 Asbury 
writes, 110n September 3, 1771 I embarked for America, and for my own 
private satisfaction began to keep an imperfect Journal. 112 VJ'ith the 
1. Gordon w. Allport, The Use of Personal Documents in 
Psychological Science (New York: Social Science Research Council, 1951), 
p. 176. 
2. Francis Asbury, Journal of Francis Asbury (New York: 
Bangs and Mason, 1821), I, 121. 
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passing of fifteen years Asbury seems to have felt the need of publishing 
his journals to let his friends and the r.orld kno>'T how he had employed 
his time. 1 This change of attitude could at least in part have resulted 
from the constant criticism by a few scattered members of the colonial 
Church. Some of these animadversions found their way into the English 
Methodist Church and to Wesley. 
At least in 1786 one of Asbury's motives could have been con-
sidered as that of defending his activities in the American Church. 
Such an attitude of defense is seen in his entry of September 19, 1786: 
11 I have been a little grieved with letters from ----; but it is in vain 
to look for more than man in the best of men. My witness is on high and 
I shall have respect to my Great Shepherd in all things. u2 
By the year 1798 Asbury began to see his journals in their his-
torical significance. This afterthought may have been significant in his 
editing the journals for publication but ~uld not have altered that which 
already had been written. It can never be fully understood why he insisted 
on his Journals being published in America when he could have sent them to 
England and sold them, but as he said, "Money is not my object."3 
In his later years Asbury had begun to realize the historical sig-
nificance of his writings. They were to him a record of the struggles of 
an early Church, struggles which would soon be forgotten, except as they 
were exhibited in his journals and the other records of that day. In 
l. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (August 28, 1786), I, 517-518. 
2. Ibid., I, 518. 
3. Ibid., (January 29, 1798), II, 369. 
1815 when Asbury completed his journals up through the year 1807 he 
looked upon them with a sense of satisfaction. He writes: 
We have examined and approved up to 1807. As a record 
of the early history of Methodism in America, my Journal 
will be of use; and accompanied by the minutes of the 
conference, will tell all that will be necessary to know. 
I have buried in shades all that will be proper to forget, 
in which I am personally concerned; if truth and I have 
been wronged, we have both witnessed our day of triumph.1 
Thus it was that in the passing of thirty-four years Asbury feels 
the experience of writing a journal was not in vain, nor did it renain as 
a product for his own satisfaction, but a document of history. 
It is likely that Asbury was greatly influenced in beginning his 
Journal by the example of John ~'lesley. The continued "1\Titing became less 
7 
of a self-analysis and more of a history for later generations. The moti-
vating force in the writing of a journal influences the selection of ma-
terial and the accuracy of information. 
(3) The Accuracy ~f the Journals. Asbury admits that he has made 
mistakes in the l'r.riting of his journal. The Journals of Francis Asbury, 
however, are a remarkable reflection of Asbury's personality. It is un-
usual in the light of his extensive travels, inconveniences, and want of 
a place to retire on many occasions, that Asbury was able to keep a 
Journal which was in any way accurate. Asbury knew his own limitations 
and recognized the difficulties under which his Journal was ~~itten. He 
often lamented the fact that he was unable to furnish more satisfactory 
information. He writes, "In keeping a Journal of my life, I have una-
voidably labored under many embarrassments and inconveniences; my constant 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (June 29, 1815), III, 454. 
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traveling, the want of places of retirement and conveniences to write, 
my frequent calls to the pulpit, my extensive epistola~ correspondence 
and my debility, and sometimes inability of body." Tipple, in referring 
to the inaccuracies of Asbury's Journal, felt it was "some\'that remarkable 
that he kept any Journal at all. ul 
There are to be found inaccuracies in the Journal as to date, 
places, and individuals. One of these areas of confusion as to date is 
seen in his entries of April 3, 1773. Asbury preaches in Baltimore on 
April 3, leaves Baltimore on April 8, and arrives in Philadelphia on 
April 14. Without explanation or making an attempt to explain, he gives 
the impression that he was in New York on April 4.2 
The editorial revisions were begun by Asbury himself and have 
been continued by Tipple and Clark. Clark, in his editorial research, 
notes the inaccuracy in the dates of the 6, 7, 8, and 9th of August, 
1772 by one day.3 
Tipple makes a similar correction in listing the date of October 
26, 1799,4 the date listed by Asbury in his Journal as a corrected date 
of October 28, 1799.5 
1. Ezra Squier Tipple, The Heart of Asbury t s J oumal (New York: 
Eaton and Mains, 1904), p. 10. 
2. Asbury, Asbu~1 s Journals (April 1773), I, 68-?0. 
3. Francis Asbury, nincomplete notes on Asbury's Journal," ed. 
by Elmer T. Clark and others for new edition of Journal to be published 
in 1956 or 1957. (London: Epworth Press), v. i, August, 1772 item 32, 
(Typewritten Copy borrowed from Elmer T. Clark, Lake Junaluska, N. C.). 
4. Asbury, op. cit., II, 430. 
5. Tipple, The Heart of Asbury's Journal, p. 462. 
Tipple speaks of there being important omissions in the Journal 
such as Asbury's congratulatory address to George ·Hashington in New 
York on I1ay 28, 1789 at the time of Washington's first inauguration. I 
Asbury readily a&nitted both omissions and inaccuracies. ft~ter fifteen 
years of keeping a journal he began to think of its publication and on 
August 28, 1786, during a period of confinement, looked over his journals, 
"Some things I corrected, a.nd some I expunged. 11 2 
On another occasion Asbury reveals his sense of humor in writing: 
I was employed in revising my Journal. I am like Mr. 
Whitefield who, being presented with one of his extempore 
sermons taken in shorthand, could not bear to see his own 
face.3 
The original hand-1-.rritten journals were personally VIJI'itten by 
Asbury in his own shorthand. Some of the rewriting and translation was 
assigned by Asbury to others. In the process of rewriting the copyist 
was often not fully conversant v.1.th Asbury's shorthand and \vas found to 
have added to the already imperfect document. On December 5, 1800 Asbury 
mentions this in his entry: 
Today I have been occupied in correcting a transcript 
of my journal, that one had copied for me, who did not 
well understand my shorthand. The original was written 
in my great illness, very imperfectly; but when I reflect 
on my situation at that time, I wonder that it is as v•ell 
as it is.4 
Asbury, in his editing, made every effort to perfect his journal. From 
1. Tipple, The Heart of Asburv's Journal, pp. 279-280. 
2. Asbury, Asburr's Journal, I, 518. 
3. Ibid., (January 29, 1798), II, 369. 
4. Ibid., II, 486. 
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time to time he hLmself made corrections; in time of illness he would 
read as long as his strength permitted and then listen while others read. 
10 
The Journal was concededly imperfect, written under the most 
impossible circumstances, and yet the mistakes are insignificant and can 
in no wise be considered as impairing the essential facts. The Journals 
remain the most complete record of early l1ethodism and bear a distinctive 
message. 
ii. Journal Analysis as a Psychological Tool. 
\Vhat is the source material for \\rhat goes on in a person 1 s mind? 
To understand a man, and through a man, a period, it is necessary to know 
the mental and emotional states of that particular individual. \'Jnen this 
person has become a part of history, the sources are llinited to material 
written about the individual in his diaries, journals, and letters. In 
the case of Francis Asbury the greatest source of primary documents are 
to be found in his personal letters and journals. In the present study 
these become the material with which the •~-riter must begin his analysis. 
(1) The Use of Personal Documents. The right of the psychologist 
to use the personal document in scientific research is thoroughly ex-
amined by Gordon Allport in his report of the study conducted by the 
11Corrunittee on Appraisal of Research of the Social Science Research Council 
in carrying out its mandate to appraise research in discharging 1the 
Council's responsibility for the improvement of the quality of research 
in the social sciences.tnl 
1. Allport, The Use of Personal Documents in Psychological Science, 
p. viii. 
Allport concludes as a result of his study that most of our psy-
chological writers employ personal documents uncritically. They are not 
inexpert but concern themselves almost exclusively with the living , 
graphic portrayal of the mental life of t heir subjects . Previous to 
~·J'illiam James little, if any, attention is given to modern scientific 
ste.ndards nor the objectivity of their study. 1'he classi cal productions 
of t he psychological science are in a sense only the personal records of 
ll 
the individual. It is then expected, as Allport points out, that 11the 
introspecti ve deliverances of the philosopher-psychologist 1·rere necessarily 
i nfal l ible, and that they were sufficient and typical for mankind at large."l 
Psychological science passed quickly from phenomenology to the 
experiment. It was expected that the laboratory would produce the sarne 
uniformity as had been previ ously assumed but this did not happen. A 
diff erence of opinion resulted, but 1vas resolved in favor of the use of 
case studies and personal documents . 
William James, in his Gifford lectures, f ound himself driven to 
the use of the personal document as the mo st feasible way to approach his 
new psychology . G. St anley Hall introduced the controlled questionnaire 
a s an objective approach. This is a more objective approach but is limited 
to the study of living persons. Si gmund Freud also made extensive use of 
personal documents. Freud did not feel that it was necessary f or a person 
to know t he one he was studying individually but could derive his diagnosis 
from vmat the individual had >vritten. Unlike James, Freud did not fi rst 
pr esent his case histories and then draw his conclusions. Freud first 
1. Allport, The Use of Personal Documents in Psychological Science, 
pp . 3-4. 
· formulated the theory and then attempted to gather case histories to 
prove the theory. He seemed to regard even the single case as the ex-
emplification of a general truth when it was in harmony with his ovm 
acquaintance with numerous cases. 
In 1907 Clifford Beers introduced the absorbing story of his 
ovm experiences which has become a classical psychological study.l In 
12 
the scientific view it is lacking in objectivity, but has found universal 
acceptance as a significant clinical document. There has been a con-
tinued increase in the use of personal documents in the last half century, 
and with it a growing critical attention to improving the Jnethod. 
The array of critical and experimental studies reviewed by 
Allport shows an improvement in both method and efficiency in the use of 
the single document. In 1938 Blumer, at the instigation of the Social 
Science Research Council, prepared a critique of The Polish Peasant. 
The study from the psychologist's point of view could be called socio-
logical. The four criteria he used in evaluation of a document or a 
series of documents were: "their adequacy for the purpose for \'lhich they 
are employed, their representativeness, their reliability, and the va-
lidity of the interpretations."2 
It is the ambiguity of the interaction between the theory and 
the inductive material which is the essence of the methodological problem 
of personal documents. In 1925 Krueger made a four-fold classification 
1. Clifford \f. Beers, A Mind That Found Itself; an Autobiograoh;y:, 
5th edit., rev., (New York: Doubleday, Doran, 1928). 
2. Allport, The Use of Personal Documents in Ps;y:chological Science, 
p. 20. 
of the various types of autobiographies: the Confessional document, the 
Egotistical document, the Scientific autobiographies, and the Naive 
document.l 
Ten years later John Dollard laid down six criteria for the 
evaluation of life histories. He listed these as criteria: 2 
The subject must be viewed as a specimen in a cultural series. 
The organic motors of action ascribed must be socially relevant. 
The peculiar role of the family group in transmitting the culture 
must be recognized. 
The specific method of elaboration of organic materials into 
social behavior must be shown. 
The continuous related character of experience from childhood 
through adulthood must be stressed. 
The 'social situation' must be carefully and continuously 
specified as a factor. 
The life history material itself must be organized and conceptu-
alized. Many of Dollard's criteria are not applicable to the J·ournals 
of Francis Asbury. Dollard has given little attention to the consti-
tutional and temperamental factors in personality. The basis of evalu-
ation is therefore most acceptable in the framework of Dollard's study. 
To establish a criterion of any kind it is first necessary for 
the author thoroughly to understand the purpose for which his criterion 
is being created. It is as important to understand the beliefs vmich 
journal-writers are indirectly betraying, as it is the ones they are 
1. E. T. Krueger, Autobiographical Documents and Personality 
(unpublished, Chicago University Library, 1925). 
2. John Dollard, Criteria for the Life History (New York: 
Peter Smith, 1949), pp. 13-33. 
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~dshing the public to see displayed. 
Investigators are increasingly concerning themselves vlith ob-
server reliability but there remains the problem of establishing the 
validity of interpretations, discovering the predictive power of the 
documents, the classification, and the detection of self-deception. 
In his .study Allport also considers the many uses for which 
personal documents are written. He lists these various uses of personal 
documents as: The study of the religious experiences of the mental life 
of adolescents. They may be put to didactic use, practical use as a 
record of experience. They may be used for autoanalysis, historical 
diagnoses, or as a supplement to psychiatric examination. The writer 
may use it for verification and validation of his experiences. They 
may be used for the understanding of the mental effects of special 
physical conditions. They may be used for the psychologizing of the 
social sciences and of literature. They may be used to assist in the 
construction of tests and questionnaires. Allport feels that no one 
"can doubt that any technique that serves so many ends is worthy of 
sustained study and continued improvement."l 
There are numerous motives behind the original incentive that 
induces the individual to write. The Journal may have been the author's 
own spontaneous product or it may have been instigated by an outsider. 
14 
A few of the reasons for writing a journal could be listed as: special 
pleading, monetary gain, assignment, assistance to diagnosis, exhibitionism, 
literary pleasure, desire for personal perspective, redemptive value to 
p. 52. 
1. Allport, The Use of Personal Doc~ents in Psvchological Science, 
the author, scientific interest, and a desire for immortali~. This is 
in no way a complete list and does not include the unintentional or 
incidental do cuments that an author may have written. 
The autobiography is the commonest form of perronal document . 
It varies in both its size and style. The long and detailed Wl~itings 
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are called the comprehensive autobiography, while the short and special-
ized in content is more often referred to as the topical autobiography; 
and that 1.;ritten not strictly in the author 1 s own -v;ords is the edited 
autobiography. The prliaary value of the autobiography is that it gives 
that inner half of the life lmich is ordinarily hidden from the scientist. 
In evaluating the autobiographical -vrritings it is necessary that the 
interpreter realize that a few lines \<Jill often represent many years, 
while page upon page could represent a single episode. 
The topical autobiographies are more likely to fix the investi-
gator's attention upon a small segment of the author's life. 1~e edited 
autobiography will contain at least in a small degree the interpretations 
of the editor. He will, in the process of editing and by his deliberate 
selection or rejection of a document, begin the chain of interpretations. 
It is difficult to establish rules which vd.ll distinguish between the 
legitlinate and illegitimate editing. If only mild condensation and re-
arrangement has taken place, the altering can have value and the document 
can be of value for the purpose for which it is to be used. 
The int~nate diaries and personal letters reveal more of the 
subjective side of the personality than any other -vrritings. The diary 
reveals that which the author thinks is important to himself, and is 
therefore limited by the iiTiter' s expressive ability. Diaries can be 
listed as: intimate journals, memoirs, and logs or inventories. The 
value of the di ary can be gr eatly incr eased in its scientific value 
~men stricter standards are being applied to its formative period. 
The use of the letter in psychological research is complicated 
by the necessity of considering both the recipient and the sender. Up 
to nm-T the psychologist has made far less us e of l etters because of these 
extraneous determinants. 
It is true in the use of any personal documents for psychological 
study that the document may be unrepresentative of the total sa.."1lple; it 
may possess a fascination ~rith style; it may be non-objective; it is 
alvvays difficult to validate its contents; and many statements may range 
all the way from unconscious rationalization to a deliberate deception. 
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Man is often blind to his true motives, and again, for what might appear 
some unexplained reason, he ~rill oversimplify an important incident. He 
is affected by his moods, along with errors in memory. The tendency has 
been to disregard the personal document as biased and superficial. Allport 
concludes from his study "That the document may serve as a first step for 
a scientist in inf orming him of problems and points worthy of investigation. nl 
The subject matter of psychology has always tended to be general 
and elusive. It has been created out of what has appeared an invisible 
process and from invisible causes. Its complexity only calls for more 
than usual concrete inspection and analysis. It is at t his point that 
the personal doclli"11.ent can give the field of study its objective exl~ri­
ences with which to work. 
(2) The Use of Entry Analysis as a Pevchological Tool. If the 
personal document is to be of value to the interpreter it will be through 
1. Allport, 'rhe Use of Personal Documents i n Psychological Science, 
p. 140. 
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the use of entry analysis. The first major psychological work of L"nportance 
in which there 1.Yas the use of entry analysis was at the turn of the century 
by William Jarnes, Varieties of R~ligious Experience. This >·rork vlas based 
almost exclusively upon the analysis and comparison of personal documents. 
The progressive use of the journal, the di ary, and the letter in 
psychological study has encouraged such studies as those carried on by 
Allport, and Baldwin. In 1940 Alfred Baldwin v.rrote an article on 11The 
Statistical Analysis of the Structure of a Single Personality , 11 in ·which 
he stressed t\•ro major points: that the frequency with which an item is 
mentioned Kill be of importance if the material is an adequate sample of 
the subject's behavior and if the material has not been ~ITitten for a 
specific purpose; and that any t1.Yo items appearing in the same incident 
are related. 1 
The Journals of Francis Asbury can be considered as an adequate 
sample of his behavior for the use in scientific study. The frequency 
;.rith which an item is mentioned is of importance only within limit ed 
tnne spans in his ministry. The changing emphasis in Asbury's extended 
ministry makes it impossible to compare statistical frequencies of his 
earlier ministry with those of his later ministFIJ. 
The importance of the studies of Allport and Baldwin to the present 
study has been to point out to the ;.rriter such areas of limitation as the 
stress on item frequency and continui t y of thought within a journal entry 
and behreen journal entries. The use of Journal entries in scientif ic 
r esearch has been sufficiently extensive to permit the viTiter to proceed 
~~th an increased sense of object ivity as a scientific psychologist. 
l. Alfred L. Baldwin, "The Statistical Analysis of the Structure 
of a Singl e Personality," Psychological Bulletin, 37 (1940), 518-519. 
3. RELATED 1-iORKS ON FRANCIS ASBURY 
No 11riter until the present has attempted to examine the pastoral 
psychology that was a dynamic force in Asbury's pastoral ministry. The 
only other work that has attempted a Journal analysis of Francis Asbury 
was that performed by H. K. Carroll at the request of the Asbury Centenary 
Memorial Association in 1916. Carroll's production was prlinarily his-
torical in nature and purpose, but used in a large part the Journals as 
a primary source. ~~. Carroll says of his Centenary volume: 
This little book has been compiled chiefly from the his-
torical works of Jesse Lee, Nathan Bangs, Abel Stevens, and 
Seaman's Annals of New York Hethodism and Dr. Tipple 1 s Heart 
of Asbury's Journal. The purpose is to serve those who want 
a condensed description of Asbury and the early itinerants 
and the times and conditions under which they did their heroic 
work for American Methodism.l 
In 1904 Ezra Squier Tipple made a careful study of Asbury's 
Journals with the purpose of editing a new and improved edition of the 
original journals.2 Other historical ~~itings have concerned themselves 
largely with the life and ministry Qf Francis Asbury. 'fhe earliest of 
these was a volume written by William Larrabee in 1852.3 Like its com-
panion volume of a year later it is general in its approach and gives 
much attention to Asbury's co-~rorkers. 
In 1858 William Strickland wrote on the life and times of Asbury.4 
1. Henry King Carroll, The Francis Asbury Centenary Volume 
(Ne"i'r York: The Hethodist Book Concern, 1916), p. 5. 
2. Ezra Squier Tipple, The Heart of Asburv•s Journal. 
3. l•lilliam C. Larrabee, Asbury and His Co laborers, ed. D. Ttl . Clark 
(New York: Carlton and Lanahan, 1852). 
4. William Peter Strickland, The Life and Times of Francis Asburv 
(New York: Carlton and Porter, 1858). 
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It presents a more complete picture than the earlier works. Asbury is 
seen in his r elationships with other people and yet there has been in-
eluded only those persons who have had a direct bearing on his life. 
Strickland took advantage of t he personal resources to be found in persons 
yet living but who had labored with Asbury. 
A volume filled with the personal touches in Asbu~'s life is 
that by Ezra Tipple.l It is a popular writing and lacks some of the bio-
graphical material found in some of the other works. Its greatest merit 
is in the presentation of Asbury as a person. 
For those who wish to see Asbury's relationship to the church, 
there are the volumes by Carroll2 and Duren.3 These are works written 
more from the point of view of a Church history. They show Asbury as he 
fits into the growth of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 
The authors of the above volumes were primarily interested in 
revealing the life and times of Francis Asbury and only incidently might 
present a side remark which could be viewed as an interpretation of the 
pastoral work of Francis Asbury. A new edition of Asbury's Journal is 
expected from the press in 1957. The new edition will include 'Asbury's 
Letters and Journal 1 and is being produced for the Epworth Press of London 
1. Ezra Squier Tipple, Francis Asbury the Prophet of the Long 
~ (New York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1916). 
2. Henry King Carroll, Francis Asbur in the Mak · 
Methodism (New York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1923 • 
of American 
3. William Larkin Duren, Francis Asbu Founder of American 
Methodism and Unofficial Minister of State New York: The l.fa.cmillan Co., 
192S). 
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under the editorship of b.'Jmer T. Clark of Lake Junaluska, North Carolina.l 
The 1>1I'iter "'rishes to express his appreciation to Hr. Glark and the Epworth 
Press for their cooperation in making available unpublished notes on the 
new Journal. 
This study toi'rard a new edition of the Journal was instigated by 
the suggestion of the Library of Congress to the \•iorld l•Iethodist Council 
of the Methodist Church as previously mentioned and on their suggestion 
to the Methodist Historical ~ociety. Exhaustive research has been done 
through the local Methodist Historical jocieties in an effort to check 
and clarify many of the vague details listed in Asbury's Journal. These 
are historical in nature and though enlightening to the pastoral psy-
chologist do not present a systematic study of the pastoral psychology 
of Francis Asbury's ministry. 
Another doctoral study entitled "Francis Asbury, .American Hethod-
ist ::>tatesman -- A Drama in Three Acts 11 is being \VTitten by Donald J.VIcKay 
l•:fauck, graduate student, t.:hurch History, .t:Sosto n University School of 
Theology. The play will be limited to thirteen years in Asbury's career 
extending from 1771-1784. 
As far as the writer has been able to discover this will be the 
first effort to reveal the pastoral psychology of Francis Asbu~?' one of 
America's outstanding colonial pastors. 
1. Frank H. Cumbers, (book Steward) Letter to Donald D. Douglass, 
13th April, 1956 (unpublished). 
CHAPTER II 
THE BIOGRAPHY OF FR..A.NC I S ASBURY 
1. PAF..ENTS 
Thirty-six years passed from the death of Asbury before any 
eff ort v..ras made to viTite the life of Francis Asbury. In 1752 vlilliam 
C. Larrabee collected together such biographical and historical li'.aterial 
as wer e accessible to him and wrote vThat he saw fit to call a graphic 
view of t he career of Asbury: 
I have not designed to produce formal biography nor 
stately history, but to present to general readers a 
graphic view of the prominent and interesting events in 
the career of Asbury.l 
\•fakeley credits the lack of a biography to a formal requ est by 
the Bishop to his traveling compal'l.ion, Rev. Henry Boehm, whom Asbury had 
named as the executor of his last >fill and testament and requested that 
Asbury 's life be not v-;ritten. Wakeley says: 
The bishop gave formal direction to the Rev. Henry Boehm, his 
traveling companion for five y ears, and one of the executors of 
his last vlill and testament, that his life should not be v.;ritten, 
and >vi shed him to use his influence to prevent it. It is singular 
that, although many have attempted it, none have succeeded. It >vould 
seem that the bishop's request is to be complied with to the very 
letter. 
I neve r had the pleasure of seei ng Bishop Asbury--v-Then he died I was 
seven years of age. But with his last surviving traveling companion, 
the venerable Henry Boehm, just mentioned, who is now eighty years 
old, I have spent weeks in reading the journal he kept of their 
labours and journeyings, and in ;.;riting, as he dictated, an account 
of the scenes in which they were such prominent actors many years ago.2 
1. Hilliam C. Larrabee, Asbury and His Colaborers, p. 3. 
2. J. B. \vakeley , Heroes of Hethodism (New York: Carlton and 
Phillips, 1856), p. 13. 
The above statement was made in ~~akeley 1 s presenc e by Boehm, was 
never put into writing by Boehm and therefore must be accepted as an oral 
utterance. The fact remains that little was vrritten concerning the early 
life of Francis Asbury except that -,rhich he himself vrrote in 1792.1 Other 
biographers, after consulting extra-journal information, hav e placed their 
ovm interpretations upon that which Asbury has written. Therefore, much 
of the Bishop's family and early boyhood remains but conjecture. 
Asbury, in ~Titing a brief account of his parents, says that his 
father vms Joseph and his mother, Elizabeth Asbury.2 There was some 
doubt, even in Asbury's o~~ mind, as to the exact date of his birth and 
he suggests that it >·ras either the twentieth or t>venty-first of August , 
1745. There is an even greater divergence of opinion runong certain his-
torians, rv'ith l.Jakeley offering the date of August 2, 1745 as Asbur.t' s 
date of birth) The majority of writers have tended tmvard the acceptance 
of the twentieth of August as the most accurate date. 
i. Joseph Asbury. 
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George Smith would sur;gest that Joseph Asbury 1·ras one of the poorer 
members of a family of large landholders in Staff ordshire. V.fhat Joseph 
lacked in v ested funds he v-ras to have made up for in industry and mental 
capacity.4 The history conc eming Asbury, however , is vague and lacks the 
1. Asbury, Asburv 1s Journal (July 17, 1792), II, 156-160. 
2. Ibid., p. 157. 
3. Wakeley, Heroes of Hethodism, p. 14. 
4. George G. Smith, Life and Labors of Francis Asbury (Nashville: 
Publishing House M. E. Church, South, 1896), p . 1. 
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necessary det ails which would either prove or disprove such statements. 
From Asbury 's own account he considers his par ents corrunon people. His 
father must have been an industrious person to have led his son to believe 
that vrere he as saving as he "'ras l aborious> he could have been a wealthy 
man . 1 
Joseph vfas a gardener and farmer by trade and did >vell at hi s 
chosen profession. He was employed by tvm of the v<ealthiest f amilies of 
the parish. From the f ather's side tieredity did not offer s1~fici ent 
promise of greatness for the son. The father was pl ain and with an intel-
lect comportable with his r ank and fortune. DuBose would point out that 
this is no impeachment nor even a depreciation of t he family since it 1·;as 
the kind of individuals who made up t he backbone of the ~vesleyan revival.2 
ii. Elizabeth Rogers Asbu~r. 
The parentage of Elizabeth Rogers Asbury, mother of Francis Asbury, 
has been lost to recorded history. Elizabeth was the religious and perhaps 
the more dominating figure in the home . She was very devout &~d following 
the death of her only daughter at an early age, she became more and more 
actively r eligious. She had an exceptional intellect and her manner was 
s erious, quiet, and her j udg.rnent was always clear and safe. This may have 
accounted in part for t he success and ability of her son. 
The religion of the home >vas therefore largely the heritage of the 
mother >vho, as Asbury says, vlas constantly urging his father to family 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (July 16, 1792), II, 157. 
2. Horace M. DuBose, Francis Asbury (Nashville: Publishing 
House M. E. Church, South, 1909), p. 10. 
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reading and prayer. The mother, coming from l'ielsh stock, >·ras somev-rhat 
emotional by nature. In her earlier years she was worldly but this all 
seemed to pass vrith the death of t he infant daughter. In the years that 
follovred she turned more and more to the consolation of r eligion, seek-
ing the company of religious people, attending services and poring for 
hours over devotional books. It is said that "her house becarne a rendez-
vous for the 'people of God'".l 
This is the factual knowledge of Francis Asbury's parents. Beyond 
this the biographers have gone only by conjecture. Each >vriter seems to 
create his own theories and draw his ovm conclusions. 
2. EARLY YEARS 
Francis Asbury was born of humble parentage on either the twentieth 
or the h.renty-first day of August, 1745 in England near the foot of Hampstead 
Bridge, in the parish of Handsworth, in Staffordshire about four miles from 
Birmingham.2 He was the only son of the two children born to Joseph and 
Elizabeth Rogers Asbury. Little is known of the first few years of Asbury's 
life. The majority of biographers have omitted these early formative years 
but Larrabee summarizes them by saying that immediately following the death 
of Asbury's sister, Asbury 11became thoughtful and serious. 113 
Francis presents an inkling of the sternness of his home during the 
1. "Asbury," Dictionary of American Biography, ed. Allen Johnson 
(Nevr York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1928), I, 380. 
2. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, II, 156. 
3. vfilliam C. Larrabee, Asbury and His Co laborers, I, 13. 
first f our or five years of his life. His parents were of t he Church 
of England, people of the best t ype and Francis was carefully brought 
up.l There is a difference of opinion among authorities as to Asbury 's 
family Church during this earlier period. In later years, after Francis 
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had taken up the ministry, the parents were faithful Hethodists. Asbury's 
autobiography tends to bear out the fact that he was not brought up in 
the jviethodist Societies. It was at the age of fourteen t hat Asbury began 
to find the established church insufficient to satisfy his religi ous 
hunger. He says: 
Soon after I entered on that business God sent a pious 
man, not a Methodist, into our neighborhood, and my mother 
invited him to our house; by his conversation and praye rs 
I was awakened before I was fourteen years of age. I t was 
now easy and pleasing to leave my company, and I began to 
pray morning and evening, being drawn by the cords of love, 
as vdth the bands of man. I soon left our blind priest, 
and went to West Bromwich Church; here I heard Ryland, 
Stillingfleet, Talbot, Bagnall, l~sfield, Haweis, and 
Venn, great names, and esteemed gospel ministers. I became 
very serious, reading a great deal--¥fuitefield and Cennick's 
Sermons, and every good book I could meet with. It was 
not long before I began to inquire of my mother who, vmere, 
what were the Methodists; she gave me a favorable account, 
and directed me to a person that could take me to Wednesbury 
to hea.r them.2 
If Asbury's parents were Hethodists during these early years of 
his life, as some biographers would lead us to believe, it would not have 
been .necessary for Asbury to have inquired as to who, where, and what the 
Methodists were. It is more accurate to assume that Joseph and Elizabeth 
Asbury were of the Church of England until after the death of the infant 
daughter, at which time they became sympathetic toward the Methodist move-
1. George G. Smith, Life and Labors of Francis Asbury, p. 2. 
2. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (July 19, 1792). 
ment and gradually with the encouragement of Francis entered i nto its 
f ello>..;ship. 
Asbury received approximately seven years of schooling, beginning 
about the age of six or perhaps a little earlier, and continuing until 
his thirteenth year.l He cr edits his father with a deep interest in his 
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remaining in school and as the one responsible for his entering the school 
of Auther Taylor, at Sneal 1 s Green in the vicinity of Barr. 2 Francis says 
that he grew to hate the school and refers to his schoolmaster a s 11 A 
gr eat churl, and used to beat me cruelly."3 
The result of this treatment was the r emoval of Asbury f rom t his 
school and his return home f or some months \l.rhen he vlas about t hirteen. 
For one year Francis was sent to earn his own living in the house of a 
Staffordshire gentleman of rank and means, but the father did not like 
the son's relationship with the ungodly master and terminated t he boy 1s 
stay. Thus it was that at about the age of fourteen, Asbury i•ras apprenticed 
to learn the business of "buckle chapes 11 at which he worked for about six 
and a half years.4 
During this period Asbu~r enjoyed considerable l iberty and spent 
much of his time studying Methodist theology and sermonic literature. 
Toward the end of his apprenticeship he beca.;11e a regular att ender of the 
1. 11F'rancis Asbury, 11 Encyclopedia Britannica (14th ed.), 
(Chicago: Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc., 1937), II, 479. 
2. William Peter Strickland, The Life and Times of Francis Asbury, 
p. 30. 
3. Asbury, Asbur:v's Journal (July 16, 1792), I I, 15S. 
4. "Francis Asbury," loc. cit., II, 497. 
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class meetings, attending at first with his mother and then on his own. 
For some time he held meetings in his father's home and in his barn at 
which time he exhorted the people. Asbury had preached some months be-
fore publicly appearing in the Hethodist f{eetinghouse where the people 
were amazed at his ability and as he says, "not knmdng ho'\'r he had exer-
cised elsewhere. ul. 
Thus it was at about the age of either eighteen or nineteen 
Asbury was licensed as a local preacher in the Methodist Society. He 
labored arnong the surrounding shires until the age of t\orenty-one when he 
went to London and was admitted to the lvesleyan Conference. 
3·. ITINERANT PREACHER IN ENGLAND 
As has already been mentioned, Asbury began his preaching in an 
informal manner by speaking at class meetings and gatherings vmere there 
were people to listen. He began by reading the Scriptures at the meetings 
where his mother attended. The good sisters then thought Francis might 
venture a word of exhortation after the reading of the Word. 2 1'-fr. !.fathers 
soon became inspired with confidence in Asbury and when Francis reached 
the age of seventeen }~ . }~thers gave him authority to form and lead a 
society-class at Bromwich Heath. Thus it was that Asbury comments, "Behold 
me now a local preacher."J Asbury inunediately made himself available to 
I 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (July 16, 1792), II, 159. 
2. Frederick t i. Briggs, Bishop Asbury (London: vlesleyan 
Conference Office, 1879), p. 18. 
3. Asbury, on. cit., (July 16, 1792), II, 159. 
every preacher. This led him to visiting Derbyshire, Staffordshire, 
Warwickshire, Worcestershire and aJJnost every place 1dthin reach. He 
1·10uld often preach as many as three to five times a week.l 
After five years as local preacher Asbury, at the age of t>-renty-
three or twenty-four gave himself to the full-time ministry. In 1766 he 
left his home and was assigned in charge of the Staffordshire and 
Gloucestershire areas. A year later Asbury went to London to the twenty-
fourth Conference and i\ras there regularly "admitted on trial" for the 
itinerant ministry and appointed to the Bedfordshire Circuit. 2 John 
Wesley makes no mention of the admission of Asbury on trial in his Journal 
entry concerning the Conference of 1767. He merely says: 
I met in Conference with our assistants and a select 
number of preachers. To these were added, on Thursday 
and Friday, r{r. ll!jhitefield, Howell Harris, and many stewards 
and local preachers.3 
It could be assumed that Asbury was among those listed as local 
preachers. In editorial comment Ill"ehemiah Curnock notes that Francis 
Asbury was received on trial at this Conference.4 In the follovdng year 
Asbury was admitted into full relationship as an itinerant preacher and 
appointed to t he Colchester parish. 
At the 1768 Conference Wesley was deeply concerned vrith the ex-
tensive need for laborers in the American l{ission. Just previous to the 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (July 16, 1792), II, 160. 
2. Briggs, Bishop Asbury, p. 23. 
3. John Wesley, The Journal of John \'lesley, ed. Nehemiah Curnock 
(London: Epworth Press, 1914), V, 227-228. 
4. Ibid., v, 228. 
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Conference Wesley had received an appeal from New York for additional 
missionaries.l Again 1t'lesley fails to mention his relationship 1.-.Jith the 
Conference either because of press of events or a failure to see the 
significance of Asbury. 
In 1769 he was re-appointed to Bedfordshire; in 1770 he traveled 
in Wiltshire; and then in 1771 1-rent to the Conference in Bristol. This, 
according to Briggs, vms the first Conference which Asbury attended as 
a full itinerant minister.2 Asbury makes no mention of this fact and it 
is certain that he was present at least at two other Conferences; the 
Conference of 1767 when admitted on trial, and in 1768 when admitted into 
full membership. 
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Asbury went to the Conference of August 7, 1771 >dth an inner urge 
to visit America. During the Conference it was proposed that some preachers 
should go to America, and Asbury writes, "I spoke my mind, and made an offer 
of myself. It was accepted by :tJir . ~vesley and others, 1·mo judged I had a 
call."3 
Wesley remarks that they had more preachers at this Conference of 
1771 than usual as a consequence of Ivfr. Shirley's circular letter. lt/esley' s 
Journal omits what in the History of 1\fethodism appears of far more importance 
1-rhich was the appointment of Asbury as a missionary to America. 4 Francis 
Asbury, at this time, was not of sufficient importance to have signed with 
1. John Wesley, The Journal of John \veslev, V, 282. 
2. Briggs, Bishop Asbury, p. 23. 
3. Asbury, Heart of Asbury's Journal, ed. Ezra s. Tipple, p. 1. 
h. ~vesley, The Journal of John 1ilesley, V, 425. 
the fifty-three preachers the declaration drawn up by Wesley, in which 
Walter Shirley acknowledged he had mistaken the meaning of the :Z.tinutes.1 
The affection with which Francis held his parents is reflected 
in the gentleness of manner with which he announced his acceptance of an 
appointment to America. Asbury left his home and visited his many friends 
in Staffordshire, Warwickshire, and Gloucestershire. 
Toward the end of August Asbury made his way back to Bristol, and 
with the donation of a supply of clothes and ten pounds he set sail on 
September 4, 1771 for America in the company of his fellow missionary, 
Richard Wright. 
4. THE BACKGROUND OF THE PERIOD IN AMERICAN NE'illODISM 
FROM 1771 '1'0 1784 
Francis Asbury arrived in Philadelphia on October 27, 1771 and 
was directed to the home of Mr. Francis Harris.2 He and his fellow mission-
ary were well received and that evening they went to hear their first 
Methodist preaching in the American colonies. 
The American Methodism of 1771 into which Asbury entered numbered 
a little less than four hundred, chiefly in the neighborhood of New York 
and Pbiladelphia.3 Among the four hundred Methodists ten were preachers, 
including Ehlbur,y, Webb, Williams, King, Owen, and the missionaries Boardman, 
1. Wesley, The Journal of John Wesley, V, 427. 
2. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (October 27, 1771), I, 14. 
3. "Francis Asbury, 11 Encyclopedia Britannica (14th ed.), II, 4 97. 
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PiJmoor, and vJilliams, sent two years previously by l.'/esley.l The 
American societies upon Asbury's arrival were under the supervision of 
Richard Boardman, and Asbury was assigned by him on November 12, 1771 
to preach in Nev.f York. 
The first Hethodist had arrived in America from Ireland on the 
tenth of August, 1760. The party consisted of Philip Embury; his 1if.ife, 
l\!argaret Switzer; Peter Switzer and probably a brother of his lrife; 
Paul Heck and his \'rife Barbara; Valor Tettler; Philip Horgan, and the 
DuJmage family. Philip Embury was a class leader and licensed local 
preacher in the Methodist Church of Ireland.2 
In 1765 another vessel arrived in New York bringing additional 
emigrants, among them some of Embury's relatives. With the exception of 
Embury and a couple of others, these early settlers ceased their worship 
of God. It was only under the extreme urgings of Barbara Heck that :Embury 
consented to organize a class meeting of American l1ethodist.s.3 In 1768 
this small group erected the first structure for the worship of Hethodist 
followers in the Western hemisphere, and it was dedicated by Embury on 
October 30. 
The first English missionary to arrive in America "li'Ias Robert 
~villiams in 1769. For six years Williams was a most effective pioneer in 
knerican Methodism, establishing a successful mission in Baltimore County 
and later in Petersbury, Virginia and in Norfolk, Virginia. The first 
1. H. K. Carroll, The Francis Asburv Centenarv Volume, p. 31. 
2. Ibid., p. 15-16. 
3. Carroll, op. cit., p. 17. 
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time .America appears in the list of vlesley 1 s appointments is at the 
Leeds Conference on August 3, 1769 when Wesley appoints the first two 
missi onaries to America. He •~ites in his Journal: 
On Thursday I mentioned the case of our brethren in New 
York "rho had built the first Hethodist preaching house in 
America, and were in great want of money, but much more of 
preachers. Two of our preachers, Richard Boardman and Joseph 
Pilmoor, "dllingly offered themselves for the service; by 
whom was determined to send them fifty pounds, as a token of 
our brotherly love.I 
Thus, in the Conference of 1770 the name America appears ,,Jith a 
reported membership of three hundred and sixteen. At the next Conference 
Captain Webb, Pilmoor, and Boardman gave glowing reports to l·fesley , and 
made an appeal for more mini sters which Wesley could not resist. In 
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answer to this call came the response of Richard Wright and Francis Asbury. 
i. Life in the Colonies. 
In order to evaluate the minister's task it is necessary to see 
him in his social setting and understand the parishioners >vith "'hom he 
1vorks. Asburyr s first assi gnment was to one of the larger cities of the 
American frontier, New York City. Its population at this time was about 
twenty-five thousand and embraced from Beekman Street on the north and the 
Battery on the South.2 There were seventeen churches on the island of 
which the Reformed Dutch and Episcopal had three each, the Presbyterians 
had two, and the Seceders, Baptists, Jews, French Protestants, I·.foravians, 
and Methodists, one each. 
1. Wesley , The Journal of John Wesley, V, 331. 
2. W. P. Strickland, The Life and Times of Francis Asbury, p. 91. 
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Francis Asbury was not content with city life as he called it. 
He felt more at home in the rural community and backwoods. Except for 
a few small cities such as New York, Philadelphia, and Boston, the 
America of 1771 >vas still a frontier in vlhich a log cabin chapel in 
Virginia was not out of place. The most t hickly settled area was New 
Jersey, and Philadelphia was the most important city. Philadelphia had 
now been settled for nearly a hundred years and was the center for marketing 
and trading in the newly settled valleys of Maryland, Virginia and 
Pennsylvania. 'rhe colonies were still in the log cabin era. Two years 
before Asbury's arrival Robert Strawbridge had built a log cabin in 
J::Iaryland.l The settlements now extended from Maine to Georgia, but they 
were sparsely populated and only recently had the pioneers passed over 
the mountains into Kentucky and Tennessee. 
The status of America in 1783, at the time of the official 
announcement in America of the ratification of the Tr eaty of Independence, 
>•ras that of a sparsely settled frontier country. Even France looked on 
America as a protege and regarded the average American not only as in-
ferior but sadly lacking in the knowledge of the amenities of l ife.2 The 
majority of the population v-ras centered in small areas and t he r emainder 
of the 3,250,000 Americans were scattered from Georgia to New Hampshire. 
Except f or the tidewater regions the t ypical American v-.ras a 
1. Henry Kalloch Rowe, Hodern Pathfinders of Christianity 
(New York: Fleming H. Revell Co., 1928), p. 127. 
2. Asa Earl 1-fartin, History of the United States, 1492-1865, 
Vol. 1, (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1934), p. 179. 
pioneer, cultivating small farms. Because of their isolation, the fron-
tiersmen developed a sense of self-confidence and social equality. All 
the men labored together, fought their common enemy and shared equally 
in the successes and dangers. The result was that a man was judged by 
what he was and what he could do. 
The itinerant preacher fit into this picture for he was poor and 
often did not possess more than his horse with which to move over the 
frontier. The trails were rough and the wooded areas dangerous. Indians 
were a constant threat, and wars between the Indian and the whites were 
continuous. The pioneers were moving westward as rapidly as the Indian 
situation would permit. In 1771, after the defeat of the Regulators in 
the battle of Alamance, several hundred North Carolinians moved into the 
~'fatauga settlement and organized their own government.l 
James Quinn relates accompanying Bishop Asbury on a ten day trip 
on o ne of his western tours. It was log cabin days, he says, and they 
were not such unsightly things, 11If coon and wild-cat skins were hanging 
round the walls, and deer-horns strewed over the roof, and wild turkeys' 
wings sticking about in the cracks; for they were, with few exceptions, 
the best dwellings in the land.2 These people were accustomed to the 
rough ways and morals of the frontier. The news of the church meeting 
"''as carried from clearing to clearing; it was a welcome social event to 
isolated folk, and the people left every task to throng to the service.3 
1. Martin, History of the United States, I, 202. 
2. Wakeley, Heroes of Methodism, p. 35. 
3. Rowe, Modern Pathfinders of Christianity, p. 131. 
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Many of the cabins were neat and clean but Quinn says: 
I must confess, however, that all were not so; for it vras 
our sad lot to fall in vlith one or two that ,.rere mis erably 
filthy, and fearfully infested with vermin.l 
The colonial people were a rough people filled vdth courage and accustomed 
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to toils, care and the anxieties of daily dangers. They were not, however, 
all i gnorant and illiterate backwoodsmen, for some were learned >·rho sought 
the adventure and fortune of the frontier. 
ii. The Political Background. 
The political environment in l'lhich a Church finds itself is often 
a strong determining factor in the future success or failure of a Christian 
Mission. Asbury arrived in America at a time of great transition in the 
political history of t he colonies. The French and Indian War had left 
England more po-..-rerful than ever before in her history but with an avtareness 
that her system of imperial government was most inadequate. The lack of 
cooperation on the part of the colonies throughout her scattered empire 
brought about a new policy of colonial control. Parliament resolved to 
unite its empire into a close political unity and extend its tax system 
to include all the colonies. 
The psychology of the American people was not f avorable to the 
successful execution of t his policy. George Grenville, a premier of re-
markable ability, visited the American colonies and was amazed to f ind 
the disregard in which English la1•Ts were held. The strict enforcement of 
the trade laws had a definite ef f ect on t he prosperity of the Ne1'l England 
region. The Stamp Act of 1765 brought the final wave of protest that 
1. Wakeley, Heroes of Hethodi sm, p. 36. 
si,..,ept the country . As Martin suggests, it "ras not this specific tax to 
\•ihich they objected, "Their opposition vras mainly to taxation as a 
principle."l 
The Act vras repealed by Parliament in 1766 but the hannony was 
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of short duration. Again in 1769 Parliament passed a series of a cts vnth 
the most object ionable being the Townshend Act. The Townshend Act levied 
an import tax on paint, lead, paper, glass, and tea. This Act brought an 
immediate protest from the }~ssachusetts Assembly. The tension grew until 
the royal governors were issued orders from Parliament to dissolve the 
assemblies of their provinces 1-rhere circular letters >vere pr e sented. .Such 
action only intensified the situation and brought about conflict in the 
streets between townspeople and the British troops. In 1770 \vith the 
appointment of Lord North to succeed Townshend, the dutie s '..rere repeal ed 
vrith the exception of a small tax on tea. The colonies in turn lifted 
their boycott on all items except that on tea. 
The bitter controversy between England and the colonie s had the re-
sult of seriously weakening the political and emotional ties. This situ-
ation was brought to a head 1.ffien t he East India Company, in an effort to 
reliev e its financial strain, -v1as successful in receiving a monopoly of the 
American trade in tea. Hence, hnerica 1 s lucrative trade in t ea 1·ras th reatened 
and the large nevr consignments of tea vJere f aced vrith a \•Tell-coordinated plan 
t o prevent is disposal. In Boston a mob of some fifty 1nen d ressed as Indians 
boarded one of the tea ships and threw the chests of tea overboard, an incident 
vrhich became known a s the wrea party 11 of December 16, 1773. 2 Si milar parties 
1. Nartin, History of t he United States, I , 147. 
2 . I b i d .} J) l53. 
1-rere h6l d thr oughout the colonj_es but none with as great a political 
significance. 
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In 1774 General Gage arrived in Nassachusetts to assume the 
governorship and brought l·dth him four regiments of troops. Such drastic 
enforcement that followed only antagonized the colonies and brought about 
a serie s of public meetings and r ump sessions of adjourned assemblies. In 
September of 1774 the First Continental Congress assembled in Philadelphia 
composed of delegates of all the colonies except Georgia. The Congress 
advised ~~ssachusetts to continue to resist the acts of Parliament ru1d 
sent the King a petition affirming their loyalty and asking for a redress 
of their grievances. The King refused these earnest solicitations and 
<·las upheld by the English voters in a general election. 
The situation Has gro>fing steadily worse in Massachusett s and on 
receiving ~<rord that a considerable supply of military arms was being stored 
in Concord, General Gage dispatched a detachment of troops to seize the 
supplies. The news of this bloodshed in Hassachusetts spread rapidly and 
militia companies vmre formed in all parts of New .li.ngland. On Hay 10, 1775 
the Second Continental Congress met in Philadelphia; by common consent it 
"ras vested with the powers of government, and began making immediate plans 
for milit ary preparations. 
Three years after Asbury landed in America the colonies Here in 
political confusion. Rankin and his associates were soon responsible for 
bringing the Nethodists under general suspicion as Loyalists., and \vesley·, 
who felt little sympathy for the colonists, only added to the already 
tense situation. 
Thomas Rankin, 1mo had newly arrived from England to assume the 
Superintendency of the American Methodist Church, never fully understood 
the colonial attitude toward the mother country. He was continually 
giving offense and finally caused Wesley to request Asbury's r eturn to 
England. Political fate decreed otherwise. At that moment the Conti-
nental Congress was meeting in Philadelphia and by the time of the battle 
of Lexington all the Methodist ministers had returned t o England with the 
exception of Asbury.1 Asbury had decided that it was God's will that he 
remain and cast his fortunes with the colonists. 
The opposition experienced by many of the Methodists during the 
Revolution encouraged their seeking new homes on the western frontier. 
Asbury, himself, on r efusing to take the oath of allegiance in Maryland, 
was forced to take refuge in Delaware where he remained for the space of 
twenty months.2 
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With the British acknowledgment of American independence, Wesley 
found himself dealing with a new situation. He therefore resolved in 1784 
to send Rev. Thomas Coke, a presbyter of the Church of England, with in-
structions to act with Asbury as the joint superintendents of the Methodist 
Societies in America. Coke and Asbury met for the first time in Barrett's 
Chapel in Kent County, Delaware and after extended conferences decided to 
call a General Conference of all the preachers. 
5. APPOINTMENT OF ASBURY AS SUPERINTENDENT 
Asbury was just twenty-seven when he received a letter from Wesley 
1. Rowe, Modern Pathfinders of Christianity, p. 127-128. 
2. Strickland, The Pioneer Bishop, pp. 115-116. 
promoting him to General Assistant of the work in America. On receiving 
t.his letter of October 10, 1772 he writes, "I received a letter from Mr. 
Wesley, in which he required a strict attention to discipline and ap-
pointed me to act as assistant."l This appointment did not come as a 
surprise to Asbury. It is possible that Asbury was expecting the ap-
pointment, not from words previously written by Wesley, but from an 
awareness that Wesley knew the general conditions existing in the i'iethod-
ist Church in America. As DuBose has pointed out, "Boardman lacked the 
qualities which his young colaborer possessed. n2 Boardman was content 
to permit his ministers to remain within the cities, often two or three 
laboring together as associates at the same preaching place. This was 
Asbury's own experience upon arriving in New York where he assisted 
Boardman and Captain Webb. Asbury felt such waste of labor was not in 
the Methodist plan. 
Near the end of October Asbury met with Boardman at Princeton 
college and came to an agreement about the affairs of the society.3 
Boardman seemed to accept Asbury's appointment \dthout a sense of re-
sentment. His behaviour reflects credit to himself and Asbury's di-
plomacy. 
Asbury was a strict disciplinarian but had his difficulties in 
discharging the duties of superintendent. He felt it necessary to main-
tain the standards set by Wesley but found the American societies lax in 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, I, 45-46 • 
. 2. DuBose, Francis Asbury (October 10, 1772), p. 54. 
3. Asbury, op. cit., (October 19, 1772), I, 47. 
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to fill his place as a disciplinarian.l 
Wesley recognized Rankin as a distinguished disciplinarian pos-
sessing the traits necessary for leadership. Rankin proved the truth of 
this faith early in his American ministry by settling many of the diffi-
culties which had been vexing to the society. 
Hr. Rankin and Asbury soon found themselves incompatible in many 
of their views and opinions. What Rankin saw of the revival activity in 
the New York Society was not pleasing to him, nor was Asbury ever a good 
subordinate. The conflict of views caused an unpleasant state of feelings 
to spring up between Asbury and Rankin, and the latter communicated these 
feelings to Wesley. 
ii. His Refusal to Return to England. 
Rankin 1 s communications to ~iesley undoubtedly influenced Wesley 
unfavorably in his opinion toward Mr . Asbury. Wesley, through Rankin' s 
lett ers, came to suspect Asbury of insubordination. This led to Wesley's 
2 
summoning Asbury home to England on March 1, 1775. Wesley made a second 
request for Asbury's return to England in his letter of April 21. A 
month later on May 19 Wesley again writes to Rankin, in what appears to 
have been a response to a l etter written him by Rankin, in which he has 
expressed the belief that Asbury will be r eturning to England before the 
next Conference. In his letter te Rankin Wesley writes, 11I doubt not but 
brother Asbury and you ~dll part friends: I shall hope to see him at the 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (June 3, 1773), I, 75. 
2. John Wesley, The Works of the Rev. John vlesley (New York: 
Carlton and Phillips, 1853), pp. 7-8. 
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Conference. He is quite an upright man. I apprehend he will go through 
his work more cheerfully when he is within a little distance from me."l 
By August Wesley concludes that Asbury had seen fit to ignore his request 
that he return to England, and writes Rankin expressing his regret that 
it was necessary that Asbury remain with him for another year. 2 
It is impossible to gather Asbury's complete attitude toward the 
request of \vesley that he return to England. The very fact that he did 
not honor the transfer is evidence that he was receiving his orders only 
from a higher power and his inner guidance. His entry of Harch 12, 1775 
suggests this course of action. It is not certain whether Asbury is re-
ferring directly to Wesley's suggestion for his return, which he sent by 
way of Rankin, or if Asbury is concerned with the more general conflict 
which was going on between Rankin and himself. Asbury summarizes his 
attitude in his sentence, 11But all these matters I can silently corrmdt 
to God, who overrules both in earth and heaven. n3 
During the early years of Asbury's work in America he seems to 
have held a desire to return to England. This desire alternated between 
the decision to return and a feeling that it would not be in God's will 
that he return. On October 7, 1772 Asbury writes to his mother and 
father refusing to return home at their request and feeling that it l·Tas 
not in the will of God. 4 On September 5, 1773 he l·Trites his parents from 
1. John Wesley, The \vorks of the Rev. John TtJesley, p. 9. 
2. Ibid., p. 11. 
' 
3. Asbury, Asbury's Journals, I, 147. 
4. Francis Asbury, "Incomplete notes on Asbury's Journal," 
(Letter of October 7, 1772). 
Baltimore saying that unless he takes a trip to the \!lest Indies he should 
be in England in less than tl·m years.1 
About the time Wesley was writing RaPkin conceding that Asbury 
vvould be remaining in Alllerica for another year, Asbury was receiving a 
letter from 'rhomas Rankin informir1g him that Hr. Redda, Hr. Dempster and 
Rankin had consulted and deliberately concluded that it would be best for 
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the Hethodist missionaries to return to England. To this Asbury responded: 
But I can by no means agree to leave such a field for 
gathering souls to Christ as "'l'le have in America. It would 
be an eternal dishonor to the 1:·1ethodists that vie should all 
leave three thousand souls who desire to commit themselves 
to our care. Neither is it the part of a good shepherd to 
leave his flock in time of danger; therefore I am determined, 
by the grace of God, not to leave them, let the consequence 
be what it may. Our friends here appeared to be distressed 
above measure at the thoughts of being forsaken by the preachers. 
So I wrote my sentiments both to l'{r. Thomas Rankin and .!tfr. George 
Shadford.2 
His letter evidently caused some postponement in the ministers' 
return for some two years passed before they actually left for England. 
On September 22, 1777 George Shadford informs Asbury that his brethren 
had sailed for England. Asbury dismisses his fellow ministers with 
these words: 
I met with Brother George Shadford, vmo informed me that 
my brethren, ¥1r. Rankin and IV'.r. Rodds, had left the continent. 
So vfe are left alone. But I leave myself in the hand of God; 
relying on his good providence to direct and protect us; per-
suaded that nothing will befall me, but what shall conduce to 
his glory and my benefit • .3 
1. Francis Asbury, "Incomplete notes on Asbury's Journal, 11 
(Letter of September 5, 1773). 
2. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (August 7, 1775), I, 159-lbo. 
3. Ibid., I, 257. 
Exactly vlhat Asbury meant by t hese closing words, ur,•ihat shall con-
duce to his glory and my benefit, 11 will never be known, but one can be 
certain that Asbury was a11fare thc.t life for him 1-lfould be much easier no\'I 
that Rankin had returned to England. In many ways Asbury's troubles had 
just begun and distressing times ,.,ere still ahead. 
Asbury continued about his business u..ntil he -v.ras required to take 
an oath of allegiance to the state of Mar yland. On the same dey that 
Asbury vras approached by officers of the State of Haryland demanding that 
he take an oath of allegiance, his two fellow ministers, Samuel Spragg 
and George Shadford, left for England. As a minister and Englishman 
Asbury declined to sign the oath and take up arms against England. He 
says, 11 I am considered by some as an enemy of the country, every day lia-
ble to be seized by violence and abused. 111 
1/lithin a week Asbury crossed over the line into Dela;v-are where 
no state oath \'las required o.f clergymen. He considered himself, in a 
sense, a prisoner and restricted in his movements. He remained in the 
home of his old friend Judge Thomas Vfuite until the troubles i~Tere passed. 
Asbury found it difficult to be content und er these restricted circum-
st~nces. It all seemed such a waste of time to hirrt. On ~fuy 4, 1779 he 
complains about himself, "l.fy conscience smote me severely for lying in 
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bed till six o'clock this morning , no indisposition of body being the 
cause. 0, why should we lose one hour, v;hen time is so short and precious, 
and so many things to be learned and taught.n2 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (March 13, 1778), I, 268. 
2. Ibid., I, 309-310. 
In the months that follo>-red Asbury assumed more and more control 
of American Methodism. He was the guiding light in the controversy over 
vlhether Hethodists should still consider themselves as a part of the 
Episcopal Church. The few Episcopal ministers in this country and the 
scattered Episcopal churches made the problem even more pressing. The 
spirit of division >·Tas growing, and the Nethodist ministers were be-
ginning to ask why they did not have the authority to administer the 
ordinances as well as preach the gospel, when the Treaty of Paris brought 
the war to a close on September 3, 1783. 
iii. Election as Bishop at the Christmas Conference. 
On hearing that the war was over, Asbury immediately took action 
to unite the scattered societies of American Hethodism. Tipple enlarges 
upon Asbury's entry of August 25, 1783 and says: 
Asbury had not been in New York now for several years. 
He >vas in North Carolina in April v1hen he learned that peace 
had been established between England and America, and at 
once persuaded Dickins to go to New York to take charge of 
the work there which during the war had of necessity been 
neglected.l 
Asbury, however, did not assume the role of superintendent. He 
could have been looked upon more as a respected pastor among his brother 
ministers. Asbury felt it \Vise to follow the English plan where there 
would be gatherings of Methodist persons into societies, but dependent 
upon the Episcopal Church for the Sacrament and Baptism. The American 
Hethodists >'lere not satisfied with this arrangement. 
The preachers in Virginia were showing indications of dissatis-
faction 1dth the situation. The northern preachers, meeting in Conference 
1. Tipple, The Heart of Asbury's Journal, p. 218. 
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in 1779, sent a letter to the south urging the postponement of the 
threatened division. The letter had little effect and at the close of 
the Virginia Conference a cownittee was appointed which proceeded to 
ordain the preachers. Larrabee concedes that in the Conference to follow 
Methodism vmuld have divided if it had not been for the 11admirable >visdom, 
consuwnate prudence, reliable firmness, mild forbearance, and conciliating 
temper of Asbury. ul 
In January, 1784 Asbury received a letter from •Ir . \·lesley, in 
which he was again directed to act as general assistant in America and to 
receive no preachers from Europe who were not recommended by Wesley , nor 
any in Anlerica >-rho would not submit to Asbury.2 The .American concern 
continued to weigh upon Wesley's mind until August 31, 17EH, when he 
called Dr . Coke, Mr. ~fuatcoat, and ~w. Vassey to London in order that 
they mitsht embark for America.3 It >vas now clear in \'lesley's mind 1-'lhat 
it was necessary for him to do for the American society. On September 
1 he ordained ~·fuatcoat and Vassey, and the follovling day, assisted by 
other ordained ministers, ordained Dr. Coke as a Superintendent.4 In a 
letter addressed to Dr. Coke, Mr . Asbury, and our Brethren in North 
America, Wesley announces his appointment of Dr. Coke and Francis Asbury 
as joint Superintendents over the brethren in North hnerica.5 
1. Larrabee, Asbury and P~s Colaborers, p. 50. 
2. Asbu~J, Asbury's Journal, I, 469. 
3. Wesley, The J'ournal of John Wes~, VII, 15. 
4. Ibid., VII, 15. 
5. Wesley, The \iorks of Rev. John \'lesley, VIII, 251. 
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On November 1, 1784 Asbury met with Dr. Coke and Richard l,·/hatcoat 
at Barrett's Chapel. Asbury was shocked when informed of the intent of 
these brethren. Asbury refused to accept his appointment by Wesley but 
said he would act in this capacity if so chosen by his fellow preachers. 
He insisted on the popular rights of the ministers. He favored the right 
of the Conference to elect its own superintendents. 
The design to organize the Methodists into an Independent Episco-
pal Church met with favor with the preachers present on this occasion and 
it was agreed that the ensuing Christmas would be the time, and Baltimore 
would be the place for the holding of a General Conference.1 
Asbury rode to Baltimore on December 4 and met Dr. Coke at Abingdon 
on December 14. On the twenty-fourth day of December, 1784 the Conference 
was seated in Baltimore and formed itself into the Methodist Episcopal 
Church. Asbury, in writing of the events of the Conference, says, "When 
the Conference was seated Dr. Coke and myself were unarniously elected to 
the superintendency of the Church, and my ordination followed. 112 On the 
twenty-fifth day of December, 1784 Asbury was ordained deacon, and the 
two ensuing days, was ordained elder and superintendent. Asbury had now, 
by virtue of his own intrinsic merit, and the providence of God, risen 
in thirteen years from a stranger on the American frontier to the highest 
office of the newly formed Methodist Episcopal Church of America. 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (November 14, 1784), I, 484. 
2. Ibid., (December 18, 1784), I, 486-487. 
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CHAPTER III 
SOME OF TI-l..E FACTORS vJHICH I NFLUENCED ASBURY'S PERSONALITY 
1. HIS ATTITUDE TOHARD THE SUPERINTZNDENCY 
Francis Asbury's attitude toward the superintendency of the 
Methodist Church is best represented in his incessant labors and superior 
administration. He expressed his feelings earLy in his American ministry 
when he wrote, 11 I think I shall show them the way. nl Asbury, on his 
appointment as assistant superintendent and later as Bishop, foll<nJ"ed the 
examples of neither BoarQman, his predecessor, nor Rankin, his successor, 
in t he assistant superintendency. His example was 'i'lesle;~r who alone was 
his superior worker and organizer.2 
Asbury believed that one COllld best lead through one's own exrunple. 
When v·Jesley directed Asbury to assume the position as assistant superin-
tendent, Asbury immediately started south preaching as he ''lent and organ-
izing circuits.J His administrative task became a part of his preaching 
ministry. It was never necessary for Asbury to ask one of his ministers 
1. Asbury, Asburv1 s Journal (November 22, 1771), I, 17. 
2. 
(New York: 
3. Ezra s. Tipple, Freeborn Garrettson (New York: Eaton and 
Mains, 1910), pp. 40-41. 
to underta..l{e a mission which he had not already experienced. 
He possessed some of the natural qualities of leadership. This 
fact v.ras recognized by t11esley in appointing him to succeed Boardman, 
Asbu~r's superior in both age and experience. The colonial preachers 
and lay leaders considered Asbury, if not their superior, then their 
leader among leaders. His ability was further recognized in the Christmas 
conference of 1784 when he was elevated to "bishop11 by popular vote. It 
must be acknowledged that the vote was preceded by his appointment by 
v'lesley, but such designation did not insure his election. 
Shortly after his election as superintendent of the Hethodist 
Episcopal Church in America, Asbury assumed the title of bishop. He recog-
nized his election as that of superintendent in his entry of December 24, 
1?84. His first mention of the title of bishop is by an indirect refer-
ence on September 10, 1786 when he ~Tote: 
I feel the \rorth of souls, and the weight of the pastoral 
charge, and that the conscientious discharge of its important 
duties requires something more than human learning, unwiedly 
salaries, or clerical titles of D.D., or even bishops.l 
Tipple notes the use of the title of bishop in the address to the 
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President of the United States in 1789, "We, the bishops of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church. 112 The title was first used in the conference minutes in 
1787 .3' Dr. Coke, according to Tipple's account referred to himself as super-
intendent as late as Hay 6, 1787.4 This does not preclude the possibility 
1. Asbury, Asburyrs Journal, I, 517. 
2. Tipple, The Heart of Asbury's Journal, p. 280. 
3. "Asbury," Collier's Encyclopedia, Charles P. Barry, editor. 
(New York: P. F. Collier and Son, 1952), I, 314. 
4. Tipple, oo. cit., p. 255. 
that both titles might have been in use at this time by Asbury and 
Coke. Asbury's Journal increases the difficulty of establishD1g t he use 
of the term "bishop" by Asbury's 01\'11. constant reference to Coke as Dr. 
Coke, rather than the using of his ecclesiastical titles of Reverend or 
Superintendent. Some have claimed that Asbu~J assumed the title of 
bishop from the outset and was always referred to as "Bishop. 11 This fact 
is difficult to establish. It is certain that TIJesley objected strenuously 
to this title from the beginning of its usage.l 
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Asbury considered himself as the Bishop of American fllethodism.. At 
the time of his election he was placed in charge of the American field and 
Coke was assigned the area of Methodist Missions. As far as Asbury was 
concerned, he was the senior bishop of the American Church. There '\'tere 
periods ~~en Asbury lamented the burden of his office, but as long as he 
lived he considered himself superior to his fellow bishops >rith the ex-
ception of Dr. Coke. Tipple mentions that at the conference of 1800 Asbury 
requested to resign his office as Bishop but was refused by the General 
Conference. 2 In the months that followed Bishops Whatcoat and Asbury 
traveled together carrying on the •~rk of administering the Church. 
At the General Conference of 1808 William McKendree >vas elected and 
ordained bishop of the I'iethodist Episcopal Church.3 Asbury appears more 
'\'Ulling to share the burden of his off ice with this fourth bishop. He says, 
11The burden is now borne by tvro pair of shoulders instead of one; the care 
1. "Asbury," Encyclopedia Britannica (14th ed.), II, 497. 
2. Tipple, The Heart of Asbury's Journal, p. 469. 
3. Asbury, Asburyts Journal (~fuy 6, 1808), III, 280. 
is cast upon two hearts and heads."l The thought of seniority v.ras, 
hm'lever, never sacrificed and though the conference elected ".HcKendree 
an 11Associate Bishop," Asbury considered him as his 11 Assistant. 11 
Asbury was ahrays conscious of his appointed task. In 1803 upon 
visiting Tennessee he noted the thousands of emigrants who were making 
the annual trip from east to west and says, 11We must t ake care to send 
preachers after these people. 112 The same sense of responsibility was 
felt in the administration of discipline. In Asbury's earlier years 
Wesley was constantly encouraging him to maintain discipline. 
It was not long before Asbury had received a reputation as a 
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strict disciplinarian. Rowe refers to Asbury as the arbitrary dictator 
umTilling to accept the suggestions of others. 3 He 'IITas a mast er strategist 
who stayed in the front lines of battle. He would listen to t he requests 
of his preachers and then appoint them where he thought they 1·1ere best 
suited to carry on the work of God. There were loud complaints and at 
times his autocratic power was challenged. Asbury responded to the com-
plaints of O'Kelly concerning Asbury's use of power: 
Power! Power! there is not a vote given in Conference in 
which the presiding elder has not greatly the advantage of me. 
All the influence I am to gain over a company of young men in 
a district must be done in three weeks; the greater part of 
them, perhaps, are seen by me only at Conference, while the 
presiding elder has had them with him all t he vear, and has 
the greatest opportunity of gaining influence.4 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (~~y 6, 1808), III, 280. 
2. Ibid., (October 14, 1803), III, 132. 
3. Henry Kalloch Rowe, Modern Pathfinders of Christianitv, 133. 
4. Asbury , oo. cit., (January 12, 1790), II, 69. 
: 
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Asbury never was a good follmver. Less than a week after his 
arrival in New York he started off ~Qthout asking permission of Boardman 
to preach in the villages of Westchester County.1 It was not long after 
surrendering his authority to Thomas Rankin in 1773 that Asbury found 
himself out of sympathy ~Qth his superior. He and Rankin could never 
agree on colonial Church policy nor on the attitude of the colonies toward 
the mother country. Asbury by the nature of his personality was destined 
to lead. He believed with firm conviction that the office he attained 
1-.ras by divine appointment . His personality, coupled with his divine 
appointment and a will to work, vlas all t hat v.ras necessary to elevate 
the office of Superintendent to the role of Bishop. 
2. THE EFFECT OF EXTENDED POOR HEALTH 
A less courageous man than Asbury would have seen f it to have 
retired from the active ministry at a11 early age because of poor health. 
His physical condition, though an inconvenience, did not often stop him 
in his labors . 
His illness began shortly after his arrival in America. On his 
first trip int o Westchester County he took ill \'lith a cold and fever which 
grevr worse until he finally collapsed and had to take to his bed f or a 
period of three weeks.2 This original illness did not continue throughout 
his life, but Has follmv-ed by a variety of ailments. Asbury was never vlhat 
1. rtAsbury , 11 Dictionary of American BiograPhy, I, 381. 
2. Asbury , Asbury 's Journal (February 5, 1772), I, pp. 23-24. 
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one would call well. His incessant traveling over rugged roads and through 
both rain and swollen rivers speedily >vore dmm his resistence. His ailments 
were undoubtedly often aggravated by his injudicious treatment. Blood-
letting and blistering vmre his favorite remedies for all sorts of com-
plaints~ be it a boil~ a skin-disease, or an int estinal disorder.1 The 
conditions under vthich he found it necessary to live only aggravated what 
might have been a simple ail.rnent. He often ate bad food which v<as poorly 
cooked. The frontier cabins lacked the ordinary sanitation necessary to 
hygienic living . He had no place he could call his home, except when sheer 
exhaustion or complete collapse forced him to a sick-bed. 
He does not ponder on the state of his health but through casual 
references reveals the struggle with vihich he forced hi.rnself from one 
appointment to the next. On 1-fay 26, 1772 Asbury writes: 
Found myself very umrell in the morning ; but visited a 
prisoner under sentence of death, and strove much to fasten 
conviction on his heart.2 
On other occasions he writes: 
Set off in the stage for Bristol and crossed the >-rater to 
see a man suspected of murder; but found him very ignorant of 
things relating to his soul: I then returned to Philadelphia 
very unwell.3 
The morning >vas very dal!lp, and I imprudently set out an 
hour before day; I thus increased the cold I had caught in 
Alexandria, and brought on a regular attack of my old complaint--
an iP...i'lammation in the throat. The day 1-.ras very cold, and vre 
suff ered much; v.re stopped at a very indifferent house, where 
there 1-.rere no beds fit for use, and no candles; we had to l'rait 
1. "Asbury~" Dictionary of American Biography, I~ 382. 
2. Asbury, Asbury's Journal~ I, 31. 
3. Ibid., (June 11, 1772), I, 33. 
about t1-ro hours for some boiled milk. Hy fever and inflam-
mation increasing I rode on t hirty-three miles, to Collin's, 
in Caroline Country, where I became indisposed indeed.l 
Came to Baltimore; passed the guard against the plague in 
Philadelphia, set to prudence, one hundred miles off. 0, 
the plague of sinl vJould to God we vrere more guarded against 
its baleful influence! I was sick, weary2 and feeble; yet, preaching being appointed for me in t01m. 
Asbury's sense of responsibility kept driving him on and on, 
until sheer exhaustion or illness forced him to stop. It \·rould only be 
conjecture to say that Asbury was hampered by continued illness. The 
fact remains that from time to time he was forced to remain in bed 
because of illness. Yet to the very end when his body Nas racked vlith a 
consumptive cough he kept to the road and died in the active ministry in 
Virginia on Sunday, ~furch 31, 1816.3 
3. THE ADJUSTMENT TO CELIBACY 
It could be said that Francis Asbury was married to the Methodist 
Church. The rapid grov.rth of this infant Church can be credited in a large 
measure to Asbury's ability to give it his undivided attention. There 
have been some ~mo have tried to give their own explanations for Asbury's 
life of celibacy. 
i. The 111-1other Attachment" Theory. 
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In the Dictionary of American Biography it is suggested that Asbury 
1. Asbury, AsburY's Journal (November 17, 1785), I, 502. 
2. Ibid., (October 10, 1793), II, 209. 
3. Tipple, The Heart of Asburvrs Journal, p. 707. 
may have developed a mother-love which inhibited him from expressing his 
normal inclinations tovTard the opposite sex. In support of this theory 
it points to Asbury's early home life. It says, 11Francis grew up under 
the sheltering care of the emotional woman and developed a mother-love 
vrhich seems to have inhibited, with one possible exception, every normal 
inclination toward the other sex."l 
This argument cannot be completely disproven . It tends to fall 
through a lack of evidence. A young man unwholesomely devoted to his 
mother would not have left her in his early twenties for a remote mission. 
There is a strong suggestion that the early attachment to the 
young vmman in England had a lasting effect on Asbury 's memory. It is 
thought that his mother did not look ·with favor upon the 1voman. This 
disappointment may have made it easier for him to escape into the new 
world and leave romance behind.2 This early romantic rift did not fully 
heal, for Asbury mentions it in a letter to his parents on June 7, 1784. 
He wrote, "f.l"any things have inclined me to continue as yet in a single 
state . One, what once befell me in England. n3 If the choice 1-vere to 
be made between the "Mother Attachment" and the desire to escape from 
a disappointment in romance, the weight of evidence vrould be in favor 
of the latter. 
1. "Francis Asbury, 11 Dictionary of .1\merican Biography, I , 380. 
2. Ibid., I, 380. 
3. Francis Asbury, "Incomplete Notes on Asbury 's Journal," 
(Letter to parents from Prince Georges Country, Maryland , June 7, 1784). 
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ii. Asbury's Explanation and Attitude. 
Asbury did not reject marriage but felt it v~uld have been out 
of place in his own life. He speaks with humor about marriage in his 
letter to his parents which \lfas previously mentioned. He says, "Tis 
true if I were to marry a wife 1·Jith a fortune, or was less liberal, I 
might have more money. rrl 
The effect of marriage on the number of available preachers to 
supply the ever increasing number of Methodist circuits tended to turn 
Asb~J against marriage. Some of this negative attitude is expressed 
in his letter to \1/illiam Duke: 
My Dear Billy, if you have not had orders from Rankin ••• 
Stand at all possible distance from the female sex that you 
be not betrayed by them that will damage the young mind and 
sink the aspiring soul and blast the prospect of the future 
man.2 
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The omission of all details surrounding this piece of advice pre-
vents the . direct application of this attitude to ... rard his feeling con-
cerning marriage. There is found in the statement, however, the attitude 
reflected in other areas of the Journal. Asbury's strongest rejection of 
marriage is to be found in his response to the letter from Dr. Coke an-
nouncing his marriage. Asbury writes on July 9, 1805: 
I received a letter from Dr. Coke, announcing to me his 
marriage; and advising me that he did not intend to visit 
America again as a visitor, but rather as a sojourner, if' 
at all, could work be appointed him to do. Harriage is 
honorable in all, but to me it is a ceremony aweful as death. 
Well may it be so, when I calculate we have lost the traveling 
1. Francis Asbury, ttincomplete Notes on Asbury's Journal, n 
(Letter of June 7, 1784 to his parents). 
2. Ibid., (Letter of Harch 4, 1774 to 'l'lilliam Duke). 
labors of two hundred of the best men in America, or the 
world, by marriage and consequent location.l 
This spirit of bitterness was the result of accumulated losses 
to the traveling ministry through the locating of young married minis-
ters. On April 25, 1792 he l'i!'ites, "The spirit of matri.mony is very 
prevalent here. In one circuit both preachers are settled. 112 
In June of 1780 Asbury gave consideration to t he building of 
houses in every circuit for preachers' ~aves. He believed that if he 
could supply the preachers' wives ~dth homes and t he societies supply 
them with food, it might be possible for the preachers to continue to 
travel as they did when they 1,yere single .3 
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This attitude continued to grow until ~r the conference of 1804 
Asbury was beginning to show some inclination to the preference of the 
receiving of married ministers on trial. At the Baltimore Conference 
held in Alexandria, D. C. in 1804, Samuel Monnet made application to be 
received on trial. "One of the preachers said, 'He is married.' Hr. 
Asbury replied, IT1fuat of that? Perhaps he is the better for it. Better 
take preachers well married than be at the trouble of marrying them after 
you get them. t n4 
Out of all the explanations as to 1'lhy Asbury never married, Asbury 
gives v.11at would appear to be t he best reason for his own celibacy: 
If I should die in celibacy, which I think quite probable, 
I give the following reasons for ~mat can scarcely be called 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, III, pp. 195-196. 
2. Ibid., II, 149. 
3. Ibid., (June 8, 1780), I, 375. 
4. J. B. ~vake1ey, Heroes of l"fethodism, pp. 48-49. 
my choice: I was called in my fourteenth year. I began my 
public exercises between sixteen and seventeen; at t\-;enty-
one I traveled; at twenty-six I came to America: thus far 
I had reasons enough for a single life. It had been my 
intention of returning to Europe at thirty years of age, 
but the war continued, and it 1rfas ten years before v1e had 
a settled, lasting peace. This was no time to marry or be 
given in marriage. At forty-nine I was ordained superin-
tendent bishop in America. Among the duties imposed upon 
me by my office v1as that of traveling extensively, and I 
could hardly expect to find a woman >vith grace enough to 
enable her to live but one week out of the fifty-two ,.rith 
her husband. Besides, what right has any man to take 
advantage of the affections of a woman, make her his wife, 
and by a voluntary absence subvert the whole order and 
economy of the marriage state, by separating those whom 
neither God, nature, nor the requirements of civil society 
permit to be put asunder? It is neither just nor generous. 
I may add to this, that I had little money, and vdth this 
little administered to the necessities of a beloved mother 
until I was fifty-seven. If I have done wrong, I hope God 
and the sex will forgive me. It is my duty now to bestow 
the pittance I may have to spare upon the ~~dows and father-
less girls, and poor married men.l 
In his letter to his parents on June 7, 1784 he says, tti have a 
spirit that cannot easily bend to be dependent upon anyone 
bring additional trouble on me that have enough •••• 112 
It would 
Thus it would seem that Asbury has summarized his ovm marital 
status. He kne11 his own limitations and the demands of the cause to which 
he v<as dedicated and in consideration of both considered it unwise to marry. 
4. THE NATUP.E OF FRONTIER SOCIETY 
It is impossible to say >mether an individual molds his environment 
or the environment makes the individual. Asbury faced a period in which 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (January 27, 1804), III, 143. 
2. Francis Asbury, ttincomplete Notes on Asbury's Journal," 
June 7, 1784. 
the >·restward movement had already made its influence. The developed 
coa stal regions were in control of established settlers and the vast 
untilled areas of the west ;.-:ere attracting young men. The task of Asbury 
was greatly increased by the pioneer methods. The vJ"eshrard movement 1-:as 
not a continuing clearing of land and building of roads. The pioneers 
were overleaping great spaces and establishing settlements wholly out of 
contact with their former life.l Thus, hundreds of miles of vdld erness 
often separated the old and new settlements. 
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Asbury often met former parishioners on the frontier who opened 
their cabins for ;.vorship. l·-fany greeted him vdth a smile of \velcome. The 
Bishop ahrays made himself pleasant and cheerful so that the famili e s soon 
forgot their embarrassment, having entertained him under more favorable 
conditions.2 The lodgings v1ere not always the best. It is r elated that 
on many a night he could not get to sleep. On at least one night he warned 
the family, ttKeep your cabins clean, for your health's sake and for your 
soul's sake, for there is no religion in dirt, and filth, and fleas.rr3 
Asbury found his vray into the most obscure parts of the country 
such as Kanawha, rrhich vras then wilderness. He told Rev. Thomas s . Hinde 
that, "The shepherd ought to knovr the flock, and the flock the shepherd. n4 
At the end of the Revolutionary War Kentucky and Tennessee were 
like wedges driven into Indian territory. The result vras frequent Indian 
1. Asa Earl Martin, History of the United States, I, 200. 
2. 1'/akeley, Heroes of Hethodism, p. 35. 
3. Ibid., p. 37. 
4. Ibid.' p. 39. 
raids. Asbury mentions some of his frontier experiences of 1790. On 
July 18 he comes to a village where a boy is killed by a bear.l On July 
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19 he rode to Drinnon 1 s 11whose wife vras killed, and his son taken prisoner 
by the Indians.rt2 
Such experiences hardened and prepared him for his life o,f con-
stant danger. His com~nding personality is revealed in his account of 
1·1ay 24, 1790 : 
\'le set out on our return through the ..,.rilderness with a 
large and helpless company; we had about fifty peo})le, tvrerrty 
of whom were armed, and five of whom might have stood fire. 
To preserve order and harmony, we had articles dra..,.m up for, 
and signed by, our company, and I arranged the people for 
traveling according to the regulations agreed upon. Some 
disaffected gentlemen, vmo v/Ould neither sign nor come under 
discipline, had yet the impudence to murmur when left behind. 
The first night we lodged some miles behind the Hazel patch. 
The next day >ve discovered signs of Indians, and some thought 
they heard voices; we therefore thought it best to travel on, 
and did not encamp until three o'clock, halting on the east 
side of Cumberland River.3 
The frontiersmen, because of their isolation, developed into rugged indi-
vidualists. Most of the frontier regions lacked the presence of a church 
and a minister who ministered to the requirements of the people in the East. 
Every gathering of frontiersmen, whether it •..ras for a marriage, a funeral, 
or a religious meeting, dissolved into a neighborhood festivity. In the 
pioneer region these were full of excitement and met the need of their 
loneliness. lvfartin says, 11The l"iethodists ••• •dth their stress upon the 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, II, 91. 
2. Ibid., II, 130. 
3. Ibid., II, 85. 
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power of exhortation • • • appealed to the frontiersmen. nl 
M..any of the qualities of personality seen in Asbury which >·1ould 
seem objectionable today were but reflections of the frontier society in 
which he lived. He was a part of the frontier and had to meet the fron-
tier with the same strength and individualism •'lith w·hich the frontier 
met him. 
The society to which he ministered >'fas a scattered society. This 
meant to him long hours in the saddle. In his later years, in areas where 
conditions permitted, he rode a carriage. In saddle or carriage the hard-
ships "rere still the same. There v~ere streams to be forded and rough 
roads to travel. On numerous occasions he suffered injury when his carriage 
upset. 
These >'fere the experiences and the rough frontier which moulded 
the personality of Francis Asbury. A man of less courage and dedication 
\10uld have been unable to have met the challenge of an unconquered frontier. 
Asbury literally planted N:ethodism in the mlderness. A surprisingly large 
number of the organizers and leaders of the new democracy •·rere members of 
the Presbyterian Church. By the close of the seventeenth century Hethodism 
was a close second to the Presbyterians in numbers and influence.2 Asbury 
v.ras always anxious to keep this primitive lviethodist simplicity which held 
a special appeal to the frontiersmen. 
1. Martin, History of the United States,. I, 357. 
2. Ibid., I, 357. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE HISTORICAL TRANSITIONS Dif THE 
DEVJ5LOPllffiN'T OF PASTORAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Francis Asbury 1 s forty-five years of pastoral ministry on the 
American continent permitted him to witness a transition in the pastoral 
ministry in the coastal areas but inland, the l'.!:ethodist preacher of 1816 
vlas as much of a frontier pastor as was Asbury during his first year in 
/l.Jnerica. As the frontier gradually moved back, there 1rras a movement 
of the settle rs from the coastal regions into the nevrly l'.nn areas 
repro ducing much of the life that "ras formerly to have been found in 
the older coastal settlements. 
1. I N THE PRZACHING OFFIC E 
The increasing experience of the frontier pastor brought a gradual 
change in his pastoral emphasis. The success of the camp meeting en-
couraged its rapid growth and promotion by both the clergy and laity. 
It was city preaching wl:>.ich never played any prominent role among the 
Methodist ministry in AsbU!'TJ 1 s time. Asbury did not encourage city 
preaching. There was in addition to this a minimum of urban preaching 
because of the rural nature of the Methodist Church. 
In the grovrth of the JVIethodist Episcopal Church at the turn of 
the nineteenth century, it should be noted that the camp meeting "~Has a 
new development on the frontier. In the local church the prayer meeting 
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was slowly beginning to grm...- in both numbers and influence. The class 
meeting was not suddenly replaced but continued to play a less dominant 
role. The more established customs continued and the newer methods 
\-Tent through a period of integration. 
i. Frontier Preaching. 
There can be little doubt that in the mind of the frontier 
clergy preaching was the prime function of his pastoral office. The 
frontier Hethodist clergy were men of high moral character. There •·rere 
few, if any , college educated clergy among their fellowship, but they 
preached with a sincerity filled with an emotional zeal which captured 
the attention of their audience. The Methodist preacher sounded a personal 
note. His message was not phrased to soothe the ears of his hearers. He 
was interested in stirring their conscience. Harris says, 11Personal sal-
vation was the keynote of religion. 111 The latter part of the eighteenth 
century marked a gradual breaking away from some of the Puritan theology. 
The authority of the Bible continued to be recognized by all. Whatever 
the pr eacher could prove from chapter and verse was accepted as final. 
It could be said that reverence for the Bible was so profound that it was 
a religion in itself. 
The f rontier sermon ,.las not eloquent but >vas delivered vlith 
authority and gravity. Sermon preparation was often limited to the many 
hours on the trail. During the last tlo{() weeks of August, 1783 Asbury 
reports having ridden tlo{() hundred miles crossing the mountains on foot 
1. George Harris, A Centur;;r 1 s Change in Religion (New York: 
Houghton Hifflin Co., 1914), p. 6. 
and preaching seventeen times in the woods and cabins of the vJidely 
scatt ered inhabitants.l His limited remarks on the subject in the 
Journal do not mention the t ype nor variety of sermons he preached. 
It could be assumed that the sermons did not vary much in their general 
outline but were altered by illustrations taken from intervening 
experiences. 
The emphasis of this period was on the po•ver of exhortation. 
Preaching from a manuscript '"as frowned upon by the clergy and laity 
ali.ke. It was the loud and emotional presentation that appealed to the 
frontiersmen. Martin, a secular historian, writes: 
With the passing of time both denominations (Baptist 
and Methodist) gained steadily in numbers over the more 
conservative Presbyterians, who insisted on a l earned 
clergy and a religion •vith a pronounced intellectual 
bias. As the 1.fethodists and Baptists laid stress upon 
the pmver of exhortation, they v1ere able to find a large 
number of preachers whose inclinations and habits appealed 
to the frontiersmen.2 
The Hethodist clergy were not highly educated. They did not 
deliver a nicely adjusted systematic sermon. They did, however, under-
stand the frontiersman and spoke a language which he understood and 
appreciated. The preacher spoke to congregations small in number as-
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sembled in a cabin, or a frontier store; he also spoke at large gatherings 
numb ering in the thousands. 
Asbury writes of both experiences. On August 27, 1784 he says, 
"My first discourse was for the benefit of poor stragglers, who have 
not yet returned to t he fold. u3 An illustration from a few months later 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, I, 463. 
2. Hartin, History of the United States, I, 357. 
3. Asbury, op. cit., I, 480-481. 
is perhaps even more specific, 11 1 preached to a few serious ".omen at one 
o'clock. ul On other occasions his congregation would nwnber into the 
thousands. On }'larch 20, 1785 he "'rrites, ''The bell went round to give 
notice, and I preached to a large congregation.rr2 Strickland records 
a letter of 1769 written by Pilmoor to 1-iesley in which he commends on 
field preaching in America. "Sunday evening I v1ent out upon the Common. 
I had the stage appointed for the horse-race for my pulpit, and I think 
beh.reen four and five thousand people, vmo heard with an attention still 
as night. 113 
During the lifetime of Asbury there was not a gr eat change in 
the preaching habits. The preacher continued to preach the same gospel 
and to a similar people. There was introduced at the turn of the nine-
teenth century a new medium of reaching the scattered frontier people 
and holding them in a. spiritual environment over an extended period of 
time. This ne\'r medium was the introduction of the camp meeting. 
ii. Camp Heeting Preaching. 
Francis Asbury was first introduced to the ca;np meeting style 
of r eligious vrorship in October of 1800 1.Jhile traveling in Tennessee. 
He was highly impressed with what took place on that occasion. Asbury 
~~ote of his experience: 
Yesterday, and especially during the night, were \dtnessed 
scenes of deep interest. In the intervals between preaching 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (I'1ay 12, 1785), I, 495. 
2. Ibid., I, 493. 
3. Strickland, The Life and Times of Francis Asbury, p. 81. 
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the people refreshed themselves and horses and returned upon 
the ground. The stand was in the open air, embosomed in a 
wood of lofty beech trees. The ministers of God, Methodists 
and Presbyterians, united their labors, and mingled with the 
childlike simplicity of primitive t imes. Fires blazing here 
and there dispelled the darkness, and the shouts of the 
redeemed captives, and the cries of precious souls struggling 
into life, broke the silence of midnight . The weather was 
delightful; as if heaven smiled, while mercy flm'led in 
abundant streams of salvation to perishing sinners. We 
suppose there were at least thirty souls converted at this 
meeting. I rejoice that God is visiting the sons of the 
Puritans , who are candid enough to acknowledge their obli-
gations to the Methodists.l 
This is the description of one of the earliest camp meetings. It •·ms 
under the sponsorship of the Presbyterian ministers but the visiting 
Hethodist clergy were invited to participate . 
This revivalistic emphasis within the Presbyterian fellowship 
stenuned from a small group of Presbyterian Log College revivalists who 
confined their efforts largely to the I~ddle Colonies.2 The revival 
s ervices were in conflict >'lith Presbyterian doctrine and soon resulted 
in a conflict within the church. For years the Presbyterians continued 
to bear almost as large a part in the conduct of the meetings as did 
the Eethodists. 
The camp was a product of the frontier. It grew out of the 
life and experiences of the American scene. An attempt was made to 
introduce similar meetings into British Methodism, but the ministers 
would not countenance the plan.3 On the American scene nobody planned 
l. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (October 21, 1800), II, 476-477. 
2 . \'lilliarn Ttiarren Sweet, Revivalism in America (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 19~~), p. 44. 
3. Halford E. Luccock and Paul Hutchinson, The Story of Hethodism 
(New York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1926), p . 253. 
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the camp meeting program in advance. It grew spontaneously as it came 
to meet a frontier need. The scattered settlements made it impossible 
for t he people to gather in large groups for revival services without 
remaining over night or for a number of days. Its success was continued 
for generations because the people were constantly being lured to ne>·rer 
frontier regions \vhich reproduced the conditions similar to those that 
had created the camp meeting situation. 
Sweet credits the drai~ng power of the revivalistic preaching 
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of the Presbyterian minister, James McGready, as the force which inaugu-
rated the camp meeting movement.l So large were the numb ers v1ho attended 
his meetings in Logan County, Kentucky that they were forced to hold them 
out-of -doors. As people began to come from greater and greater distances, 
many were compelled to remain overnight and soon people were coming and 
remaining for several days. The first planned camp meeting was held in 
Logan County, Kentucky in July, 1800. 2 
How closely Asbury was able to observe the pulse of religious 
developments on the frontier is reflected in the fact that three months 
from the date of the first planned camp meeting in an out-of-the->vay 
place in the mountains of Kentucky Asbury was observing his first camp 
meeting. From this day on the camp meeting bec~ne more and Jnore of a 
Methodist institution. The :Methodist organization made it possible to 
extend the camp meeting methods over a wide area in a brief period of 
time. 
In the succeeding nine years the camp meeting movement grevr 
1. Sweet, Revivalism in America, p. 122. 
2. Ibid., p. 122. 
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rapidly. On August 13, 1809 Asbury notes, 11 It appears that the bishops 
will hold a camp meeting in every district; we are encouraged so to do. ul 
Asbury makes no mention of his role, however, in the promotion of the 
camp meeting movement throughout Methodism. He does attribute to the 
people the desire for such meetings as can be seen in his entry of August 
13, 1809, previously mentioned. On October 22, 1808 Asbury writes, "At 
Chavers a camp meeting had been appointed by the preachers and people. 112 
Huch earlier than this Asbury 1.vas traveling from one camp meeting to the 
next during the camp meeting season. E.'ven when the camp meeting 1•<as at 
its height there were no rules in the Hethodist Discipline to govern it. 
Preachers were never asked to ans1'ler formal questions concerning it at 
the Quarterly Conferences. It tended to grow and organize itself around 
the local situation until basic ideas were formulated into camp meeting 
ma.nuals • .3 
The rapid rise of the camp meetings can be ascribed in a l a rge 
measure to social conditions on the frontier. The border areas knew 
nothing of the restraints that accompanied the careful observance of the 
Puritan Sabbath . The territory 1·1as rough and the educational standards 
abnost non-existent. The camp meeting , while transforming the r eligious 
life of the frontier, was also supplying a social need. 
The great lack of the frontier '"as in personal contact. 1'1any a 
l. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, III, 317. 
2. Ibid., III, 291. 
3. Sv;eet, Revivalism in America, p. 132. 
family lived as much as a day 1 s ride from their neighbor. Any excuse 
to these frontier families was suff icient to bring them together. Thus, 
it gave them an excuse for a period away from their drab existence at 
home, nor did they all come to the camp meeting for purely religious 
reasons. Many of those who looked forward to the camp meetings were 
roughs, bullies, and scoffers. 
The Hethodists encouraged the camp meeting for it fit into their 
spirit and the pattern of their traditions. There was a mobility about 
Hethodism which soon made the cainp meeting a Hethodist Institution. Its 
doctrines, even in the mass meeting , were centered on the individual. 
Its class meetings in the local church made a necessary transition be-
hreen the convert in the camp meeting and the individual member in the 
local church. Its preachers were not tied dovm to a single church nor 
congregation, and they v.rere free to attend the camp meeting and return 
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to follow-up the convert in his home environment. The Hethodists had few 
meeting houses on the frontier and felt at home preaching in the open air 
or under temporary shelter. The itinerant nature of the Hethodist Bishop 
permitted his attending the various camp meetings across his area, and 
also permitted him to advise here and promote there. 
In all the churches it 1-las found that certain ministers proved 
more adept in camp meeting preaching. The Hethodist system made it easier 
to move these ministers from camp meeting to camp meeting and 1..;hen the 
camp meeting season was over to return them to a local church. 
The Hethodist and Baptist ministers ~rere both frontier men perfectly 
fitted for the rough-and-ready life of the camp meeting . They were not 
college trained men and took some pride in their lack of a formal education. 
As Rowe points out: 
The methods of evangelism of the illiterate frontier 
preachers were intended to appeal to the emotions, and 
those men did not feel satisfied unless they succeeded 
in awakening a response.l 
One of the most complete descriptions of the camp meeting when 
it had reached a high point of success in 1Sl2 was recorded by Captain 
Marryat. The Captain l'ras a British naval officer who had served before 
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and after the war of 1Sl2 in American waters. He was, however, like most 
Englishmen when it came to the camp meeting, a total outsider who had 
little sympathy for the camp meeting and found it harder to understa.rrl. 
From this viewpoint he describes the .American camp meeting in 1Sl2: 
The camp was raised upon • • • a piece of table-land com-
pr~s~ng many acres. About one acre and a half was surrounded 
on the four sides by cabins built up of rough boards; the whole 
area in the center was fitted up with planks, laid about a foot 
from the ground, as seats. At one end, but not close to the 
cabins, was a raised stand, which served as a pulpit for the 
preachers, one of them pr~ing, while five or six others sat 
down behind him on benches. There was ingress to the area by 
the four corners; the whole of it was shaded by vast forest 
trees, which ran up to the height of fifty or sixty feet '!t.rith-
out thro'!tdng out a branch; and to the trunks of these trees 
were fixed lamps in every direction, for the continuance of 
services at night. 
Outside of the area, which may be designated as the church, 
were hundreds of tents pitched in every quarter, their snowy 
whiteness contrasting beautifully with the deep verdure and 
gloom of the forest. These were the temporary habitation of 
those who had come many miles to attend the meeting, and who 
remained there from the commencement until it concluded--
usually a period of from five to ten days, but often much 
longer. The tents were furnished with every article necessary 
for cooking; mattresses to sleep upon; some of them even had 
bedsteads and chests of drawers, which had been brought in the 
wagons in which the people in this country usually travel. 
At a farther distance were all the wagons and other vehicles 
which had conveyed the people to the meeting, l'milst hundreds 
of horses were tethered under the trees, and plentifully 
1. Rowe, r.fodern Pathfinders of Christianity, p. 129. 
provided with forage. Such were the general outlines of a 
most interesting and beautiful scene. 
Th~ major po~tion of those not in the area were cooking 
th~ ~1nners = F1res lvere burning in every direction; pots 
boil~; ch~ckens roasting, hams seething; indeed, there 
appeared to be no want of creature comforts. 
. But the trumpet sounded as in the days of yore~ as a 
~~gnal that the service was about to reco~nence, and I went 
1nto the area and took my seat. One of the preachers arose 
and ga~e out a hymn,. which was sung by the congregation, 
number1ng seven or e1ght hundred. After the singing of 
~he hymn was concluded he commenced an extensive sennon; 
1t was good, sound doctrine and although J.>.iethodism. it 
was r-iethodism. of the mildest to~e and divested of the 
bitter~~~s.ro~. d:~unc~ation, as, indeed, is generally the 
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provided with forage. Such were the general outlines of a 
most interesting and beautiful scene. 
The major portion of those not in the area were cooking 
the dinners. Fires ,.rere burning in every direction; pots 
boiling; chickens roasting, hams seething; indeed, there 
appeared to be no want of creature comforts. , 
But the trumpet sounded as in the days of yore, as a 
signal that the service was about to recownence, and I went 
into the area and took my seat. One of the preachers arose 
and gave out a hymn, which was sung by the congregation, 
numbering seven or eight hundred. After the singing of 
the hymn was concluded he commenced an extensive sennon; 
it l'ras good, sound doctrine and, although l"lethodism, it 
was :t-iethodism of the mildest tone and divested of the 
bitterness of denunciation, as, indeed, is generally the 
case r.'i th Hethodism in .America. • • 
In front of the pulpit was a space railed off, and stre>vn 
vdth straw, which I was told was the anxious seat, and on 
which sat those who were touched by their conscience or the 
discourse of the preacher. On ••• one side ••• about 
tvrenty females, mostly young, squatted down on the straw; 
on the other a fe\'lr men; in the center was a long form, 
against which some men were kneeling, with their faces 
covered with their hands as if occupied in prayer. Gradu-
ally the number increased, girl after girl dropped down 
upon the straw on one side, and men on the other ••• As 
the din increased so did their enthusiasm; handkerchiefs 
were raised to bright eyes, and sobs were intermingled with 
prayers and ejaculations. It became a scene of Babel; more 
than twenty men and women were crying out at the highest 
pitch of their voices, and trying apparently to be heard 
above the others.l 
Before one becomes too critical of the extreme emotionalism of 
the frontier preaching he should come to understand the people to >vhom 
the minister was preaching. The frontiersman was a rough and lonely per-
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son. Social and religious gatherings were but release valves for a~otional 
tensions v1hich needed to find ways of release. 
The period irrnnediately follo1tring the Civil War was a period of 
transition. There was a change of religious and social climate. Denominational 
1. Luccock and Hutchinson, The Storv of Methodism, pp. 253-256. 
colleges grew rapidly following the war. The Jvlethodist and Baptist 
institutions outnumbered all others. With the cultural change c&~e an 
educated clergy and laity in the revivalist churches. The gulf between 
the educational standards of the Presbyterians and Hethodists \vas greatly 
lessened. 
S"t•reet says, "The presence of an educated and cool-headed l eader-
ship exercises a restraining influence on an over-emotionalized company 
of people. 111 This was true in the revivalistic preaching. The highly 
emotionalized revivalism began to lose its appeal to ministers and laity 
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alike. A new social life developed on ".'That was once a frontier. Strickland 
was lamenting the diminishing effectiveness of the ca~p meeting in 1858 . 
vfuole Methodist families came from the distance of forty 
and fifty miles, and some even further. They came in covered 
vfagons, bringing their provisions Nith them. They did not, 
like many of the 11ethodists of the present day, take the care 
in the morning and, whirled along at the rate of thirty miles 
an hour, reach the encampment in time to hear the eleven 
o'clock sermon, take dinner at a boarding-tent, and return 
in the evening , wondering that they had received no spiritual 
benefit. Had they done so, camp meetings would not have been 
attended with the pm,yer that characterized them. But t hey 
closed up business at home, and made all their arrangements 
to spend a week at the feast of tabernacles, devoting them-
selves exclusively to the worship of God, and the result was 
invariably an increase in spirituality in the hearts of the 
members, and the conversion of their children. The great 
wonder is not how that so few are converted at our modern 
camp meetings, but that any are converted. This, however, 
is to be attributed to the fact t hat there are some who act 
upon the primitive plan of going prepared, and determined 
to remain during the continuance of the meeting.2 
The same social and cultural factors that influenced the success 
of the camp meeting vfere instrumental in its wane. The frontier began to 
l. Sweet, Revivalism in /une rica, p. 164. 
2. Strickland, The Life and Times of Francis Asbury, pp. 397-398. 
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disappear. The communities became more thickly populated and the people 
found it was now possible to move more rapidly from one point to another. 
It was no longer necessary to close up the home and live on the camp 
ground throughout the series of meetings. The rate of travel permitted 
the family to leave their home early in the morning and return home again 
at the close of the day. This had two results; there were a larger number 
of people who went to the camp meeting for just a day or even a part of a 
day, and there was a decrease in the effectiveness of the meetings. As 
Strickland pointed out in the previous quote, there was a cumulative 
emotional atmosphere built up from one meeting to the next. When the 
families went home and returned, it was found that this cumulative process 
was interrupted and its effect upon the individual was not as satisfactory. 
The increase in population made for greater sociability. The camp meeting 
was no longer serving as the only medium for social outlet. The increas-
ing cultural standards of the clergy and laity decreased the emotional 
preaching of the clergy. These conditions which gave rise to the camp 
meeting passed and with them the flourishing camp meetings. 
There yet remain large numbers of camp meeting grounds in the 
United States owned either by Conferences or camp meeting associations. 
These continue to pose problems for their Conferences as to ho11r best to 
use them, for they have now become middle-class summer resorts or meeting 
places for brief summer institutes. 
Another factor to be seen in the decline of the camp meeting was 
the change of the gospel emphasis. The camp meeting message was largely 
a message to the individual. Even though the sermons were preached to 
large congregations the decisions to be made were individual. To a large 
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measure salvation was a personal matter. As Sweet notes, 11 To personalize 
religion is to emotionalize it."l Toward the close of the :nineteenth 
century the Methodists began to preach a social gospel which lost much 
of its individual emphasis and emotional content. 
During the seventies and eighties the camp meetings which con-
tinued underwent changes. At Chautauqua, New York in 1874 the old camp 
meeting grounds was transformed into an institution whose influence 
spread over the nation under the leadership of John H. Vincent. 2 By the 
end of the century little Chautauquas were springing up all over the 
country and many of them were utilizing the old camp meeting grounds. 
The cultural and religious climate had now changed and the assemblies 
were listening to lectures, and concerts. 
In the larger cities the revival campaigns continued "1\d.th varied 
successes. These gave rise to the professional revivalist, the greatest 
of whom ''las without doubt, Dwight L. Moody. Revivalism, however, disap-
peared for the most part when the impersonal became dominant over the 
personal. There have arisen in the twentieth century revivalistic sects 
which for the most part have established revivalism on a continuing basis, 
in tabernacles or established churches with radio and modern media of 
connnunication. 
~ the close of the nineteenth century the camp meeting had served 
its purpose on the frontier. It was as timely as the frontier itself and 
had gripped it and transformed it. What happened was that the camp meeting 
1. Sweet, Revivalism in America, p. xii. 
2. Ibid., p. 166. 
had satisfied a social and emotional need in bringing together the 
scattered units of these early communities. In the warmth of the large 
gathering where men and women touched elbow to elbow the emotionalism 
ran high and the individual was often swept along with the emotion of 
the crowd. 
The camp meeting accomplished what the faithful circuit rider in 
his cabin-to-cabin preaching could have never hoped to have accomplished. 
The class meeting played its role in absorbing the converts but it could 
have never saved the frontier. It required a religion that was as dra-
matically emotional as the rugged energy of the frontiersman himself. 
iii. City Preaching. 
As has been noted the camp meetings were continued for a time in 
the fonn of large revivalist campaigns within the city. These owe their 
success for the most part to the professional evangelist who moved from 
one large town to another. 
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At the turn of the nineteenth century Asbury gave little attention 
to the city preacher. Asbury began his own American ministry in a city 
church. He was dissatisfied and unwilling to remain confined to the c.ity 
parish. He wrote, nAt present I am dissatisfied. I judge we are to be 
shut up in the cities this winter. My brethren seem unwilling to leave 
the cities."l. A year later in January of 1772 Asbury says, 111 find that 
the preachers have their friends in the cities, and care not to leave them. 
There is a strange party spirit. 112 
1. Asbury, Asburv's Journal (November 2, 1771), I, 17. 
2. Ibid., (January 1, 1772), I, 20. 
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This emphasis on the city parish among t he earl y ministers s eems 
to have been strong "men Asbury arrived in America . This attitude ',vas not 
appr eciated b;)r Asbur;r . He felt the call of the frontier . li'Jithin a liJeek 
aft er his arrival in New York he was traveling outward to the surrounding 
tm,ms preaching t he go spel . Through his m·m example he sought to t each 
his brother ministers a better way . The success of his endeavor was best 
i llustrated by the rapi d spread of Met hodism among the frontier societies . 
2. IN THE CLASS HEi£TING _AJ{u PRAYER Iv~TING 
The class meeting was introduced on the American scene almost as 
early as Nethodist preaching . It is i mpossible to say which came first, 
for as rapidly as a group of Methodi sts were gathered , a class >-ras forEJ.ed. 
The first class vlas begun by Captain ~\iebb in 1??1.1 The grovrth of t he 
class meet i ng is presented in Chapt er five. 
There is similar question as t o when the clas s meeting began to 
taper off. Luccock and Hutchinson say in their book , 11Fei-T Americans 
r emember a Hethodist class meeting of the old order. 11 2 The same statement 
could not have been sa i d concerning the prayer meeti ng . Sometir~e in the 
interveni ng years , bet ween t he deat h of Frs,ncis Asbury and the twentiet h 
century , th e prayer meeting had taken the more prominent posit i on. 
The class meeting vJas an int egral part of the church , at l east 
until 1816. During the latter part of Asbury 's ministry he makes less 
mention of the class. Thi s does not mean, however, that t hey v.rere of l ess 
:Lrnportance . 
Strickland speaks of the prayer meetings hel d by Francis in his 
1. Asbury , 11 Incomplete Notes on Asbury 's Jour nal, 11 Vol . 1, 
Hay 20, 1772, item 1. 
2. Luccock and Hutchi nson , The Story of Hethodisrn , p . 168 . 
father's house in England. He wrote: 
Feeling t hat it i'ras his duty to hold prayer meetings in 
t he n ei ghborhood, he un i ted as many ifith him a s he could of 
like faith, and commenc ed relig ious services in the house 
of a fri end . These meeting s vrere largely attended . Hulti-
tudes , attr acted by the voice of praise and prayer i n places 
vrhere t hese sound s i'rere before unknown , came t o the meetings; 
many from idle curiosity , but more -vrere prompted by a spirit 
of oppos i t i on, as appears from the fac t t hat the friends at 
;,·rhose houses t he meetings \·Tere held , f ear i ng an outbreak, 
were unvrilli ng to have them continued . • i . In hi s father 's 
house he resumed t he meetings for prayer . 
In his Journal Asbury doe s not refer to these meeting s in his 
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father' s house as prayer meet ings but says, HAfter t his we met for r eading 
and prayer. u2 It is i mpossible to say 1fhether there was any similar ity 
bet-vreen t hese early meetings of Asbury 's in England and his American 
prayer meetings. 
Asbury fi r st speaks of prayer .neeting s in his Journal on oeptember 
2, 1779. He writes: 
I vms closely taken up in ..,.rriting , but met t he societ y ; 
they a ppeared to be humbled, and resolved to set out ane-vr . 
I pressed t hem to have prayer meetings, and they appointed 
one before they parted.j 
On other occasions Asbury speaks of the class meeting . This is t he f irst 
instanc e in vrhich h.e s peak s of t he prayer meetin,s as a s epar ate and dis-
tinct meet i ng . At no time in hi s Journal does he give a desc ription of 
the pr ayer meeting . 
Beginning with 1796 he make s nmnerous reference s to t he forming 
of prayer meetim;s. The follrJwing are some of his r eferences: 
My ~tnd has be en deepl y i mpressed with the nec essity of 
getting the peopl e to s et apart the five o'clock hour wholly 
l. Strickland , The Life a..11d Ti me s of Francis Asbury , p. 37. 
2. Asbury , Asbury 's Journal (July 16, 1792), II, 159. 
3. Ibid., I, 324. 
for prayer; to establish prayer meetings , and to speak 
evil of no man.l 
I thought there vlere no people here of spiritual under-
standing; but I ·was informed, to my comfort, that a number 
of simpl e-hearted people had formed themselves into a 
society for prayer; perhaps these will be some of the 
first f ruits in this place.2 
We had a good prayer meeting at General Russell 1 s) 
I rej oice in the account Bro. Pm1ell gave me of the 
state of religion at the Sound; he said that the Lord had 
ovmed and blessed their prayer meetings.4 
The above references are a few of the entries by Asbury beginning i'!i.th 
June, 1786 and ending with October, 1790. They show a new trend in the 
Met hodist Societies. It is doubtful if the term "prayer meeting 11 1vas a 
substitution for the words nclass meeting." The two terms >'lere continued 
>'lith l e ss and less reference to the class meeting. 
It vmuld be safe to say that during the ministry of Francis Asbury 
the class meeting began to decline and the prayer meeting ascend in im-
portance in the l"iethodist Church. The prayer meeting did not at first 
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repl ace the old class meeting but gradually absorbed many of its f unctions. 
The prayer meeting vras a less formal meeting. It omitted many of 
the more objectionable characteristics of the class meeting. There appears 
to have been no regular collecting of dues, no checking of .attendance, nor 
questioning of character. There was not the rigid restriction of member-
ship as l'fas found in the class meeting. The prayer meeting could be said 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (June 13, 1786), I, 512-513. 
2. Ibid., (June 15, 1787), II, 13. 
3. Ibid., (April 21, 1790), II, 81. 
4. Ibid., (October 26, 1790), II, 99. 
to have replac ed t he class meet ing , continuing some of its more helpful 
functions . 
3. IN THE PASTORAL CARE OF I NDIVIDUALS 
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The present s ection will deal brief l y >vith the transit ion of the 
pastoral care of individuals. Asbury 's care of the individual vrill be 
dealt -..v-ith in Chapt er five . The changing roles of t he Het hodist mi nister 
in his care of the i ndividual will be treated i n Chapter six . It is 
necessary, hm,rever, to see the general transition that took place in the 
ministry of Asbur y . 
Pr eaching and group activity always play an i mportant role in 
Asbury ' s minis t r y . There vias a gradual shifting of emphasis tm'fard the 
camp meeting but the stress, while on mas s evangelism, was actual l y on an 
i ndivi dualistic gospel. In his l ater years much of Asbur y 's time >·ras 
given to the administration of the Church. He had the appointment of 
ministers, and the conducting of conferences. 
His early ministry saw many hours s pent with pr isoners , but vrith 
t he pas sing of years les s and less time was allot ed for such calling . 
One of his later prison visits is recorded by him in 1783 , 11 I visited 
t hree young men who ar e to die shortly; they -v.rept >vhil e I talked and prayed 
"\'lith them."l After this call Asbury makes no record of having visited a 
prison . He could have continued hi s regular prison calling but it is not 
likel y that he did . The pr ess of aruninistrative responsibilities and travel 
undoubtedly pr evented the continuance of this kind of pastoral activi t y . 
1. Asbury , Asbu~r 1 s Journal ( I·:~arch 7, 1783 ) , I , L~56 . 
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In other areas of his ministry the calling on the sick and shut-
ins appears to have continued unchanged. He may have decreased the num-
ber of calls and the plan of calling, but the pastoral care of the indi-
vidual continued. 
Asbury's ministry permitted him to witness a transition in the 
care of individuals. The change of emphasis is not as great as it would 
appear however. One of the new approaches to the individual was through 
the camp meeting. As has been noted, this was not a mass psychology 
but a concentrated attention upon the individual over a period of days. 
The continued effectiveness of the isolated camp meeting experience was 
the result of the class meeting and later the prayer meeting. The camp 
meeting experience is referred to as an isolated experience since it was 
but a one or two week 1 s experience out of the year. It was made a part 
of the on-going program of the church by the minister who introduced the 
converts into the local class meetings. 
Toward the close of Asbury's ministry the Church was becoming 
more established on the frontier. For the most part, however, it con-
tinued a border church. The emphasis of the preaching had not changed. 
In 1816 the class meeting was still an important factor in the 
Hethodist societies. Its decline had begun and Asbury witnessed the 
grovring need of an institution which would meet the changing needs of 
the individual. The prayer meeting was being promoted to meet this need 
where the class meeting met a growing resistance. 
The emphasis was still upon the individual and though w·e do not 
see the radical change in Asbury's life, there was the developing emphasis 
on the local fellowship. The increase of population was rapidly making 
it possible for the circuit rider to lessen the nlli~er of miles in his 
circuit and give more time to the local society. This gro~dng change 
of emphasis meant that the pastor would in time be able to absorb many 
of the functions of his local preacher. In such a change the preacher 
became more and more a pastor to his people. 
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CHAPrER V 
AREAS OF PASTORAL EMPHASIS 
1. SMALL GROUP El-1PHASIS 
The growth and development of small groups within the larger 
church structure have had a history in the Christian Church. The ex-
pansion of the inner spiritual life of like-minded persons has made it 
advisable that the parent Church permit the inclusion of these loyal 
minorities within the larger body. McConnell points out that for a full 
century before Wesley's birth minority societies were an important aspect 
of the English church life.l 
Religion is basically a social phenomenon. Every religion tends 
to form itself into religious societies. Within these societies members 
are approved, initiated and expelled. 
The combined efforts of these smaller groups have made a signifi-
cant contribution to the religious spirit within many of the larger bodies. 
There have been periods in the history of the church when these societies 
have tended to become a threat to the parent body, but the intimate 
cravings of the individual minorities have warranted their continuance. 
i•lalker gives the year 1678 as the earliest date for the beginnings of 
1. Francis J. McConnell, Joim '\tlesley (New York: The Abingdon 
Press, 1939), p. 74. 
these early groups in the English Church .l The earliest group rnet for 
prayer , reading of Scriptures , communion, and as an aid to the poor . 
These assembl ages spread r apidl y 1.mtil by the year 1700 there Here a 
hundred or 1nore of them in London alone . 2 
The groups \'iere composed generally of t he conn:mnicant s of the 
established Church and ~~·ere tolerated by the cler gy , even though many 
of the cl er gy often looked upon them with disdain and >·muld refer to 
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t hem a s "fanatic s . " Such so cieties gav e the pattern for more outrea ch-
ing work such as the "Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge" initi-
at ed by Thomas Bray in 1699, and l ed t o the founding of t he soclet y 
called 11 The Societ y for the Propagation of the Gos pel i n Foreign Parts , 11 
in 1701.3 The grm·rth of the soc i et y movement had rea ched its peak and 
vras on the. vrane when the Hethodist sod_eties came into prominence . 
i . The Ear l "\C. :Q_evelo_pm.?._r~_£f_ the Smal l Grou p .!Dnohasis by John l·'fesle v . 
TiJesley had the abil ity to utilize the experienc es of t he past 
and to borrow freely from his contempor a r ies . He s aw the usefulness of 
an i dea and had slight concern vlhether i t \•ras the pr oduct of friend 
or foe . 
He l earned from the Holy Club and the i·1oravians his conc e pt 
of the small group . Charles ~·lesley had the Hol y Cl ub established 
when John r eturned to Lincol n Col lege on Nov ember 22, 1729. 4 Durin..g 
l. 1,• illist on l,valker , A History of the Christ i an Church 
( New York: Charles Scribner 's Sons , l 9Lt-5) , p . 508. 
2. Ibid., p . 508 . 
Lt- . Sidney Lee , 11J ohn \vesley, 11 Dict i onar y of National Biography 
( Ne1v York : i''iacmillan Co ., 1899 ) , LX, 304. 
the Georgi a period Wesley adopted and us ed some of the basic i deas of 
t he "band, 11 at least on a tentative basis •1 
On returning to England Wesley joined himself to some of the se 
r eligious societies. It V·las in one of the se societies tha t Hesley 
rec eived his historic "heart wanningn experience.2 
(1) The Oxford Club. The Oxford Club was organized in the 
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spring of 1729 by Charles Wesley and tvJO of his fellows. The group met 
irmnediate oppositi on and was soon dubbed the 11 enthusiasts," "holy club," 
and the 11Het hodists;" it was this latter name that stuck.3 Charles 
remar k s in a l etter of :Hay 5, 1729 on th e informal beginnings of t he 
Oxford Club: 
Providence has at present put it in my po1-ver to do some 
good. I have a modest, humble, well-dispos ed youth lives 
next me, and have been (I thank God l) somewhat instrumental 
in keeping him so •••• He is already content to live >vith-
out any company but Bob's and mine.4 
The number within the Oxford Club has n ev er been exactly de-
termined and may have varied fro m three to twenty-five.5 The little 
group undoubtedly would have remained obscure and short-lived if it had 
not been for t he introduction of t h e inspired leadership of John i'Jesley. 
1. John Wesley, The Journal of John Wesley, ed. Nehemiah Curnock 
(London: The EpvJOrth Press, 19ll), II, 53. 
2. Lee, "John lVesley," Dictionary of National Biography, LX, 306. 
3. Josiah Henry Barr, Early Hethodist Under Persecution {New 
York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1916), p. 9. 
4. Frank Baker, Charles Heslev from Letters of Charle s l· esley 
(London: The Ep'l'rorth Press, 1948), p. 15. 
5. ''John ~vesley," Encyclopedia Britan.11ica (14th ed.), 
XXIII, 516. 
They were basically a group of like-minded students who had formed a 
society for the cultivation of their own religious life.1 The chari-
table activities gave the assemblage a core of interest and greatly 
enriched the lives of the individual members. The established group 
rapport is seen in the willingness with which the members came together, 
at first twice a week, and soon every day from six to nine in the 
evening.2 They met with one accord with a thorough spirit of comrade-
ship throughout all their meetings. Wesley, in a later reflection, con-
sidered the Methodists at Oxford as of one body and, as it were, of one 
soul. 
(2) Wesleyan Class Meetings. The early Wesley class meeting was 
a }furavian device developed by Wesley into something more efficient. 
The order of organization is seen in an extract of the Constitution of 
the Church of the Moravian Brethren: 
The Church is so divided that first the husbands, then the 
wives, then the widows, then the maids, then the young men, 
then the boys, then the girls, and lastly the little children, 
are in so many distinct classes; each of which is daily visited, 
the married men by a married man, the wives by a wife, ro1d so 
of the rest. These larger are also (now) divided into near 
ninety smaller classes or bands, over each of which one pre-
sides who is of the greatest experience.3 
The earliest units of organization were made up of the bands 
and classes for mutual confession. The bands consisted of converted 
1. Clinton Cornelius Armstrong, 11The Religious Leadership of 
John Wesley" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Graduate School, 
Boston University, 1950), p. 96. 
2. Maximin Piette, John Wesle in the Evolution of Protestantism, 
trans. Rev. J. B. Howard (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1937 , p. 284. 
3. Wesley, The Journal of John Wesley, II, 53. 
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people seeking Christian perfection. Wesley, in writing to the Church 
at Herrnhut, speaks of having eight bands of men consisting of fifty-
six persons. He says there were two small bands of women; one of three, 
and the other of five persons.l These bands were usually made up of 
not fewer than five nor more than ten members and met weekly as a 
group.2 The more serious among the society were selected to meet once 
or twice a week in smaller numbers for a more intimate union with each 
other. In the larger cities the more advanced, who were pressing on to 
perfection, were placed in Select Bands. Since the bands were princi-
pally for the sharing of inner experiences, Wesley considered it a 
safeguard to fonn bands of married men, single men, married, and single 
women. 
The debt on the Bristol Chapel led to an even more favorable 
arrangement. For financial reasons \lfesley saw fit to redivide the 
society into "little companies or classes" about twelve in each class) 
Over each class he assigned a sub-pastor or financial supervisor, and 
since these classes were called together weekly for the collection of 
funds, it was a ready opportunity for the class leader to examine the 
members and detect insincerity or disorderliness. Thus, circumstances 
led to the formation of groups of optimum psychological size for good 
1. John Telford (ed.), The Letters of the Rev. John Wesley, A.M. 
(London: The Epworth Press, 1931), I, 260 • 
. 2. William~· Cannon, "Accomplishments to Wesley's Death," 
MethodJ.sm,. ed. by 'l"lJ.lliam K. Anderson (New York: Methodist Publishing 
House, 1947), p. 34. 
3. Wesley, Journal, II, 528. 
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group dynamics. These early units were for.med for the religious develop-
ment of the individual in a religious environment rather than a pure 
theological orientation. 
The class~eeting was a blessing to Wesley. The rapid growth 
of the Societies was threatening to destroy the personal touch. The 
classes limited as they were to about a dozen members were ideal for 
edification and encouragement of new converts. The classes differed 
basically from the bands in that the classes consisted of the new con-
verts and the bands of the more advanced Christians. 
Wesley needed help in maintaining discipline in the spiritual 
life of these fast-grolv.ing societies. Their division into classes, each 
with its leader, was the answer to this need.l His rules placed posi-
tive restrictions upon the members forbidding them not onlY profanity, 
drunkenness and quarreling, but also smuggling, usury, and worldly amuse-
ments. The organization of class meetings proved favorable for the pro-
motion of Christian fellowship and it immediately took a prominent place 
in the Methodist society. It was not long before membership in the 
society depended upon one's being enrolled in such a class for Christian 
fellowship and pastoral oversight.2 
The group spirit that existed in these fellowships was vividly 
illustrated by the attendance within the group. The attendance at the 
class sessions was not an absolute necessity. Members in good standing 
received tickets quarterly with their attendance record kept thereon. 
1. Richard 11. Cameron, The Rise of Methodism (New York: 
Philosophical Library, 1954), p. 292. 
2. "Methodism," The New International Encyclopedia, 2nd. ed. 
(New York: Dodd, Mean and Company, 1925), XV, 504. 
Cannon notes how many of the members came to cherish these tickets and 
considered them their most prized possession, so much so, that they 
often insisted on their being buried with them at death.l The constant 
sifting of members by the leaders held membership at a premium. On 
February 24, 1741 Wesley says, "I took account of every person to whom 
any reasonab;J..e objection was made."2 Those who would confess their 
faults and promise better behaviour were received back into the society 
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while the others were placed on trial, that is, if they did not withdraw. 
It was such discipline as this that brought about within the class a 
single purpose. Wesley's visits to the individual class became pro:-
gressively further apart and in the interval it t1as the class leader's 
responsibility to enforce the discipline. Wesley set aside a special 
time from ten to two each day but Saturday as a time for speaking with 
any who desired it.3 This time was set aside especially for the dis-
orderly members of the bands. No mention is made as to whether the same 
opportunity was made available to members of the classes. It is definite 
that in the bands and possibly in the classes Wesley promoted the spirit-
ual life of the individual through the use of pastoral interviews and 
counseling. 
Wesley was convinced that there was no better way of coming to 
know the society members than through the class meeting. He expresses 
this conviction in a letter written to a society member sometime between 
1. William R. Cannon, "Accomplishments to Wesley's Death," 
Methodism, p. 34. 
2. Wesley, Journal, II, 429 • 
.3. ~., p. 440. 
·-------
March 4, 1760 and 1777, in "\'rhich he says: 
We have a fuller clearer knowledge of our own members, 
than to those belon~ing to other societies, and may th~r~­
fore without any culpable partiality , have a better op1n1on 
of them.1 
It was at first the band and later the class meeting that becrone the 
core around which the greater Methodist movement t ook its structur e 
and offered its greatest instruction to the individual. 
ii. Small Groups in Colonial American Hethodism. 
It was through the smal ler groups that colonial Methodism 
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developed its greatest sense of spiritual fellowship. For this reason, 
the Methodist class meeting was encouraged among the colonists. The 
class meeting was adaptable to the sparsely populated frontier area, 
where meeting houses were almost non-existent and heat and shelter a 
continuing problem. 
Methodi st preaching often occurred in th~ scattered areas long 
before the class meetings became organized. We find this to have been 
the experience both at Burlington and at "Trent-town," New Jersey.2 
(1) The Clas s Heeting as a Basic Group. The class meeting in 
America, as in England, was always a part of the larger congregation. 
In these classes there was a definite outline of function, purpose and 
organization which both restricted the admission of members to the 
1. John Wesley, "Extracts from Letters by the Rev. Wesley, to a 
Member of his Society," The Methodist ¥.lagazine, (1799), XXII, 47-48. 
2. Francis Asbury, "Incomplete notes on Asbury 's Journal 11 
Vol. I, April 30, 1772 and Hay 20, 1?72 item 1. <' ' 
' 
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circle and rejected those who were '\'.rilling to align themselves >•Tith 
the existing standards. These rest ictions tended to limit the impact 
of l/!ethodism upon the larger corrunun ty, but added to the solidarity 
of the group by focusing its t on a 11we-group" which, as Johnson 
has noted, is one of the ethnocent ic tendencies appearing in religious 
corrununities.1 The "we-group" atti ude rapidly developed within the 
class a sense of the members posse sing unique values of their ovm. 
These limitations made it possibl for the group to demand that each 
member be willing to declare all is faults. In this sharing process 
there developed a sense of inner- ocial relationship, whose limitations 
\'Tere always coupled with a rigid of prohibitions. All this tended 
toward making the class more bas· as a social group or as HcNeil has 
stated, 11A group interested in t e mutual cure of (their O'Wil) souls.n2 
In most instances the so of the English and 
American class meetings was the ame. Asbury takes note of these 
various groups. 
February 27, 1791 I was 
married and single men 
and single '\'romen.3 
uch blessed in meeting the 
I also met the married 
April 25, 1792 I met th married men and women apart, 
and we had great consolati n in the Lord.4 
II, 110. 
4. ~., II, 149. 
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The group pattern in these erican Hethodist societies emerged 
slo-v.rly during this colonial period. Asbury's emphasis was on the forming 
of both large and small groupings. The variety of groups centered around 
the social and spiritual setting wi h a continuing emphasis on the 
spiritual. 
Asbury tended to the same pattern as Wesley in 
assigning leaders to the separate g On special occasions when 
he was in a given area he would mee the married women, and the single 
women and the married men and the s · ngle men separately. It was Asbury's 
custom to take a direct hand of the small class meeting 
in an effort to maintain its stand 
One of the outstanding feat 
purposed function. 
these small groups was their 
"exclusiveness, 11 that is in the bet er sense of the word. Asbury felt 
that the standards established by ~esley were good and that their 
maintenance was necessary for the 
of the fellowship. vfuen the class 
community ethics he was disturbed, 
reduced the numbers within the gro 
not appear to have been of any gre 
that a closely knit and well-disci 
amotion of the grovrth and \vell-being 
towards conformity >vith 
d on a nwnber of occasions sharply 
The size and number of groups did 
significance. It was his opinion 
ined group was a greater contribut-
ion to the Christian individual and the church than a l oosely joined 
and unprincipled society. 
The use of tickets in the intenance of class standards was 
not used as extensively in s in England. There was, never-
thel ess, the same effort to contin the high standards of admission. 
Asbury never tolerated the adjustme t of his code to the situation. 
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The principle stood; it was the individual who had to make the necessary 
adjustment. The lay-preachers, over whom Asbury had pastoral super-
vision, often attempted to make thei r own local rectification of the 
class pattern. Asbury refused to accept changes in the accepted patterns 
of t he class. On August 10, 1774 Asbury criti cises the free admiss i on of 
individuals before they are fully conversant with the purpose of the 
class and have sho~tm by their actions a wil.Lingness to abide by "Society 
Requirements. 11 In Asbury's "~rds: 11 It is a great folly to take people 
into society bef ore they know what they are about.nl 
Asbury was sharply criticized by the members of the societies 
for his firnmess in maintaining the st andards of the society. :t<Iany 
society members felt that Asbury held too rigidly to the letter or 
tne law. It was not uncommon, where he felt it necessary, for Asbury 
to stand at the door of the meeting and admit or reject those who came 
to t he meeting. Asbury says, 11So I stayed for Brothe·r w., and heard that 
many 1t1ere offended by my shutting them out of society-meetings. n2 The 
same standards as those held in the society 1·1ere carried over into the 
class meeting . After each class meeting he insisted that the class leader 
report to the minister in charge each member's attendance, conduct, 
contribution, and observance of the ordinances.3 The continual reporting 
of the individual member's conduct to the circuit pastor made it possible 
for the pastor and the bishop to maintain these high standards of class 
conduct. 
Once the member had been admitted his continuance in the class 
1. Asbu~J, Asbury's Journal, I, 124. 
2. Ibid., (April 28, 1772), I, 28. 
3. Asbury, "Incomplete Notes on Asbury's Journal," Notes 
by A. J., Vol. I under date of April 28, 1772, item 14. 
9.3 
depended on his individual conduct. Asbury stood as the final judge in 
each situation. The only appeal o 
been the Annual or General Confere 
influence. ~1en Asbury saw the 
sidering it 
steward, he confronted him. 
I spoke to our steward, wh 
please me--frequently avoidin 
himself from the meetings of 
dissimulation--opposing our r 
who were not members of our s 
on other occasions Asbury 
deal closely with the members.2 
Asbury's decision seems to have 
over which Asbury had a dominating 
of one of his stewards and con-
considered proper conduct for a 
se conduct did not altogether 
to speak to me--absenting 
he leaders--the appearance of 
les--and consulting persons 
ciety.l 
he found it necessary to 
en his warnings continued unheeded, 
he considered it his duty to eject the individuals from the class with-
out too much consideration e number within the group. At one 
day he says he removed another wom for excessive drinking. With the 
continued use of this stern pastor authority these early Methodist meet-
ings continued to maintain a high tandard. 
the Hethodist movement, found her other and father opposing her actions 
and her mother going so far as to esolve to move the family to Newbern 
1. Asbury, Asbu (October 6, 1772), I. 45. 
2. Ibid., 72. 
3. Ibid., (October 13, 177 ), p. 164. 
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and a'l'ray from the Hethodists. Mrs. horne prayed about the situation 
and decided that she would remain am ng her spiritual relatives.l It 
'l'ras such group spirit as this shown Thorne that brought about 
the ever increasing demonstrated among these 
early 1-fethodists. 
(2) The Ps ical Value f the Class Meet· s. Asbury did 
not present his thoughts in the te of a psychologist but approached 
the situation from the practical poi t of view of doing that which 
seemed necessary in order to desired ends. It is the 
reasoning behind his actions which e rich in psychological insights 
for the pastoral psychologist. 
Asbury was impatient vdth hi contemporary brother ministers 
Asbury \-Tould rather the country among the people and 
recomnended this practice to his fel ow Methodist ministers.2 In his 
travels he was fonning small societi s. The class meeting was a small 
and intimate fellowship and was thus able to meet definite psychological 
needs existing runong a lonely fronti r people. To them the class was 
more than a spiritual institution cr ated to guide them into a deeper 
spiritual life. class, says: 
v,fe were only a religious soc· ety, and not a church: and 
any member of any church, who uld conform to our rules, 
and meet in a class, had libert to continue in their Ol~ church.3 
1. John Lednum, The Rise of ethodism in America (Philadelphia: 
Published by author-sold Methodist B ok Stores, 1859), p. 43. 
3. Ibid., p. 41. 
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These early beginnings were 11 extra church 11 activity. In a 
society where one's neighbor often li ed a mile or more away there was 
need for social groupings which could serve the social and emotional needs 
of the individual. It does not neces ar ily follow that it met these 
needs completely but presented the op rtunity. 
The activities for young peop e were limited. There were a number 
of social events. The men and boys w uld meet occasionally at the 
community general store. The church r society, however, was the only 
regular on going activity at ng people of the opposite sex could 
meet under socially accepted conditio sublimate some of t heir inner 
unc ertainties and emotional drives. was also at these 1neetings where 
the husband and the wife fom1d an opp rtlmi ty to alleviate their sens e 
of loneliness. This sharing did not take the form of vocal 
expression. The part i cipants even aware of repressed feelings 
of loneliness so that without talking about how t hey f elt they 
found it possible to r elease some of heir pent-up impulses. 
It is necessary for the psyc logist to discriminate between the 
mechanism present in the inner actio large and small groups. Asbury 
used both groups very effectively. groups vary in their structure 
and purpose, it must be noted that t e differences develop gradually and 
the types shade into one another. 
Asbury dealt with a variety Among the various groups 
were the revival congregation and th class meeting. The psychologist 
must draw t he fine lines which disti guish the revival group from the 
class meeting. It is also necessary to see the relationship which exists 
between the two co-existing religiou The revival cro1rrd has 
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emotional excitement which tends to it together. Par allel phe-
nomena are found in the Crusades, or the mediaeval 71 dancing manias 11 
spirit is effected. The in the technical sense of 
the term v-ras a 11 cro1vd. 11 The r ole colonial pastor -v.ra s to produce 
from . a heterogeneous group a co-operation. He approached 
this through suggestion which tended to suppress individual inhibitions 
and to create 1vithin the individual v.rillingness to cooperate. 
Under Coe 1 s classification religious groups, the colonial 
class meeting could be Its organization 
was well established. not require that its continu-
anc e depend upon an emotional core. class meeting was a group under 
specialized control. It v.ras t ho organized under a rigid code of 
standards with the centralized solely in the group 
leader. The leader's original came with his appointment. His 
continued j urisdiction r esided direct the group. 
Unity within the class was brought about and retained not 
so much by suggestion as ion, systematization, and established 
ritual. The ritual \'fas not an e t e form but the routine ordering of 
2. Ibid., p. 125. 
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events familiar to the group members. Through the use of sharing the 
group was dra1vn into a group mind until an empathic relationship ex-
isted bet~re en me'D.bers binding them in a bond of fellowship. 
The essential thing in the building of Christian character 
among the class members \-laS habit-formation through the control of 
thought and conduct. The class member was permitted only limited 
deviations of conduct. 
1·1any of the colonial families lived in isolated areas. There 
\'1/as little opportunity for the youth to learn the art of social conver-
sation. The class provided a possible outlet for their repressed f eel-
ings of disappointment and fear. Some of this emotional release is to 
be seen expressed among the leaders in Asbu~'s remark of October 9, 
1772, 11 I met the leaders, and there were some sharp debates."l Asbury 
did not discourage such debating, rather in some instances where in-
hibited tension appeared to have been present, Asb~ would promote the 
sharp exchange of i deas. 
He recognized these underlying psychological dynamics; he him-
self encouraged this sharing of thoughts, fears, and emotions. Asbury 
saJrs: 
In meeting the bands, I showed them the impropriety and: 
danger of keeping their thoughts and fears of each other to 
themselves: this frustrates the design of bands; produces 
coolness and jealousies to-vrards each other.n2 
Thus a group originally formed as an economic expediency becomes 
a psychological mechanism for the sharing of one's thoughts, the talking 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, I, 45. 
2. Ibid., (September 17, 1774), p. 128. 
out of one's fears, and the general r oval of social tensions and 
inner emotional conflict s both 'Within th e Christian 
and t he family circle. 
In meeting with a society on e 12, 1774 Asbury reminded 
them plainly that the bands and class s 1-rere formed purely to help 
them as individuals to a more fully d eloped lif e. To neglect the 
meetings, he felt was to defeat for v1hich the bands 
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had been created. He says, 11\'le took 
the.11 to become entire Christians. nl 
our societie s to make 
Much of the daily life of the member was given to the common 
task of ma.'<:ing a living, but the band meetings gave them a higher outlet. 
Participation in the bands gave them 
l eadership. 
opportunity of social and religious 
There VTas still the further p ychological advantage of having 
channeled through an acceptable behav or pattern the desire for l eader-
ship. The societies were divided 
required many leaders. It was in 
classes of ten to twelve and 
a role as class leader that the 
colonist, normally tied to his land, - s able to find a sense of im-
portance among his peers. In the rou of a day's v.rork the 
individual with the impulse to superi rity found little as a medium of 
expression. Many of the young men of this colonial period developed his 
speaking ability in the Hethodist cla s me eting, later to become an 
act i ve minister or a political leader The class in this way served 
functions >vhich were other than purel religious. The group experience 
gave to the individual the necessary 
The class l eader had the oppo 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, , ll4. 
to appear before others. 
developing leadership 
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ability. He learned to speak before ot ers and to think on his f eet. 
Because of these qualities he carried ch of the leadership in colonial 
Amer.ica. He was responsible for much o the direction of early Hethodism, 
in as much as, the circuit-ridin.:s preac er visited the l ocal congregation 
occasionally, preached, conducted cessary business, and was on his 
way. 
(3) The Religious Value of the lass Heetin • The Hethodist 
societies had to fulfi l l the role of th Church from their very beginning 
on the American scene . Neither Jesse L Francis Asbur y makes any 
claim in those early days of being They felt some pride in 
the fact that U'.eir group was made up o members of the several churches. 
The church people in many of the areas uch as Haryland and Virginia •·1ere 
in the established Church where the min ster was supported by a state tax. 
Lee says there wer e places for h1.mdreds of miles where there was not a 
one to baptize a child, except the mini ter of the established church : 
11The greatest objection t o this plan, t' erefore, was that by far the 
greatest part of t hem were destitute of religion. 111 
The concept that the Nethodists were the genuinely reli gious people 
of the community was not universally ac epted by the colonial people. These 
small groups met with strong opposition and at tin1es it would appear that 
there was no great good being done. 2 T1e leading citizens were often 
repelled by the Methodists and ~rould cl se the courthouse to their use . 
1. Lee, A Short Histo of the fethodist, p. 41. 
2. Asbury, The Heart of Asbu Journal, (April 9, 1772) , p. 17. 
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There was, however, a growing ense of spiritual unity in the 
Methodist fellowship from which there ame a f eeling of both life and 
liberty. Increasingly the Methodist m mbership became conscious that 
they were a distinct group of worshipp rs separated from the Episcopal 
Church. 
The class meeting played an rtant part in establishing and 
maintaining this sense of unity. The tandards for membership in the 
ately following conversion. This spir'tual experience in the life of 
the individual made him appear more e membership in the 
sight of the class leader. It tended o prepare the applicant's mental 
and emotional life for the rigid rest ictions which vtere placed upon 
him in this new fellowship. 
There was a distinct characte change in the convert i.TJllnediately 
following the crisis of conversion wh ' ch, as the case may be, l asted 
peri od the intellectual concepts and motional feelings of the nm·r convert 
led him completely to alter his daily habits. Starbuck refers to it as: 
11 The functioning of a new and exalted personality. The 1 ego 1 is lifted 
up into new significance."2 
It is this new and exalted sonality which made the person 
appear to be living in a new world old experiences were s een as 
through new eyes. When the new conve immediately aQmitted into the 
2. Ibid., p. 119. 
class meeting the rigid restrictions a 
individual in these brief hours or day 
and had a much more active sympathy to 
new altruistic impulses found an outle 
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eared less objectionable . The 
had been called out of h~nself 
the outside world. These 
in the organized class groups. 
They tended to bring out ne\<r abilities which in reality had been latent 
f actors already buried in the personal ty. 
When the new convert was admit ed into the class membership dur-
ing this utopian period, it e to extend the personality trans-
formation through a process 
social order in which the individual 
Thus was molded a new 
col lective assist ance of 
the larger group to uphold him in the face of social criticism. Within 
t he or dering of the class meeting t he individual found his ideal society. 
He 'l'ras given a s ense of direction, an a will to control his i ndividual 
movements . 
Even t hough the leaders of th I~ethodist movement made no cla~n 
to the creation of a church, they we e building a fellowship in vvhich 
there was an empathic inter -fellowsh·p of emotional dependence. After 
the formal establishment of the Meth Church at the Christmas con-
ference , it was a simple matter to t his closely knit organization 
of societies into a "1-rell-organized C urch. 
2. THE FANILY ISITATION 
i. The Psychological Function of th Pastor in the Colonial 
American Family. 
The practice of general hou e-to-house calling has varied from 
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time to time in the history of the Chris ian church. There have been 
those vlho have seen little value in it a part of the minister's task. 
Others have felt that t here l'ffi.S much v· ue in calling at as many doors 
as possible. There are many specific r asons why a minister might call 
in a home in his parish. As the activi ies of Francis Asbury are viev.red 
in his Journal, it can be noted that so calls were necessary t o carry 
on the administrative v10rk of his offic • Hmvever, there seemed to have 
been other fundamental reasons f or his alling on his people. 
Asbury v-rould seem to have been n agreement with Carroll t.ise in 
tha t nthe basic purpose of calling is develop and maintain a close 
pastoral relationship •-lith the people o the parish.nl He v~uld have 
gone a little furthe r and placed equal portance on the spiritual v.relfare 
of the parishioner. The r el ationship parishioner had 
value to the minister only in so f ar a it bore fruit in t he spiritual 
lif e of the church member. 
This section will lL~t itself to the conduct of Asbury in the 
general pastoral call. Other sections of the chapter will deal v.rith his 
-v.rork vdth the sick, the shut-in, the p isoner, and general counseling . 
Asbury as a frontier pastor re eived a v:elcome in the majority 
if not all of the frontier homes. g these people 1vas a sense of loneli-
ness which v<as the more intensified by the surrounding dangerous •·dlderness. 
For days no voice was heard but that the family circle. The appearance 
of the preacher brought a fresh emoti nal breath, and in many cases a re-
lease of family tension. Through the pastor the family 1-ras abl e to learn 
(Ne1-r York: Harper and 
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the ne-vrs and events of the larger ity . 
(1) The Pastor and Familv Ra The colonial pastor was a 
welcomed and most of the larger cormnunity. In 
circle was t hus a welcome event even i the most nominally Christian home. 
Though Asbury did not have th opportlmity of many visit s to 
the individual home, his complete sha ing of a horne during his infrequent 
stays established a rapport v·Thich was Cleep and intimate. It vrould appear 
to have been his custom when i n n area to visit as many f amilies 
and as often as possible. This proc dure is reflected in his entry of 
1·1arch 2, 1796 : 
And now, what have I been do ng? I have preached ei ghteen 
sennons, met all the classes , f fteen in number, v~itten about 
eighty l et ters, read some hundr d pages , visited thirty families 
a~ain and aaain.l D 0 
It is possible that these tr irty f amilies represented all those 
of the co1nmunity . '\.~.Then one cons i de s the size of the colonial American 
fami l y and the nwnber of classes in this given community, it must be 
assumed t hat Asbury was serving his entire l ocal constituency. The evi-
dence of good rapport is seen in h's continuing welcome into the family 
circle again and again. 
The establishment of rappo t was not dependent alone upon f amily 
visitation. It was sublimat ed by he clas s sessions which were the actual 
opening of one 's self before his ellow Christians so that when the pastor 
ent ered the home he came not as a total stranger but as one who had already 
1. Asbury , Asburv 1 s Journ 1, II, 292 . 
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shared ;~th the individual member many of his intimate thoughts and 
problems. 
Rapport is best revealed in t e manner v.rith vlhich the parishioner 
following personal relationship, tti h open and free convers~tion 
·with Hr. Gough.nl On Asbury speaks of the 1dllingness 
with rlhich the family talked with h · • 
I am taken from house to hou e, and the brethren wish 
the pleasure of seeing me, and hose vlho are acquainted 
;'lith their families will come see me also.2 
Visited i.e s, and talked to them personally .3 
Such friendships developed a 1 empathic relationship between 
Asbury and his parishioners. 
(2) l1ethods in the Pastor To come to an understanding 
of the methods and function of the pastoral visit it is necessary to 
attempt to see it through the eyes of the caller as well as through the 
eyes of the parishioner on whom t call has been made. The fact that 
Asbury felt the call a pastoral work is revealed in his words 
of July 18, 1774. 
A poor, unhappy young wom n, 'l'lho had abandoned herself to 
the devil and wicked men, be ng at the point of death and 
expecting to go shortly and ender an account of hers~lf to 
God, sent for me to visit h I felt some reluctance· but 
considering the danger her oul was in, thought it my duty 
to go . She was very attent·ve while I spoke plainly to her, 
and made prayer to God in h r behalf. 4 
1. Asbury, Asb 
2. .!1&1., (June 25, 1797), II, 345. 
3. Ibid., (July 27, 1795 , II, 272 • 
4. .!1&1., I, 118. 
This was not one of Asbury•· s u ual pastoral visits but a call 
resulting from a personal request. It is interesting to note that 
Asbury felt a reluctance to go even at her solicitation. He did not 
feel that an invitation vras sufficient cause to require that he give 
his t~ne in general conversation. important v.ras the state of her 
soul which in this case, due to her ph sical condition, was in great 
danger. The spiritual need of the ind vidual, regardless of her past 
life, made it urgent that some attenti n be given her need. 
i•Jhat portion of his ven to pastoral calling? No 
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planned schedule appears in his Journ 
• Some ratio of time can be seen 
in a comparison of pastoral calls ·.'lith his other areas of activity. In 
one statement of three days of labor h notes that he has ridden a hun4red 
miles, preached five one hour sermons, read about two hundred pages, and 
spent ten hours in family visitation.l This time ratio cannot be held 
as a hard and fast rule because on Jul 27, 1795 he meets fiv e classes 
and visits about a dozen families. On lY.lay 24, 1795 he records that he 
spent a part of the week visiting from house to house. He reveals no 
general outline of purpose, just a hou e to house visitation, and he 
comments, "speaking to all I find. n2 
An analysis of the order of li ting of activities in Journal 
entries is of little help in shedding ore light on the allotment of his 
time, other than to shovr an order· of eference. Preaching came first 
in almost every case. This may have en the result of the appointed 
times of the services but it would se , because of the general pattern, 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, I, 483. 
2. Ibid., II, 266. 
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to have been more than a mere neces s of schedule. Following the 
sermon c~ne the class meeting, next e visitation of the sick , ru1d 
finally a house-to-house visitation a his time would permit . Such a 
distribution of time is seen in his J une 6, 1787 when he "\.>Trites , 
11 I keep myself busy in visiting the 1ilies of the society, or the sick, 
or meeting class, if some other ss does not call me . 111 The general 
ordering of events have been reversed in t his statement but the fact re-
mains that all the available time in he day's schedule l'ras used in 
pastoral visitation. 
On l•rhom di d the Bishop call i the cour se of his pastoral rounds? 
How far in advance the schedule was a ranged or even considered cannot be 
det ermined. His preaching schedule w s by appointment. This he reveal s in 
his ent r y of August 15, 1786 when he elt forced to move on l est he miss 
his appointments in Philadelphia and hen be late in the Jerseys and 
Ne1·< York . 2 One may perhaps say "gr-me· al appointments," for a matter of 
a day or even two did not seem greatl to disturb his ti;ne schedule . The 
family visitation could be said then o have followed the course of 
thes e appointments. The interjection of extra calls was cormnon and 
depended upon the immediate circumst Such vras t he case on November 
16, 1792 when leaving Baltimore he s aY. fit to make an unexpected call: 
I left Baltimore, and, contra - to my first intention, 
called on the wi dow H. vrhose daua ter vras a>,rakened the last 
time I was here , and still conti es to be happy in the Lord . 3 
1. AsbUY'J, Asbury ' s J ournal, ' 12. 
2. Ibid., I, 517. 
3. Ibid., II, 173-174. 
Here is an unmistakable chang 
a definite schedule was being followe • 
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plans and the i mplication that 
Certain basic principles guid 
he called. The first was definitely t 
Asbury's choice of homes on which 
for spiritual guidance. 
1be second was a place at which he co find a night of lodging and 
possibly a room for a religious The temptation to give an ex-
cessive part of his time to those viho ere wealthy must have not been 
lacldng in Asbury's pastoral >-IOrk, for he warns himself, 111de cannot 
spend more time vlith the rich than 1"i"it the poor.nl 
The pastoral visit served the 
the social function, the spiritual, an 
the course of his visit never forgot 
eople in many ways. 
the psychological. 
s spiritual role. 
There were 
Asbury in 
Since the fami-
ly >vas the basic unit of the community the home often served as the 
meeting place for the church. It was so the center for religious in-
struction. Instruction and prayer app ared in almost ever;;r visit 1-.rhether 
the visit was short or long . On a num er of occasions there 1-1as also 
the serving of the sacrament. The Lor 1 s Supper, however, was a special 
event and carne often only as the resul of a personal request. 
Bishop Asbury, in visiting , sp aks of 11talking, l ecturing, and 
giving a family sermon." These three can be considered as inter-
changeable, referring to the same basi method of communication. They 
>·Tere a form of religiously oriented co versation centered around the 
needs of a given individual or farnily. There was still further the need 
of a spiritual and social gregariousne s to which the colonial pastor spoke. 
l. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, I I, 61. 
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He l·iould relieve the family tensions and offer emotional and spiritual 
forgiveness of both conscious and unconscious sins. 
In one of his general statements Asbury summarizes his visit-
ations in his entry of July 27, 1795, rrvisited about one dozen families, 
and talked to them personally about their souls, and prayed with them. nl 
These calls became personal calls as v.rell as family calls as can be seen 
on June 8, 1780, 11 I called to see friend Marks and family; he was worn 
down with family troubles. 11 2 Asbury does not go on to give the details 
of these problems since the Journal entries must be limited, but leaves 
us vrith the ~npression that he has given counsel both individually and 
to the family. 
The scarcity of ordained pastors on the frontier made the serv-
ing of Holy Cotmnunion an outstanding service in the family circle; often 
it was dependent upon the arrival of the pastor or the Bishop. On one 
occasion Asbury mentions t he serving of communion to a sick mother at 
her request: 
Came to Hr. Winter's an able planter, 'l>.ho had us dine "''iith 
him and stay the night. His "~'life's mother being ill, and 
desiring the sacrament, we went to her apartment, and there 
had a melting, solemn time~ in this worthy family v-re had 
prayer night and morning."-' 
In such accounts as t his there is reflected Asbury's personal 
empathy to'tArard the family situation. 
1. Asbury, Asbury•s Journal, II, 272. 
2. Ibid., I, 375. 
3. Ibid., (January 23, 1786), I, 506. 
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Asbury approached the family as a Christian brother and fri end . 
Some may f eel that he v.ras too forward, forcing entrance into the person's 
life v,rher e he had little right to trespass. His personal talks and his 
direct counsel vmre given as a spirit a1 advisor and in the Htajority of 
instances was received as such. 
The position of t he individua within the cownunity did not alter 
Asbury's role as spiritual advisor. .is approach was the srune for the 
rich and the poor, for the great and he humble. His office as Christian 
minister made h~n a representative of the divine powers coming 11ith a 
message to his fellovJJnan. In reflect 'ng on one of his recent visits with 
I visited Charles Tait, a jud e; I did not present myself 
in the character of a gentleman, but as a Christi~n, and a 
Christian minister: I would vis t the President of the 
United States in no other charac er; true, I would be inno-
cently polite and respectful--no mo r e.l 
He is not to sho~>r preference m·rard thos e of position nor come in 
excessive politeness. They are to be to him as brothers in Christ needing 
spirit ual guidance as much as but not more than the lov.re st socially in the 
village. The manner of introduction s not clear but he is definite that 
he comes not as an ordinary gentleman He is more t han an interested 
neighbor, more than a professional la orer, and more than a fellow-C hristian. 
He is coming in the spirit of a Chris ian and expecting to be r eceived as 
a Christian minister. 
The question arises as to the necessary length of the pastoral 
call. It is a question to >"fhich Asbu y has given s erious consideration, 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journ~, December 7, 1806), III, 242. 
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but seems to have arrived at but one 
to accomplish the maximum good and no 
e: remain as long as necessary 
nger. His O\ffi calls varied f rom 
a f evr minutes to a whole day. He menti ns that in one three day period 
he has spent ten hours in calling but g ves no details as to how many 
calls were accomplished.l Again he is een visiting fr om house to house 
remaining as long as it would seem advi able, offering a prayer and moving 
on to anot her home. ~\lith l~Ir. Snov<, one of the aged prophets, he spent an 
entire afternoon without any thought of his having over-stayed. 2 Then 
again at t he Lippett 1 s he was content t stay a day. ·rhe i mplication is 
that to have remained longer wuuld have been wasting his t i me. He says: 
11 I found a calm retreat at Lippett 1 s, ~~ 
Lord is in this family; I am content to 
can rest our sel ves. The 
day, and give them a ser-
mon. rr3 The day \vas necessary f or Asbu ' s personal rest and v.rhile there 
he met some of the spiritual needs of t e family. 
Gradually t here emer ges a patte as to the length of the pasto-
ral visit, but determined not by the me ure of time but t he degree of 
accomplishment in the light of that situation. 
Cont inual family visi tation sbury "'-'Tas therefore an integral 
pe.rt of his pastoral office. o question as to his attitude 
toi·rard its role i n the lif e of t he pasta al minister. The re remains but 
the problem of a traveling minister able to meet t he needs of his 
many scattered parishioners. 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, (No ember 5, 1784), I, 483. 
2. Ibid., (June 20, 1791), II, 1 4. 
3. I bi d., (July 29, 1794), II, 2 5. 
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Our greatest insight into the universal practice comes from 
John Lednum who gives a picture of th traveling minister as one who 
It is the local preacher and the indi idual member V>rho fill in the long 
gaps in the pastoral ministration. dnum writes: 
Sometimes for weeks they had reaching r egularly from 
these men, and then for months t " ey had very little preach-
ing; but at that time nearly all the Methodists were prophets, 
and on the Lord 1 s day t hey divid d themselves into little 
bands, and went out through the eighborhood where there 
were open doors, and sung their ynms, prayed, read the 
Scr i pt ures, and talked to the pe ple, and soon soine began 
to add a word of exhortation. T. ese efforts were mmed of 
t he Lord, and the work spread m nei ghborhood to neighbor -
hood; thus was the Deer Creek i ety raised in 1770.1 
the society >vere being continually me • In some instances the l ocal 
members would cont inue the preaching ervices, in others t hey met for 
a period of sharing and, as Ledmun ha menti oned , went fort h into the 
conununi t y as small groups of evangeli ts preaching t he wor d of God by 
word of mout h. How many were in thes small groups of callers we do 
not know. 
Francis Asbury sav-1 the pastor 1 call filling a definite pur pose 
in the life of his parishioners. He ould remain as long as he found 
it possible to bring assistance. In ome cases thi s was personal or 
a more spi ritual nature . But in eith · r case it vras the whol e i ndividual 
of which Asbur:v v-ras interested with emphasis upon its relationship 
l. John I .ednum, Ri se of in k nerica, p. 69. 
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to the spiritual development and the c nversion of the individual soul. 
The length of a call and the number of calls made were secondary and not 
of great importance. Asbury felt he w: s a servant of God. God, there-
fore, directed his life and he needed ut follow the directions. 
The pastoral visit did not hav first claim on Asburyts schedule. 
Preaching was his first task, and visi ation came either t hird or f ourth. 
ii. As an Administrative Function. 
A certain number of the Bishop s visits can be considered as 
purely a function of his administrativ office. The Bishop, more than 
his fellow colonial ministers, had res nsibilities which i'i'ere simply 
promotional in nature and can be consi ered separately. On a grovring 
frontier it would have been impossible for the Bishop to have separated 
his pastoral responsibilities from his administrative functions. Asbury 
'\vas more than a bishop, he was a pasta to pastors. He was minister to 
both the pastors of the colonial churc and to the members of his circuit. 
It was not uncommon to see the Bishop from house to house collect-
ing funds for the orphans or the colle On December 5, 1791 Asbury 
>'~'rites, 11 I went from house to house th ough the snow and cold, begging 
money for the support of the poor orph s at Cokesbury. nl Again he says 
on September 8, 1789, "I spent some t · e in visiting from house to house, 
and begging for the college."2 
In addition to making personal collections for the college Asbury 
conducted a campaign among his pastors encouragi ng them to collect funds. 
1. Asbury, Asburyts Journal, I , 138. 
2. Ibid., I, 59. 
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These fund-raising campaigns 'tTere inf orJ 1 but filled hi s ot herwise idle 
moments by the 1vriting of letters to th preachers across the church.1 
Such financial activities absorbed a pa t of his time but made possible 
an ever expandL~g Methodist Episcopal C urch. 
Numerous administrative duties alled upon his limited time. 
These activities grew from the early se enties to the turn of the century. 
Asbury took a personal interest in pass ng upon the character of both the 
ministers in service and those young me entering the ministr:r. Tmvard 
the end of the century Asbury crone more and more to depend upon letters 
to meet the problems across his expand· g !·iethodism. In 1796 he vJTites, 
ttl suppose I must write nearly a thous d in a year. n2 Ho1vever, letters 
did not always meet the need and espec ·ally in his earlier days he felt 
it necessary to be on hand, personally directing the activity and ~cing 
the decisions. 
As Hethodism expanded more and more the Bishop's eff orts 1.;ere 
given to preparation conferences from the 
Annual to the General Conferences. } of the administrative duties 
Asbury has omitted from his journal. ne, which was of great historical 
significance, was his suggestion of a ongratulatory address to the Annual 
Conference meeting in New York and its delivery, along with Bishop Coke, 
to President George '."Jashington on his auguration on April 30, 1789.3 
In 1795 Asbury was named execu or for the estate of the late P. 
1. Asbury, Asbury1 s Journal (N vember 27, 1785), I, 503. 
2. Ibid., (January 21, 1796), I, 289. 
3. Ezra Squier Tipple, The He t of Asbur 1 s Journal (New York: 
Eaton and Hains, 1904), pp. 278-280. 
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Davies Stephen who had left the first b quest to the l-1ethodist Church 
. . 1 J..n llmerJ..ca. 
At the turn of the century Asbu is seen more and more traveling 
from one Conference to the next, until n 1795 he is traveling some 
fifteen hundred miles, which had taken im through Connecticut, Rhode 
Island, Hassachusetts, }faine, New Hamps ire, Vermont, an.i New York. The 
General Conference of 1808 savl the need of assisting the Bishop i n his 
administrative office and elected Rev. lcKendree as associate Bishop. 
The numerous administrative fun the later years of his 
ministry limited the area of his pastor work. He ""Vras heard occasionally 
to complain but it was with great reluc ance that he relinquished his re-
sponsibilities to his associate bishop. 
3. VISITATION F THE SICK 
One of the basic concerns of As uryr s ministry ""Vras the corrunand of 
the 1-fuster to visit the sick. From the numerous entries in Asbury 's 
Journal relating to the sick and his wo k with the sick, it can be seen 
that Asbury considered visitation to th afflicted an important part of 
his pastoral role. 
i. The Place of Pastoral Visitation. 
Asbury, in the writing of his j urnals, has noted those calls 
which stood out in his memory and seeme most important to him as a pastor. 
1. Tipple, The Heart of Asburvr Journal, p. 404. 
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The frequency of a given type of ent was not of statistical signifi-
practice. The entries when considere for their emotional content give 
a sense of the importance of the mini try to the sick in the relation-
ship to the Bishop's numerous other a tivities. 
Asbury felt that he as a Chri tian clergyman had a definite 
place in the sickroom, one that could not properly be filled by any 
other person. He believed that as a ·nister he could bring courage 
salvation and assist him in his sion to God. 
The necessity of the minister s presence in the sickroom can be 
noted in a number of journal entries. The following entr,v is subject to 
visitation of the sick. On January 3 , 1774 Asbury writes: 
We appointed our next quarte 
Baltimore on the first of May n 
feeble frame by various exercis 
visited Mrs. Moore, who was aff 
in mind.l 
ly meeting to be held in 
Much fatigued in my 
s, I returned to town, and 
icted in body and distressed 
Mr. Clark sheds some insight on this entry in his notes by re-
lating that Asbury was at this time ttending a meeting at the home of 
Richard Owings in the outlying s of Baltimore.2 For the previous 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal January 30, 1774), The dating of the 
Journal has been changed by Tipple a this point, Heart of Asbury's 
Journal, pp. 57-58, without editoria conunent. In the Journal this part 
of the entry is printed under the da e of January 30, 1774, Vol. 1, p. 98. 
While in Tipple's corrected Journal part of the entry has been omitted 
and is dated January 31, 1774), I, • 
2. Elmer T. Clark, 11 Incompl e unpublished notes on Asbury's 
Journal," Vol. 1, December 31, 1773, January, February, 1774. 
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two '\'Teeks Asbury had been confined to bed for days at a time. He was 
also suffering from a pain 
forming of a blister under his ear. 
finally relieved by the 
ing this period of time Asbury 
continued his numerous pastoral activ· ies as much as possible. He was 
still weak in body when he attended t 
at Brother Owings. 
above mentioned conference 
Asbury returned to Baltimore the conference and immedi-
ately made a call on J.lirs. Moore, a si k woman. It is impossible to say 
with certainty that Asbury returned t Baltimore especially to call upon 
Mrs. }fuore. His return may have res ted from his o~m desire for peace 
and quiet and the necessity for a per od of personal rest; however, 
Asbury felt that regardless of his o tired and sick body he should call 
upon l1rs. Moore. It to assume that Asbury f elt it 
necessary for him to that evening to call on ~~s. 
Moore, especially in 
The question for Asbury when the pastor should be in at-
tendance was largely determined concern, "Was there a need? 11 
Asbury compared his pastoral role wit of the physician and con-
sidered himself indispensable. the pastor must have the con-
fidence of the parishioner which comes only through the establishment of 
good rapport. The patient expresses 
of the pastor by his willingness to 
needs. 
confidence in his acceptance 
of his illness and his spiritual 
Personal danger was seconda the pastoral life of Asbury. 
The need of his people was for him to ask entrance where others 
may have hesitated to go. this attitude in his entry of 
October 10, 1793: 
Came to Baltimore; passed the 
Philadelphia, set for prudence, on 
that plague of sinl Would to God 
its baleful influencetl 
Asbury was a minister who 
man as more than a physical being, but 
ard against the plague in 
hundred miles off. 01 
e were more guarded against 
of his people. He saw 
in soul and body . He 
realized that the sick of body could be sick in soul though the latter 
was not always considered so seriously. It is suggested in t his entry 
that the pastor had t he right to expec entrance in restricted areas 
when he felt there was a spiritual nee • This privilege seems t o have 
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been accepted by custom for Asbury giv s no evidence that any attempt was 
made to prevent his entrance. He rem ed in the region of Greater 
Baltimore until the twenty-fourth of N vember. It l•Tas during this stay 
that he received the rthappy tidings fr m John Dickins that he, with his 
family, had been preserved during the ate contagion in the city of 
Philadelphia."2 
Asbury ministered to both t he spiritual and mental needs of his 
parishi oners. He seemed to draw no 1· e of distinction. The use of words 
in referring to the emotional state o the "sin-sick soul" makes it diffi-
cult t o be exact as to the nature of he disturbance in which Asbury is 
expressing his interest. On January 0, 1774 he called on a lady who \'Ta.S 
from every appearance mentally distur ed. Asbury refers to the lady as 
"afflicted in body and distressed in ind. n3 This entry could be con-
sidered as relating to a theological istress and containing certain 
1. Asbury, Asbury 1 s Journal, II, 209. 
2. Ibid., (November 15, 1793 , II, 210. 
3. Ibid., I, 98. 
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emotional overtones. A similar entry but more specific in its wording, 
permits further insight on the relati nship of the mental and emotional 
life as seen by Asbury. On ~Erch 13, 1776 Asbury says he visited a 
woman who was suffering from hysteric complaints. He \'Trites: 11Came 
to Joseph Dallam 1s, and found his pio s wife under hysterical complaints 
and full of doubts about the state of her soul. nl Asbury is expressing 
the closeness which exists between mi , body and soul. He notes the 
fact that she was in some doubt 
plies that this might have been one 
terical condition. The distress of 
the condition of her soul and im-
the causal factors in the hys-
sufficient 
to have been facets in the beginning of a mental illness. Into this 
situation Asbury came as a Christian minister to bring comfort and cure. 
He did not attempt to ask the nature of her illness and separate it from 
her spiritual need. It is impossibl to know if there would have been 
a physician available to treat Mrs. allam for physical ailment. 
From Asbury's records it can be seen that he felt the pastoral 
call upon the sick should find its p ace among his many responsibilities; 
perhaps not the first, but a place o prominence. In one account Asbury 
lists his duties as: preaching, meet'ng of the society, the Sacramental 
function of Baptism, and the visiti of the sick. The sequence of listing 
is certainly not in order of their · portance but more likely according 
to the chronology of performance in the day's schedule. The important 
thing to note is the importance to hich he held the pastoral visitation 
of the sickroom in his total pastor functions. 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal I, 176. 
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ii. Asbury's Methods in the Sickroom. 
The success of a mants ministry is dependent upon his training, 
his personality, his spiritual life, and his methods. As one reads 
Asbury's Journals, certain sickroom pract ices begin to stand out. Asbury 
is seen as a keen conversationalist and a devout listener. Though Asbury 
seems to have talked a great deal of the time during many of his visits, 
it can be rightfully said that he was a sensitive listener. In his listen-
ing he had a sympathetic and understanding ear. It can be noted with 
assurance that during the course of each visit there was offered a pasto-
ral prayer. The most surprising omission in t he visit was the apparent 
lack of scriptural reading. Yet, few journals have ever carried all of 
an individual's practices or experiences; Asbury 's should certainly be 
considered as no exception. The inclusion of such a notation may not have 
been thought necessary by t he Bishop and still may have been in practice 
when taken in relationship to the extended use of the Bible in t he other 
areas of his ministry. 
(1) As in Conversation. The sickroom was a place where Asbury 
felt a great sense of the freedom to speak. He liked to talk and on one 
occasion he mentions how difficult it was f or him to remain silent.l He 
was further irked by light and unimportant topics or general conversations 
about the world. 
Asbury's Journal does not include his lengthy conversations but 
rather short excerpts from somewhat extended discussions. 1-Iore important 
to the observer are his summations of the emotional content of t hese visits. 
1. Asbury's Journal (February 1, 1779), p. 302. 
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Some of his sensitivity to the situation can be seen in his remarks con-
cerning a visit to an elderly sick man. During the course of the ~~sit 
it appears that two men entered the sickroom and renained during the 
rest of the visit. Their presence resulted in a sense of strain and 
emotional inhibition. There was something about these men which Asbury 
did not like, \•Thether it was their looks, their behavior, or their general 
bearing. Their presence made him feel restrained and he was very hesitant 
to speak. He says of the visit, "I had some conversation, though not 
much. rrl It is interesting to notice Asbury's personal reflection upon 
the visit. He felt a sense of remorse at the thought of having been 
intimidated by another man.. He considered this a wealmess and one of his 
secret faults. The implication is that Asbury felt some self-confinement. 
The event evidences an aspect of the close sensitivity of the Bishop to 
his environment and the circumstances of a situation. 
There i'iere times ,,rhen Asbury could talk lightly on general topics 
of conversation. Such was the occasion in his visit with l''ir. 0 1Kelly, 
which ..,.rill be treated more in detail under the next section. Such Journal 
entries reveals a reflective attitude tm...rard the subjective and emotional 
content of his conversation. They reveal a man y.,rho loved to talk but 
desired that his conversation be sensible and meaningful. 
(2) As the Listener. The pastor has alw~s found it necessary to 
be a good listener, and this vTas Asbury's personal experience. Listening 
permitted his patients to 11 express" themselves, and assisted tre minister 
in understanding the individual's needs. The insight into individual lives 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (April 11, 1772), p. 27. 
reveals hm,r thoroughly Asbury understood his parishioners. Such an ex-
tensive understanding could have been gathered only through a careful 
listening. The unraveling of this growing empathy is understood best as 
it is s een in the numerous journal entries. 
Asbury summarizes his visit of April 13, 1776 in two short 
sentences. Yet, the content of the remarks reveals an extended visit, 
for in the course of the conversation Asbury learns that the man he is 
visiting was an Englishman, an old soldier, and that he i'ras converted 
some t>venty years ago ,,rhen still living in Ireland. The same sense of 
listening is seen in his visit of August 12, 1773 in two sentences 11hen 
he learns that this little woman can, 1'lithout feet or hands, vraLl{, spin, 
sevr and knit, and through it all rejoices in God. These conversations 
could not have been the result of a talking Asbury, but must have been 
rather in a two-way conversation. 
l'llien Asbury observes that a \'Toman is rejoicing in God he is ex-
pressing a judgment possible only because he was a critical listener. 
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Many of these summary entries could not have been obtained by observation 
alone but must have, by their nature, been the result of a sensit ive listen-
ing. On September 13, 1773 Asbury says, ncame to William Lynch' s, and 
found t·fr. Lynch in spiritual trouble; but I hope the Lord will soon deliver 
him. rrl Asbury does not say h01.v he learned of Hr. Lynch 1 s trouble~ 
It is doubtful if Asbury had a psychological understanding of the 
value of listening, but he knew that if he l'lere to find the person's per-
sonal and spiritual needs he must wait and listen. Asbury had an exhalted 
1. Asbury, Asburv 1 s Journal (September 13, 1772), I, 88 . 
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sense of the value of preaching but a like feeling for the v.rorth of the 
individual. 
Cabot and Dicks say that "Great r eligious leaders of all time 
have been those wno listened to the voice of God on one side anci to the 
voice of the people on the other.l They might well have been spea~ing 
of Bishop Francis Asbury for he was a devout man -v,rho lived among his 
people. 
Asbury's conversation appears to have been l'Tisely directed and 
restricted to constructive areas. He has omitted in his slimrnaries ex-
tended parts of his conversation. This limits the possibility of knowing 
definitely hm·r Asbury directed the conversation. His record would appear 
to have included the factual and emotional parts of the interview. 
Some of Asbury's calls were exceptional. A notable one occurred 
on August 23, 1802. To understand the full implications of his visit~ we 
must consider it in vievT of its circumstances. The visit was that one 
previously referred to concerning a Rev. James 0 1Kelly. 0 1Kelly had 
formerly been a Methodist pastor under Asbury's supervision. In January, 
1790 }fr. O'Kelly came to Bishop Asbury rith numerous complaints concerning 
the po'\'rer of the Bishop and his arbitrary decisions. Asbury heard these 
complaints, gave his consideration and prompt~v rejected them. The con-
troversy was continued from time to time with increasing aggressiveness on 
both sides until the General Conference of 1792 i-lhen }fr. O'Kelly withdrew 
from the Methodist Church. This controversy has often been referred to as 
"Asbury's Famous Controversy. 11 With an understanding of this background it 
1. Richard C. Cabot and Russell L. Dicks, The Art of ltinistering 
to the Sick (New York: The Hacmillan Company, 1946), p. 189. 
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is much easier to see some of the underlying emotional tensions with 
which Asbury approached and conducted the following visit. He made no 
attempt to call upon Mr. O'Kelly, now very ill, until after he had re-
ceived an expression of Mr. O'Kelly's desire to have him call. Asbury 
relates the interview of August 20, 1S02 in the following entry: 
Mr. O'Kelly, having been taken ill in town, I sent two of 
our brethren, Reed and Walls, to see him, by whom I signified 
to him that if he wished to see me I would wait on him. He 
desired a visit, which I made him the next day. 11/e met in 
peace, asked of each other's welfare, talked of persons and 
things indifferently, prayed, and parted in peace.l 
This was an exception for Asbury to seek the desire of the indi-
vidual. At times he seemed reluctant to call even where his presence 
had been actively sought. In all his journal entries this is the only 
sickroom or pastoral call in which Asbury notes or even implies that as 
pastor he has sought permission and the interest of the parishioner be-
fore making the visit. The entry goes into greater detail concerning 
the visit than usual and the details m~ have been thus noted for 
permanent record. 
Special note has been made as to his manner of conversation 
"talked of persons and things indifferently, prayed, and parted in peace.n 
There would appear to have been little depth of conversation. This may 
have been the result of the broad area of topics discussed in the course 
of the conversation with no special subject of prominence. It is more 
than likely that Asbury was attempting to avoid controversial issues. 
Both individuals were careful to move from one subject to the next before 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, III, S2. 
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any one idea reached an emotional pitch. Past controversy left each man 
reserved and somewhat on the defensive. 
This is the only occasion at 11hich Asbury goes at such length in 
describing his conversation and all the related circumstances. By con-
trast it can be assumed that in his other sickroom visits Asbury con-
sidered his conversation important. On most occasions he felt there was 
positive grmofth. 
(3) The Use of Prayer. Asbury found prayer the central medium 
for his assisting the patient toward a recovery in the sickroom. He 
believed that it was possible to commune with God through his prayers and 
that God vwuld hear and a.11swer. Hany entries in his J'ournal dealing with 
the sick or the sickroom do not contain a reference to the use of prayer 
nor should this have been expected. For Asbury, in writing his Journal, 
i'ias not trying to prove to later generations that prayer '"as a necessary 
part of the sickroom visit. Yet it is possible to interpret his state-
ments and gather certain emotional content that would lead the observer 
to believe that prayer was a constant and necessary part of every sick-
room attendance. 
This feeling is most strongly felt in Asbury's reflection on his 
call of April 11, 1772, 11Came av.ray without prayer; and Has justly blamed 
both by my friends and :myself."l This was no casual reference to an un-
important incident; the visit may have been routine on his pastoral calen-
dar but the reflection is the heart-rending examination of a pastor's 
1. Asbury, Asbury's J:ournal, I, 27. 
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conscience. The sickroom prayer, hm'l'ever, should not be considered as a 
psychological compulsion as it might at first have appeared, for in the 
colonial period it was an established custom and tradition. To have 
omitted the prayer was considered as negligent of a pastoral function as 
to have forgotten one's Bible. Its omission was to solicit criticism. 
Though its use brought the usual emotional satisfaction found in the 
psychological compulsion, the depth of its feeling made it a conscious 
religious instrument for the focusing of the patient 1 s mind on God. 
It can be seen by the above entry that the prayer was not a casual 
utterance. The depth of reflection upon its omission is suff icient to 
show that it was given with complete cognizance of its spiritual impli-
cations and value. It had not become commonplace through a constant 
usage. 
It can be concluded that prayer vras a part of each sickroom visit 
and yet from the quoted entry it can be seen that Asbury found times when 
prayer did not seem appropriate. It brings forth the quest ion asked by 
Russell Dicks, "Do we not use prayer in every instance, even with patients 
whose religious lives we know well'?"l Dicks goes on to say that "There 
are times when we should pray even though the patient's mood does not 
invite us." It is such a situation in v.rhich Asbury seems to have found 
himself. 
Further light is seen in Asbury's own reflection: 
Visited an old man who ~~as sick, Ttrit h ''~'hom I had some con-
. versation, though not much; but came away ;v-ithout prayer; and 
was justly blamed both by my friends and myself. I rPuld have 
1. Cabot and Dicks, The Art of Ministering to t he Sick, 
pp. 217-218 . 
prayed with him; but two men came in, whose countenances I 
did not like, and therefore neglected my duty through the 
fear of man. I have nothing to plead to palliate my omission. 
It is true, that to introduce prayer among prayerless people 
is not an easy matter; yet this is no excuse for me. Lord, 
forgive both my secret and open faults; my failings of omission 
and commission: help me to have respect to all thy corrunandments; 
and to be blameless before thee in all thingsl 111 
The emotional content of his reflections is more important than 
";hat he has said. There exists a psychological reserve which has pre-
vented his completely expressing himself. He does not say whether the 
man '\<ras reluctant to talk or whether it was a matter in which they had 
little about v1hich to converse. The entrance of tw::> objectional persons 
would tend to suggest that the man was not interested in discussing his 
personal affairs "dth the minister, especially in the presence of these 
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two visitors. The strangers' demeanor seemed to have been speaking louder 
than their words. Asbury gives no description of the visitors nor if they 
had spoken but their presence annoyed him. The emotional disturbance 
seems to have been so extensive that Asbury felt forced to make a hurried 
exit. In retrospect he can find no excuse for his actions. For some it 
may have been excusable to have omitted prayer in the sickroom in the 
presence of pra;.,rerless people, but Asbury vrould not consider this an 
excuse for himself. Dicks suggests in such circumstances the strangers 
should be asked to leave. 2 One could have anticipated such a course of 
action for Asbury. There is the suggestion of a compensated sense of 
ini'eriority in Asbury to v<hich at this time he conceded ldthout any oppo-
sit ion. 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, I, 27. 
2. Cabot and Dicks, The Art of Ninistering to the Sick , p. 217. 
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It can be concluded that Asbury felt that under eve~ condition 
prayer should be offered for sick people, because it was, in his way of 
thinking, a commandment and .for the good of the patient. 
There were times when the Bishop was called to the sickroom by 
the patient. Such an incident happened on July 18, 1774.1 The de-
scription given is sufficient to show that Asbury did not consider her 
a regular attendant at his Church; he considered her to be a worldly 
woman who had given herself to men. Now that she was or felt she was 
about to die she saw the need of a minister's guidance and sent word 
that she would like to see the Bishop immediately. It is surprising to 
note that Asbury felt such a reluctance to go, but under a sense of com-
pulsion he attended the woman's needs. The fact that she had called 
him seems to have made a difference, for he ministers to her spiritual 
urges without any apparent reserve. He demonstrates no reluctance in 
speaking frankly with her and in a natural way closes with a prayer. 
Asbury assumes the role of the minister in the use of prayer as 
designated by Dicks. 2 His position in a sense was seconda~; he stood 
at the side of the bed as the representative of God, fastening man's 
attention to the Divine. Since Asbu~ records none of his sickroom 
prayers, it is necessary to gather the nature of their content from 
summary statements. Many of these statements are too restrictive to 
make it possible to gather a full and accurate outline of the ways in 
which the prayer was used. At best only certain inferred possibilities 
can be assumed and tentative conclusions drawn. 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, I, 49. 
2. Cabot and Dicks, The Art of Ministering to the Sick, p. 215. 
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His first use of prayer was in the more general way and almost 
as a benediction and leave-taking from the sickroom. It was best illus-
trated in the visit to IVJ.r. O'Kelly.1 The tone of this visit l'ras one of 
caution, the topic of conversation was general, and the emotional con-
tent carefully indifferent. He says, "Prayed, an:i parted in peace." 
The prayer \vould have appeared to have come at the conclusion of the 
visit. No mention is made of the nature of the prayer nor its content. 
~-v-as it a prayer for Mr. O'Kelly's recovery or a benediction arrl the ask-
ing of God's blessing? There is no way of knowing. The tenor of the 
prayer can be deduced only from the trend of the conversation and its 
location in reference to the total visit. 
A somewhat more explanatory prayer was to be seen in his visit 
of July 18, 1774. 2 This young woman had asked Asbury to call on her 
for she was of the feeling that she was at the point of death. Her back-
ground was not of a religious nature and Asbury spent some time preparing 
her mind and soul for approaching death. In the preparation he was also 
bringing her into harmony for prayer. The prayer like all real prayer "\vas 
directed to God. As far as the 1-\oman was concerned, her presence v.ras 
secondary. Asbury was speaking to God in her behalf. He v.ras interceding 
for her, asking God to forgive her many wrong doings. Vie cannot know 
the specific nature of his prayer. There is no certainty as to whether 
he 1.-J"as praying solely for her salvation or for her recovery. 'l'he trend 
of Asbury's emphasis in his ministry ·v;ould permit a safe assumption that 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (August 20, 1802), III, 82. 
2. Ibid., I, 119. 
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he was praying first for her salvation and secondly for her physical 
recovery. However, it should be noted that the prayer could have been 
expected to have followed the trend of the pre-prayer conversation 
which dwelt largely with her w~ard life and the danger of her soul. 
Asbury's prayer in the sickroom grew out of his daily prayer 
life. It was not an uncommon practice for Asbury to arise between four 
and five o 1 clock in the morning for pr~er. On June 15, 1780 he says, 
11 I see the need of returning to my twelve times of prayer. 111 Thus 1.'lith 
this background of devotion it was natural and easy for Asbury to bring 
his patient into the receptive mood of prayer until the person felt 
that prayer to God would bring relief. 
4. VISITATION OF THE SHUT-IN 
The extensive recording of journal entries by Asbury of visits 
to the sick leaves little room for doubt but that such calling was 
considered a regular part of his pastoral responsibilities. In harmony 
with his sick visitation it could have been considered as appropriate 
for him to have made regular visits to those who were shut-ins, the 
chronically ill, aged, and handicapped of his constituency. 
His entry of January 17, 1797 tells of continued visitations on a 
chronically ill man. It appears that Brother Wells would have liked Asbury 
to have called even more often but Asbury says, 11 I visited him every day I 
could with propriety. n2 Thus, this suggested that according to Asbury's 
code of pastoral duties there is a certain sense of freqQency of visit-
ation and oftener than that was not fitting and proper. Asbury does not 
1. Asbur.y, Asbury's Journal, I, 376. 
2. Ibid., II, 330. 
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state specifically the proper frequency of such calling. He calls 
attention to the question and leaves the final decision to the indi-
vidual pastor. 
It is impossible to establish with any certainty a continuum 
of visitation on the shut-ins and handicapped. He did not, however, 
neglect this aspect of his ministry as is seen in the following entries: 
Visited E. T. and saw his father, who is a hundred years 
old, or more. He had lately lost his wife, who was younger 
than he; and in her he lost his nurse and earthly comfort.! 
Saw a little woman with neither hands nor feet; yet she 
could walk, card,_ spin, sew, and knit. And her heart 
rejoiced in God.~::: 
If other visits were made to these homes as he continued on his 
rounds from time to time, he does not consider them of sufficient im-
portance to make note of them in his Journal. In the first entry there 
is a feeling of familiarity, as if he were personally acquainted with the 
family and may have been in the home on a number of occasions. This need 
not have been true, however, in the light of the close fellowship of 
understanding existing in the class meetings which Asbury visited as a 
matter of custom on his regular rounds. 
It could tentatively be assumed from a lack of internal Journal 
evidence that it was not Asbury r s custom to make regular visits on 
shut-ins unless specifically requested by the family or the individual. 
The calling on the family would have more generally been for an immediate 
sickness or a specific need, with the general house-to-house calling as 
1. Asbury, Asburv's Journal (April 12, 1772), I, 28. 
2. Ibid., (August 2, 1773), p. 84. 
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time permitted. If regular vi sits were made to the shut-ins of the 
parish it can be asslli~ed that it was a part of the work of the local 
members or leaders of the class meeting. 
5. PASTORAL CARE OF THE PRISONzqs 
The frequency with which Asbury called upon the imprisoned man 
would suggest that he f elt a sense of obligation for his spiritual and 
physical welfare. What was Asbury's felt responsibility '? Did he attend 
the needs of all the prisoners or were there certain kinds of crimes for 
which he f elt a closer kinship? \Vhat were his pastoral methods? 
From the time of Jesus it has been the moral obligation of the 
Christian to call upon the L~prisoned, to speak to his spiritual needs 
and attempt as far as possible to bring him into harmony with both his 
Haker and his fellowman. The emphasis has varied from time to t ime so 
that it is important for the pastoral psychol ogist to observe the work 
of the past for historical insights for the present. 
i. The Psychological Needs of the Colonial Prisoner. 
As general pastor Asbury would have called on the me;abers, as 
far as his time permitted, who were imprisoned. Such members, however, 
vlere small in number because of the rigid standards of the society. 
One such person is mentioned by Asbury on October 14, 1784: 
ltJe vmnt on to Cambridge. Here George, a poor negro in our 
society, vle found under s entence of death for theft couunitted 
before he became a Methodist; he appeared to be much given up 
to God; he was reprieved under the gallows ; a 1nerchant, who 
D2 
cursed the negro for praying, died in horror.1 
This 1nember had committed the theft before he had become a mem-
ber of the Methodist fellowship and this appears to have altered his 
life. Asbury refers to the man as George, a poor negro. The role of 
the pastor in the final reprieve has not been explained but is implied. 
It would appear that Asbur.y played an important part in having the society 
member reprieved at the last minute as he was at the gallows. A merchant 
was also hanged at the same time. Asbury noted his presence but does not 
seem to have spoken to him about his soul. It may have been the pastor's 
feeling that if this man would curse his member for pr~ing there would 
appear little hope in his changing through the mere use of words. 
Asbur.y went beyond the confines of his O\m parish in his calling 
upon the prisoners. On }my 7, 1772 Asbury says, "Visited some prisoners; 
and one of them, who is to be tried for his life, seemed much affected."2 
No reference is made as to how Asbury became acquainted with these men; 
they were in all probability not members of his society. In this instance 
he is calling on prisoners not yet brought to trial. One was to be tried 
for his life, but the others were to be tried on lesser charges. It should 
be noted that even in this instance where he is making a general pastoral 
visit to the prison, his concern continues to be with the member of the 
groups who will shortly be facing death. 
The general pattern of visitation was one of visiting those under 
sentence of death in order that they might mru<e their peace with God. A 
few cases in point would be: 
1. Asbury, AsbufY's Journal, I, 482. 
2. Ibid., I, 30. 
1vent to the jail, and visited a condemned criminal, and 
preached to him and others with some tender feeling of mind, 
on these words, 'Joy shall be in heaven over one sinner 
that repenteth. 1 1 
Was desired to attend the execution of the prisoners at 
Chester, and J. K. went with me. We found them penitent; 
and two of the four obtained peace with God, and seemed 
thankful. I preached 1-ri.th liberty to a great number of 
people under the jail wall. The sheriff was friendly and 
and very kind. J. K. preached at the gallows to a vast 
multitude; after which I prayed with them. 'fhe executioner 
pretended to tie them all up, but only tied one, and let 
the rest fall. One of them was a young man about fifteen; 
we savr them all afterward, and exhorted them to be careful. 
Vie returned to Philadelphia the same night, and I gave an 
exhortation.2 
Found myself very umrell in the morning; but visited a 
prisoner under sentence of death, and strove much to fasten 
conviction on his heart. Through the mercy of God, I hope 
the poor man was humbled.3 
Set off (from Philadelphia) in the stage for Bristol 
(Pa.) and crossed the water to see a man suspected of murder; 
but found him very ignorant of things relating to his soul: 
I then returned to Philadelphia very unwell.4 
Went to Burlington, in order to attend the execution of 
one s., a murderer; and declared to a great number of people 
under the jail wall.5 
I returned to Philadelphia, where there were five criminals 
hanged; one of them professed conversion.6 
Thus is seen a pastoral emphasis on the condemned criminal. 
Attention to other prisoners became a part of the general visit. 
1. Asbury, Asbury1 s Journal, I, 24. 
2. Ibid., (April 30, 1772), p. 29. 
3. Ibid., O·fay 26, 1772), p. 31. 
4. Ibid.' (June 11, 1772), p. 331. 
5. Ibid., {July 4, 1772), p. 35. 
6. Ibid.' (October 12, 1789), II, 62. 
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On at l east one occasi on he found his prisoner unreceptive and 
preached to him from beneath the prison wall. The value of such preach-
ing would seem to have been in doubt for Asbury sa,ys , ny.jhen he came forth 
he roared like a bull in a net. He looked on every side, and shrieked 
for help; but all in vain. o, how awful! Die he must--I fear, unpre-
pared.111 
Hr. Clark notes that this >vas Asbury's second visit to the 
prisoner. 2 ~Vhile in Burlington on t he previous Tuesday Asbury had called 
on this prisoner and found him resentful and aggressive. Asbury did not 
accept defeat but made one last effort to save the man's soul and bring 
him peace. 
In the face of this rebuff Asbury felt the necessity of returning 
and >vhen he could not gain the necessary rapport to enter the prison cell 
he preached to the prisoner from beneath the prison window. Asbury recog-
nized the unfruitfulness of such indirect methods for he continues by s ay-
ing: 11 How difficult it is--if I may use the term-to drench a hardened 
sinner '\'lith religiont I saw him tied up; and then, stepping on a -v..-a.gon, 
I spoke a word in season, and 'varned the people to flee from the 1-·rrath 
to come." 
Thus Asbury's attention was rightfully upon the condemned prisoner 
and then on the assembled crowd. How often Asbury went beyond the spirit-
ual needs of the prisoner cannot be determined. In a number of instances 
it \'oTOuld appear that he had a definite influence upon the prisoner being 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (P~y 29, 1772), I, 31. 
2. Clark, "Unpublished notes, 11 Vol. 1, item 5, Hay 20, 1772. 
freed. One of these instances is the previously quoted entry of April 
30, 1772 in which there is seen a friendly and kind-hearted sheriff and 
an executioner who pretends to tie up the prisoners and then lets them 
fall to freedom. The direct connection is not seen in the ent~ itself 
but is there by implication. Following the freeing Asbury and John King, 
his companion, exhort the prisoners to go on their way but to be more 
careful as to their conduct. On this occasion only one of the four 
was actually executed. 
The case of the poor negro Methodist, who received a reprieve 
on October 14, 17S4, seems to have been the beneficia~ of either Asbury 
directly or the labors of the society through Asbury.l If his release 
came through regular legal channels it would have required extended 
efforts. The release of the prisoners by the executioner appears to have 
been the result of an on-the-spot decision by the authorities present. 
Asbury gave his attention first to the prisoner and when he had 
exhausted all possibilities of converting the prisoner, he then turned 
to the vast assembled audience. The execution seems to have been an 
object of curiosity. At the appropriate moment when there was a high 
empathic relationship existing between the state of the condemned prisoner 
and the audience, Asbury would stand to preach and remind the people of 
their own sins. 
Asbury could thus have been said to have felt a keen responsibility 
for the spiritual welfare of the condemned criminal and in a limited number 
of instances to have gone so far as to have sought his reprieve. His 
1. Asbury, AsburY's Journal, I, 482. 
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methods may not have been in harmony with the modern practices in counsel-
ing with prisoners, especially after his having received insight into the 
prisoner• s needs, but his end goal was the same emotional adjustment of 
the ego ~dth the super-ego through repentance and forgiveness. 
6. THE FUNERAL 
A part of the pastor's multiple ministry is his work with the 
bereaved. The funeral service, therefore, tends to reveal some of the 
insight of Asbury into the psychological needs of his people and the 
practices common to his period. Through Journal entries it is possible 
to gather in part the funeral customs common in this colonial period and 
the psychological intent of the service itself. 
i. The Place of the Funeral Service. 
It was common in the early American colonial era to have the 
funeral service performed by a minister at the time of the death whenever 
feasible, otherwise on his arrival in the regular rounds of his circuit. 
Asbury felt it expedient that he visit the family of the bereaved at the 
time of the death. He notes this on Harch 2, 1780 ~Then he says, 11 Heard 
of f-ir. Peterkin's death; he died last night; I came to his house."l It 
is impossible to determi.Tte the exact length of time spent 1'lith the be-
reaved family, but it was certainly not an extended visit. The funeral 
service ,.ras generally appointed for the next day following the death. 
Late afternoon or evening funerals appear to have been the 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, I, 353. 
generally established practice in this colonial period. The explanation 
for the lateness of the hours, which in many instances seems to have been 
four o'clock even during the month of January, was for the convenience of 
the family and friends who had great distances to travel on rough and 
difficult wagon trails. The service itself was held either in a home, 
the church, or in some instances, due to the size of the attending number 
of mourners, it was held in the barn. A minister's funeral service was 
almost always held in the local church or the central church of his circuit. 
It seems to have been a policy to have the Conference designate the preacher 
who 1-'Tas to hold the service of a brother minister. The formality of such 
a practice is seen in Asbury's entry of April 19, 1801: 
There had been put forth a printed appointment for me to 
preach the funeral sermon of the late Rev. Devereux Jarratt, 
who had lately returned to his rest. My subject was l~tt. 25:21; 
1Eis Lord said unto him, Well done, thou good and faithful servant.rl 
A similar request was made of Asbury by the Conference on 
September 20, 1806 for the service of Rev. Whatcoat. This is revealed 
in Asbury's wording of his entry, "Who had lately returned to his rest. 11 
TI1e passing of Bishop Coke was cause for another memorial service 
ordered by the Conference with Asbury du·ected to deliver the message. 
A less formal practice and yet an established custom was that 
of holding the service on the arrival of the preacher in the form of a 
memorial service. An lllustration of this was on the passing of 
General Hardy Bryan: 
Crossed Neuse River, at Smith's Ferry, and came to the dwelling 
of the late General Hardy Bryan-a man I had often heard of, and 
"ushed to see; but death, swift and sudden, reached the house 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, III, 21. 
before me. His son H- died the eighteenth of last November; 
his daughter Mary, December twenty-eighth; and himself, the 
tenth instant: each of them feared the Lord, and were happy 
souls. I felt strangely unwilling to believe the general 
was dead, until I could no longer doubt it: at the graveyard 
I had very solemn feelings--there was some melting among the 
people whilst I enlarged on Psa. 12:1.1 
From the words of Asbury it would be i mpossible to be certain 
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vmether there was a service at the hour of interment, but if such a ser-
vice was performed it vms undoubtedly by a member of the local congre-
gation. In this instance Asbury had never met the General but knew him 
by reputation. Asbury had anticipated meeting the General and this antici-
pation created in him a psychological block preventing his conscious recog-
nition of the actual reality of the death. It was only wnen he was person-
ally able to stand at the side of the grave that Asb~ accepted this 
reality. Such grave-side services were practiced on the arrival of the 
minister. The memorial service could be held at the grave or at the church. 
The more formal services were regularly scheduled in the church while the 
more or less spontaneous services occurred at the grave-side. 
ii. The Psychological Value of the Funeral Service. 
There are two sources for the hidden content of the underlying 
purposes of the funeral service. The first is revealed indirectly in the 
actual and emotional content of the entries themselves and the second in 
the type and meaning of the selected sermon texts. 
The full intent of the colonial funeral service '\·las f or the conso-
lation of the living rather than of any service, spiritual or physical, 
for the deceased. At times there was lNOVen into the service a form of 
1. Asbury, Asburv 1 s Journal, (January 22, 1791), II, 106. 
indirect and. occasionally a direct eulogy of the deceased. Such 
practice was most com~on in services held for 1ninisters. In the 
case of Rev. Jarratt, Asbury selected that verse of commendation, 
"l~ell done, thou good and faithful servant. rrl The selection for 
Rev. Tunnell was "For me to live is Christ, and to die is gain. n2 
The remarks were ones of praise for their faithful lives as Christian 
ministers. Similar remarks were offered in the case of godly men and 
women of whom Asbury was personally acquainted. 
(1) The Eulogizing Sermon. The funeral sermons preached by 
Francis Asbury can be divided into two psychological classifications: 
the se:rmon of Eulogy, and the sermon of Argument. The eulogizing sermon 
served a dual purpose. It gave the minister an opportunity to speak of 
the good deeds of the deceased and at the same time to bring an atmos-
phere of comfort to the mourners 1-ffio were grieving over their personal 
loss. In Asbury's sermon for Rev. Whatcoat he weaves together those 
indirect words of praise, "Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom is no 
guile!" 
There was often a gradual transition from a eulogy of the deceased 
to a promise of hope both for the deceased and for the living. Such an 
emotional movement is to be seen in the service of April 19, 1801 in 
which the text chosen reveals this spirit: Matthew 25:21, 
His Lord said unto him, Well done, thou good and faithful 
servant, thou hast been faithful over a few things; I will 
1. Asbury, Asburrrs Journal {April 19, 1801), III, 21. 
2. Ibid., (July 10, 1790), II:, 90. 
make thee ruler over many things; enter thou into the 
joy of the Lord.l 
The text reveals the outline for the sermon, the expounding 
on the goodness of the deceased, and the eventual reward for his 
deeds which is a promise to him and to all men. 
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(2) The Argumentative Sermon. The second form of sermon used 
conunonly by Mr. Asbury was the argumentative type of sermon. It was in 
general use at the services of all nominal Christians and non-Christians. 
Its content and selection of scripture varied. There was the direct 
warning of the awful judgment to come. In doctrinal sermon there was 
the presentation of the justification that the righteous must die. 
The explanation of the death of the righteous is seen in the 
sermon of March 12, 1773 in which Asbury used Isaiah 57:1, 2 as his 
supporting text. 
The righteous perisheth, and no man layeth it to heart; 
and merciful men are taken away, none considering that the 
righteous are taken away from the evil to come. He shall 
enter into peace: they shall rest in their beds, each one 
walking in his uprightness.2 
The outline of the sermon can be derived from the text as: 
1. The righteous man will perish. 2. His perishing is often not con-
sidered in its proper light for in reality God is merciful and is saving 
his child from the evil that has not yet been seen. 3. His dying is 
not his destruction but another period of eternal peace. 
Such progression is found in Asbury's selection of texts. The 
verification of such an assumption is revealed in Asbury's own outline 
1. Asbury, Asburr's Journal (April 19, 1801), III, 21. 
2. Ibid., (March 12, 1773), I, 65. 
as recorded in the entry of October 24, 1779: 
This day vras appointed for Hrs. Jessop's funeral. There 
were about three hundred people; vle had the use of the barn. 
I spoke with great opening, on Heb. 9: 27; was much assisted 
in show~ng to my hearers; 1. ~fuat it is to die; 2. The jud~nent, 
with the certain consequences of both; 3. The appointment for 
all men once to die; and controverted the argument against 
being saved from sin, dra>~ from death--that it is not a punish-
ment to the righteous; that their constitutions being subject 
to decay makes it necessary, and in imitation of Christ, to 
suffer as he did in death, ~dthout sin.l 
It vrould appear that Mrs. Jessop, for wb.om the funeral service 
>•ras offered by Francis Asbury, was a Christian ivoman perhaps, but not 
necessarily a member of the Hethodist fellowship and only casually knm~ 
by Asbury. This is gathered by a comparison of the texts used by Asbury 
in other funeral services. The closer the connection of Asbury with the 
deceased the more eulogy played in the selection of his scriptural text. 
As Asbury found less and less personal involvement vdth the deceased the 
more he tended to use the occasion to circumvent false doctrines. 
In the outline of October 24, 1779 there appear to have been two 
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prevailing false doctrines: the first, that death was a form of punishment, 
and the second, that the person >•rho ~ras saved from sin v.ras also s aved from 
the punishment found in death. The occasion was used to argue that death 
was in no vmy a punishment but that all men had a time to die according to 
God 1 s plan. Asbury continued to expand the same thought; if death -vms not 
a punishment, it must be a necessity for all men to die. Death >lias a part 
of God's plan, since the very nature of our physical bodies Nas to decay. 
He supported these two doctrines by the example of Christ vrho not only died 
but suffered in his death and yet he was one without sin. 
1. Asbury, Asburv1 s Journal (October 24, 1779), I, 332. 
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iii. The Religious Value through the Release of Grief. 
There is little if any evidence to support a theory that Asbury 
•vas conscious of the need to relieve the relatives of the deceased of any 
sense of emotional grief. Indirectly he may have attempted to have 
accomplished the same results through a conscious effort on his part to 
bring them under conviction and through the search for forgiveness 
relieve them of any conscious or unconscious remorse or guilt feelings. 
The motivating factors were not conceived in the terms of the modern 
pastoral psychologist but in the role of the colonial evangelist bringing 
man into a face-to-face relationship ·with his God. 
Grief in this colonial period found its release through the 
shedding of tears, the search for forgiveness, and the acceptance of 
religious promises extended through Jesus. 
?. PASTORAL COUNSELING 
A large portion of Francis Asbury's time was given to interviel'r.ing, 
and changing the attitudes of individuals through his face-to-face contacts. 
It is not likely that he thought of his role in the terms of the psycholo-
gist nor even as a counselor, but as their pastor. It I'Tas his a pproach 
and attitude toward his parishioner that makes the study of his journals 
rich in historical insight for the pastoral psycholgist. Carl Rogers has 
stated the need for this study when he says, 11If in his work he deals I'Jith 
individuals vrho are maladjusted, or perplexed, or failing, or delinquent, 
and if they leave their intervieviS with him somewhat better adjusted to 
their problems, facing the realities of life more constructively, then his 
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techni ques and !r.et hods are of i nt erest to us • 111 
Asbury may have attached di f f er ent names to his pastoral ) rocesses. 
He di d not classify his t asks i nto r estricted ar eas and l abel this process 
of counseling "psychotherapy." Many of his t erms such a s preached, 
talked, lectured, and conversed wer e used more or less interchangeably 
in his journaf. and it is necessary t o determine exactly >·rhat was taking 
pl ace LD each dynamic situation. 
i. Goals in Counselinp;. 
A careful examination of j ournal entries reveal s t hat lvir . Asbury 
and his parishioner did not always possess a co~non goal as t hey entered 
a conversat ion. At t imes t he se aims seemed to have changed and on other 
occasi ons there continued to r emain a shar p conflict of purpose . I t is, 
therefore, nec essary that t he goals of t he counseling process be con-
sidered from t he point of view of the counselor and of t he COQ~selee. 
(1) Goals for the Counselor. Bishop Asbury had one par~nount 
t hought in mind, that was, t he aligning of t he individual w~th t he higher 
spiri tual goal s of life. Such goals are r eflected in his statements: 
It was my intention to reprove him.2 
I found it iny duty to talk t o him and show him his darvser.3 
I advis ed him to be diligent and faitb~ul and so left him.4 
Asbury never forgot that he was a pastor and a representative of God. 
1. Carl R. Rogers, Couns eling ~~d Psychotherapy (New York : 
Houghton }lifflin Company , 1942), p. 3. 
2. Asbury, Asbury 's Journal (October 19, 1772), I, L~7. 
3. Ibid., (November 19, 1772) , I, 51. 
4. Ibid., (March 30, 1779), I, 307. 
~'lith this kno>'fledge of his basic philosophy it is possible to interpret 
his conversations vdth a more understanding perception. 
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Asbury's counseling Y.ras not limited to the spiritual realm. It 
r anged from legal affairs to pre~arital and family conflicts. In most 
cases he had, at least in his own thinking, what he considered the best 
solution for the situation. He did not press these ideas many times. 
Occasionally there is given the impression that Asbury went to consider-
able lengths in convincing his counselee that what he was suggesting was 
proper and cor rect. His conversation with the widow Tribulet, vmich was 
over a riot in her house for which Asbury recommends legal redress, re-
veals some of t he directness of the presentation of his goals in a given 
situation.l 
(2) Goals for the Counselee. The goals of the counselee often 
ended with a remarkable degree of harmony with those of Asbury. The 
friendliness of his personality added to his charm as a couns elor. There 
were instances where the counselee seemed to have continued in conflict 
•·rith Asbury's pre-determined goals. On one occasion he tries to persuade 
a member of the fellowship into delaying his marriage. Again on June 29, 
1789 an Adam Cloud, once a preacher vlith the :1-'Iethodists, comes to Asbury 
seeking payment for his services. Asbury f eels that there is no just need 
for payment, but after a lengthy conversation he agrees to settle for a 
lump sum. Our greatest contrast of goals existed in the area of spiritual 
counseling. In fact, many modern counselors would hesitate to concede that 
there existed a counseling situation because of the lack of interest on the 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (February 7, 1774), I, 99. 
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part of the counselee in bringing about a change in his moral life. In 
such instances Asbury was guilty of imposing his counsel on the indi-
vidual contrary to his ~~11. Asbury, in remarking on his spiritual 
missions, says, 11 I feel happy in speaking to all I find, whether parents, 
children, or servants; I see no other way; the common names will not do; 
Baxter, \'iesley and our Form of Discipline, say, 1Go into every house.rnl 
Such an attitude made it inevitable that many of the f ace-to-face 
situations in ·which Asbury became engaged should develop into a contrast 
of goals between the counselor and his counselee. The success of Asbu~ 1 s 
counseling is evidenced in the extended number of instances where the 
goals of the counselee 1-rer e brought i nto r easonable harmony Nith the 
predetermined goals of t he counselor. 
ii. Methods in Counseli11g,. 
To begin a study of a pastor's methods it is necessary to limit 
the ar ea of activity to be considered as counseling. This may best be 
accomplished by adapting the definition of Seward Hiltner in order that 
it ~Qll fit the situation about to b e examined. Pastor al Collnseling for 
the present study shall be defined as "the dynamic process existing be-
t lJ<reen two persons in a face-to-face relationship where a person recognizes 
a need, knows some of it is in himself, dir ectly or indirectly seeks help 
in understanding it, and senses that the pastor's job is to help him help 
himself."2 This definition will permit this study to include many of the 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (Y.tay 24, 1795), II, 266. 
2. Seitrard Hiltner, Pastoral Counseling (New York: Abingdon-
Cokes bury, 1948), p. 94. 
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person-to-person situations which some psychologists would othervrise have 
ru.led out. For instance, the definition of Carl Rogers is t oo limited 
in its historical perspect ive to have permitted such a study as is now 
being undertaken. Rogers says, "Counseling consists of a defi nitely 
structured, permissive relationship ••• rtl Such a definition does not 
t ake into consideration that process of r el ationship which has always 
existed between pastor and parishioner and which, though not yet defined 
in the minds of the minist er of past generations, was still a counseling 
activity between one who seeks and one who helps. 
Francis Asbury did not give thought to the theoretical formu-
l ations of the various schools of thought not yet existent. The focus 
of attention should therefore be upon the inherent counseling processes 
involved. The kind of counseling most prevalent in t he colonial period 
coul d be termed what Hiltner calls "Brief Counseling . 112 This counseling 
process may exist between two people from one to a half a dozen inter-
views. The length of the counseling procedure was limited by the circuit 
sy stem in use during this colonial period. The pastor normally remained 
in a village a day or at most a week before moving on to his next preach-
ing pl ace. 
The great bulk of the counseling work of Francis Asbury could 
t herefore be said to have been an attempt by a pastor to help a pe rson 
turn a corner through insight and understanding . 
1. Carl R. Rogers, Counseling and Psychotherapy, p . 18 . 
2. Seward Hiltner, Pastoral Counseling, p. 81. 
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(1) Counseling through Individual Preaching. This at first will 
seem a confusion of terms, for ordinarily preaching is not conceived as 
a counseling process in t he more restricted sense. Yet, when an indi-
vidual receives the visiting minister and recognizes his own need and 
comes to realize that the minister can help him either directly or in-
directly, there develops a changing relationship. 
The steps in such a relationship could be listed as: A recog-
nition of the pastor in t he •tfather role" by the parishioner, the presence 
of a well-established rapport, a consciousness on the part of the pastor 
of a need existing in the parishioner and some awareness of this need by 
the counselee but in varying degrees, and a decision by the counselee to 
cooperate at least to the point of listening . The dynamic quality of 
such a relationship will depend to a large extent upon the measure of 
rapport existing between the counselor and his counselee and the acceptance 
of the father role, consciously or unconsciously, by the pastor. 
The difference between directive counseling and individual preach-
ing is seen in the attitude of the pastor. In both instances the pastor 
feels that he knows what is best for the counselee. When the pastor 
accepts the preaching role, it is assumed that he has either listened to 
a statement of the situation by the parishioner or believes he thoroughly 
understands the problems involved and is ready to lay down the treatment 
in -vmat Asbury called "plain and patient talk." 
Asbury recognized this method of counseling through individual 
preaching. How successful was the practice cannot be known. Asbury must 
have felt it was accomplishing some good purpose or he ~uld not have used 
it so frequently. Acceptance on the part of the parishioner was reflected 
by Asbury from his observation >-rhich he notes in his journal entry 
of Novemb er 2, 1783: 
I missed my road, and stopped at a poor man's house;. 
so poor that the furniture within was not, perhaps, worth 
tvfenty shillings ; the woman listened to me with great 
attention while I spoke to her about her soul.l 
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Nothing more is said of the woman so that it is impossible to 
see the effect of the conversation in a follow-up. There is, hovrever, 
at l east as far as Asbury was concerned, a sense of accepta.YJ.ce of vfhat 
he was offering her. The reception of such preaching is found in the 
response of a young man reproved by Asbury for being overly profane dur-
ing one of his meetings. Asbury recognized some of the conditions 
necessary for good counseling and waited on this occasion until he 
had an opportunity to speak to the young man alone. In the course of 
the conversation that followed Asbury told the young fellow how he was 
grieved by his actions at the meeting and Asbury observes, 11He received 
the admonition very well; and excused himself by s~ing, he did not 
think of what he was doing.n2 Such a response reflects an acceptance 
of the criticism and a ~~llingness to change his actions. 
Asbury appears to have recognized the weakness of this fonn of 
counseling and used it as a final measure. On ~larch 13, 1785 he came to 
Kingstree to a :Hr. Durant's home. He had heard that this r1r. Durant was 
a Methodist but in the course of his conversation realized that he was 
a follower of Hr. Hervey who had not attained the enjoyment of a religious 
life. 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (Novemb er 2, 1783), I, 466. 
2. Ibid., (October 19, 1772), I, 47. 
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Asbury seems to have used every available means to bring this man to 
an insight of the Christian way and in desperation gives him a final 
lecture and leaves.l He has here assumed the fatherly role in his 
pastoral relationship, a position which he recognizes as necessary in 
the work of the minister. On another occasion he tells the man that 
he is there speaking to him not of his own choice but infers that he 
is under Divine orders. The counseling relationship in this interview 
was broken by a rejection of the offered advice and saying of the man, 
11 He did not desire me to trouble myself about his soul. 112 
The psychological facet that characterizes this form of counsel-
ing is the conscious recognition by the pastor of what is taking place 
in so far as the minister is concerned. The insight into the projected 
response of the parishioner seemed somewhat more uncertain and at times 
almost a matter of indifference to the pastor. To say that this was 
an indifference is perhaps being a little unfair and it might be better 
to say that the pastor has come to a point of resignation and is clearing 
his own ego of guilt feelings in relationship to his own felt responsi-
bility. 
The counseling through individual preaching was commonly used 
by Bishop Asbury, but with a recognition of its many weaknesses and as 
a final attempt to reach his parishioner. 
(2) Directive Counseling. In considering Asbury from the point 
of a directive counselor, it is necessary to define the dynamics commonly 
1. Asbury, AsburY's Journal (March 13, 1785), I, 493. 
2. Ibid., (April 13, 1790), II, 80. 
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considered in such a process. For this study Carl Roger's definition of 
directive counseling seems best suited as 11the counselor -vmo discovers, 
diagnoses, and treats the client's problems, provided that the counselee 
gives his active cooperation in the procedure. 111 There were times in 
Asbury's pastoral counseling when he seemed to have assumed this role of 
the directive counselor. He willingly accepted the major responsibility 
for solving the problems involved, and directed the approach tovmrd what 
he considered the best and most realistic solution. 
The interview is characterized by direct and leading questions 
such as that asked by Asbury of Charles Hhit e on Hay 13, 1790: rrvJhen 
about to part, I asked him if he loved God. tt2 On such occasions when 
Asbury proceeded in the use of directive COQ~seling , he tactfully assumed 
the task of directing the conversation early in the contact. The most 
striking illustration is seen on the day of October 6, 1772, when after 
preaching the evening sermon he went directly to one of his ste\'lards whose 
conduct he heard was not altogether proper; the conversation not,ed before 
is as follO\'ls: 
After preaching at night with some power, I spoke to 
our steward, whose conduct did not altogether please me--
frequently avoiding to speak to me--absenting himself from 
the meeting of the leaders--the appearance of dissimulation--
opposing our rules-and consulting persons who were not mem-
bers of our society. He appeared to be somewhat affected by 
the conversation.3 
1. Carl Rogers, Counseling and Psychotherapy, p. 115. 
2. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, II, 8l~. 
3. Ibid., I, 45. 
The conversation was not wholly one-sided and the ste\>rard appears 
to have had the opportunity to have stated his position in the matter, 
but there is the feeling that this 1.vas a counseli..ng situation created 
and directed by the counselor. The primary role of the counselee was 
the decision as to his vdlliP~nes s to cooperate, otherwise the direction 
of the interview was entirely in the hands of Asbury. 
The use of the directive method ;.ras not limited to those instances 
where the counselee sought out Asbury for specific advice. There \vere 
times when Asbury went out of his way to speak to a person. On one 
occasion he saw an African across in the middle of a field and went out 
as far as a stone wall would permit him and there gave the man some direct 
c01msel. Asbury, himself, observes: 11Poor creature~ he seemed struck at 
my counsel.ul It is one of the times when directive counseling moves 
almost beyond the bounds of counseling. Yet, even though the man was 
somewhat surprised ~~d startled at the direct advice being offered, he 
received it freely. The position of the colonial minister and the respect 
in which he was held is the only possible explanation for the favorable 
response with which such advice was received. 
As a directive counselor Asbury often found it necessary to con-
vince his counselee that \vhat he was advising was for the man 1 s o""m good. 
Asbury says of his advice to Brother Hartley concerning the delaying of 
his marriage Qntil after he was released from prison, that it was necessa~ 
for Asbury to persuade him.2 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (September lg, 1797), II, 349. 
2. Ibid., (September 14, 1779), I, 325. 
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Often direct advice was used in a manner of summation in 
which Asbury seems to have gathered all the important aspects of the 
interview, then he drew a concise summary and made positive recom-
mendations for immediate action. In spite of t he wei ght of Asbury 1 s 
prestige his directive counseling was often rejected. He laments such 
a reaction on May 24, 1802 when he says, 11Nothing would serve, but I 
must marry Thomas ?'Iorrell to a young woman. nl 
The basic difference between Asbury's counseling through indi-
vidual preaching and his directive counseling was in the nature of the 
emotional and spiritual content of the interview. In the pr eaching 
int erview Asbury felt his role was one of divine direction in which he 
was speaking as a pastor with a spiritual commission. In the directive 
counseling there was not the urge and the drive to make the parishioner 
conform ~dth the counselor's objectives. It was the presence of this 
conscious and sometinE s sub-conscious urge for alignment that tended to 
create the counter resistance and brought the interview to an immediate 
termination. Asbury does not seem to recognize this psychological factor 
at work and it may not have been as strong as it would appear. In many 
instances Asbury may have been ready to have taken his leave and felt 
this last word of advise necessary, but in any case it seems to have been 
a general pattern in that it brought the interview to a close. 
(3) Listening in Counseling. Up to now it would appear that Asbury 
did most of the talking when with a parishioner. This l'ias far from the truth. 
Asbury admits, however, that it was difficult f or him to keep quiet and permit 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, III, 67. 
others to speak. He says: 
It is very difficult for me to check my rapid flow of 
spirits v1hen in company 1-.rith my friends. The tongue is 
an unruly member; He that can on all occasions govern his 
tongue, will have po1ver sufficient to keep his whol e body 
in religious subj ect ion.l 
Such \vas the importance vlith vJhich Asbury considered one r s ability to 
listen to what another had to say. This in part could be considered as 
Asbury's basic t heory in counseling . He v,lQuld have agreed with Rogers in 
so far that in order to learn the important issues in a man 's life, the 
counselor must listen until the pattern of a client's feelings have been 
expressed.2 Asbury, in his previously quoted statement of September 14, 
1779, is thinking at least in part introspectively. In controlling the 
counseling situation in t he inter-relationship of the interview, t he counse-
lor vrho has sufficient control of the incident to direct his o,..m emotional 
responses is likely to have the presence of mind to sense the emotional 
content expressed by the counselee. Hiltner suggests that this principle 
is the easiest to grasp but the most difficult to apply.3 
Though Asbury did not apply the theory in the f rame1-.rork of his 
pastoral psychology, he conceived of this basic principle as the ideal 
toward \•rhich the minister should be striving. For a man such as Asbury, 
who loved people and enjoyed conversing, this int~~gible aspect of the 
counseling relationship became doubly difficult. Asbury wrote this concept 
1. Asbury, Asburyrs Journal (February 1, 1779), I, 302. 
2. Carl R. Rogers, Counseling and Psychotherapy (Nevr York: 
Houghton Ydfflin Company, 1942), p. 131. 
3. Seward Hiltner, The Counselor in Counseling (New York: 
Abingdon Cokesbury Press, 1952), p. 74. 
into his journal and thereby suggested it as the ideal for the ministers 
to follow, but admits that he himself had never attained it in any 
marked degree. Carroll Wise has perhaps come the nearest to touching 
the real secret of Asbury's apparent weakness at this point and yet 
explains his recorded success when he says, "One may understand intel-
lectually what is needed but finds himself creating an entirely different 
r el ationship because of the dynamics of his mvn personality .•tl No truer 
statement could have been made of Asbury even if it has been a reflection 
of his experience. Asbury had the understanding of what was needed to 
ma,ke a good counselor from a theoretical point of view but had a person-
ality which altered the intrinsic dynamics in the given situation. 
One of the basic functions of the counseling situation is the 
giving of support to the ego. The conscious functions of the individual 
need help in facing what it has hither to been unable to face alone. 
Counseling is therefore successful to the extent that the counselor can 
offer this kind of relationship in a framework acceptable to the counselee. 
Asbury offered his parishioners a feeling of security. He crone 
to them as a friend and spoke freely and openly .,_1_t h them. In such a 
relationship they generally talked frankly of their many family troubles. 
The same basic frankness prevailed even in the area of spiritual counseling. 
Asbury received many complaints while serving in his administrative 
capacity. At times he seemed to feel that it was more than he could accept 
or bear; it was on these occasions that he seemed to listen but did not 
hear. Such an approach ~ias far more valuable to the individual than a 
1. Carroll Wise, Pastoral Counseling, p. 39. 
1 r::.t ... 
refusal to listen to 1-rhat he had to say or the offering of advice 
on how to correct the situation. 
(4) Dynrunic Conversation. There is the danger that the observer 
v-Till read into Asburyr s statements what actually does not exist. There 
is a similar possibility that modern concepts, perhaps remote in the 
thinking of Asbury, "Till be super-imposed in full into Asbury's entries. 
The fact that these insights are present in Asbury's pastoral ~<iOrk makes 
the study of great importance. The passing of years, however, has had 
a way of changing the vocabulary with which the pastor expresses himself. 
If Asbury were to have been writing in the twentieth century he may have 
said, "I spend many hours in counseling by day and by night, 11 instead of 
saying as he does, nspending many hours in conversation by day and by 
night. rrl The fact that he did not have the vocabulary of the modern 
pastoral psychologist makes his language much more meaningful. For, 
Asbury did not attempt to adjust his approach to any existing school 
of thought but used a descriptive vocabulary in order to express vJhat 
was actually taking place. 
It is possible to come nearer to Asbury's thoughts on his role 
as pastor to individuals when it is realized that he conceived of his 
pastoral task as that of directing a changing personality. Asbury made 
no attempt to super-impose a theory of counseling upon his pastoral 
work. He merely attempted to grasp the emotional needs of the individual 
as he saw them and bring about a solution. This was the process that was 
taking place in the numerous conversations previously quoted from October 
28, 1799. Distressing cases were coming to Asbury of both ministers and 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (October 26, 1799), II, 430. 
people and he was talking over their problems with them. 
The conversation flmved two ways. The individual brought his 
questions and problems before the pastor who listened intently with 
questions of clarification from time to time. The questions were not 
stilted nor was the conversation formal. Asbury explains many of his 
talks with his parishioners a.s being "serious conversations. 11 It 
would seem that after the introductory statements, Asbury would take 
control of the course of the conversation by the tone of his voice, 
the phrasing of statements, or the direction of his questioning. Such 
guidance was acceptable to the counselee because of the force of the 
personality of the counselor and the depth of the rapport established. 
In the course of the interview Asbury often felt fr ee to 
admonish the individual, to remind him of the rules of th e society, or 
point out possible results from his course of action. The suggested 
answer to the counselee did not always result in his gaining insight 
nor his acceptance of the solution, which Asbury reflects when he says, 
"and I hope it was not in vain. nl 
Asbury seems to have had a guiding theory for his counseling in 
which he attempted as far as was in him possible to permit the individual 
to express h~nself. This was hampered at t~nes by the depth of Asbury's 
convictions. Many a dynamic conversation was brought to a close without 
complete insight by the counselee into his o~m problem and acceptable 
solutions because of the directive approach in solving the situation. 
Asburyts marked success in the personal ministry was due largely to his 
ability to relate well to people in conversation and understanding. 
1. Asbury, AsburY's Journal (July 1, 1773), I, 76. 
Asbury is typical of a period in the history of pastoral psychology 
when the pastor was given to much conversat ion. He had rEmarkable 
success in light of his limited understanding of the psychological 
theories of personality >mich have since been evolved to aid the 
pastor in his counseling. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE EMERGING CONCEPTS OF THE EARLY METHODIST MINISTER 
1. THE ROLES OF THE EARLY METHODIST MINISTER 
In our examination of the ministry of Francis Asbury we have 
found certain roles which have become an intimate part of the pastor's 
life. In most areas of the pastoral ministry Asbury could be con-
sidered as having been typical of his era. This changed somewhat in 
his later years when the press of church administration absorbed much 
of his time. On each emerging concept, space would not permit its 
being traced to the present. The writer will therefore merely call 
attention to some of the remnants that remain of some of these early 
emerging concepts. One of the roles of the minister has been that 
of preaching. 
i. Preacher and Pastor. 
The Methodist minister has always considered himself first and 
foremost a preacher. TI1is concept of his role in the church has emerged 
from this colonial period where the emphasis was on exhortation. The 
tendency has been for the Methodist preacher to resist the temptation to 
serve the parish as a priest. Early in Asbury's colonial ministry social 
pressure encouraged his laying aside the clerical garb of the Anglican 
bishop which he would have liked to assume. Strickland, in writing of 
Asbury•s preaching, says, ttAlthough not an orator, he was dignified, 
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eloquent, and impressive.ul 
The evangelistic sermon was the predominant sermon of the period. 
The message of grace and comfort did not find its way into the pulpits 
of the Methodist minister as frequently as it does in the present day. 
The length of the sermons among the 1'1ethodists, and many of the other 
clergy of the colonial period, has become proverbial. It has been said 
that Hather Byles, "used to preach his one hour; then taking the hour-
glass in hand and turning it over, he would say, 'Now we will take a 
second glass. 1 u2 Journal entries on Asbury's preaching would bear out 
this same impression. 
It must be recognized that during this era almost every event 
suggested a discourse from the preacher. The Hethodist minister, with 
his love for speaking, took full advantage of this practice in order to 
bring his message to the people. In the round of his circuit he preached 
almost every day of the week. This practice was necessary since his parish 
was scattered and he stopped at the log cabins along the trail where he 
delivered his sermons. 
The chru1ge of social and cultural patterns has altered 1~y of 
these customs. As the communities became more thickly populated the 
congregations grew in numbers. The minister was soon able to spend less 
of his time traveling from one preaching service to the next. This per-
mitted his assuming many of the responsibilities formerly performed by 
1. Strickland, The Life and Times of Francis Asburv, p. 144. 
2. Frank Samuel Child, The Colonial Parson of New England 
(New York: The Baker and Taylor Co., 1896), p. 20. 
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the local preacher. In this way, the minister became more of a pastor 
to his people. A greater percentage of his ministry could now be given 
to the visiting of the sick and the adjusting of the personal problems 
within his parish. 
The colonial Nethodist preacher was not a learned man. The re-
quirements for the ministry were a personal conviction, the ability to 
speak and great courage. This was in keeping with the frontier of which 
he was a part. Luccock points up the rugged quality of the preacher's 
personality when speaking of Peter Cartwright: 
In the early days of his itinerant ministry in backwoods 
Kentucky there was a tavern kept by a notorious bully. His 
loud and repeated boast was, 1No preacher gets past here.• 
Cartwright was riding circuit in that neighborhood; he had 
heard the boast, but kept right on riding. News of the 
preacher's coming was carried to the tavern keeper, who came 
out as he saw Cartwright approaching. The bully ordered the 
preacher to turn back or be beaten up. Peter Cartwright 
never liked to be 'ordered' by anyone, not even, in his 
later years, by all the bishops of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church l He got off his horse, and the fight was under way. 
He soon had the tavern keeper on the ground and pummeled 
him lustily, while singing, 'All Hail the Power of Jesus' 
Name.• He made the bully promise to stop interfering with 
preachers. But Peter had to sing three verses before the 
man agreed.l 
His actions 1nay not have been in accord with modern thought but they were 
in harmony with the wilderness frontier. Courage and convictions l'lere 
evident at all times in the life and experience of the frontier preacher. 
With the introduction of Hethodist schools and colleges, there 
came a cultural change in the laity and clergy. It was necessary for the 
minister to keep pace educationally with his parishioners. Seven years 
1. Halford E. Luccock, Endless Line of Splendor (Chicago: The 
Advance for Christ and His Church of the J.l:ethodist Church, 1950), pp. 50-51. 
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of formal school, and a thorough understanding of the Bible, was suf-
ficient education for Francis Asbury. This was training beyond that of 
the average member of his congregation. Yet Asbury had learning beyond 
that of his formal schooling. He had learned to read in Hebrew and 
Greek and was well read in the religious writings of his day. The 
educational offerings within the Church inevitably elevated the cultural 
standards of the minister. A preacher now spent less time on the trail 
in travel and preached fewer sermons in the course of the week. It 
was, however, necessary that he give more time to the preparation of 
a variety of sermons. The longer the time spent in the local parish, 
the greater was his expanding service to the individual's needs. The 
ability to meet these needs, however, demanded increased educational 
preparation. 
A r emnant of the earlier practice of the self-trained man still 
remains in our Methodist Church. It is still possible in many of the 
Methodist Conferences to enter the full time ministry through the confer-
ence course of study. In those areas where the educational standards 
permit it many of the preachers are being admitted through these home 
study courses. 
The Methodist pastor of the colonial period, however, did not 
have as much continuing influence in the local community as the ministers 
of other denominations. The few hours spent with the local society and 
the frequent changes of circuits worked to the disadvantage of the 
local membership. 
The concept of the Methodist minister as preacher has lingered in 
the minds of the Methodist people. As social and cultural conditions in 
the community have changed, the minist er has been able to increase his 
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skills to meet these growing demands. Thus, the modern minister has 
continued his role as a preacher while absorbing the pastoral functions 
formerly performed by his local preacher and class leader. The pastor 
is nm.,, under his community church system, serving the same n1.1J'l'ber of 
members as did the colonial circuit rider and serving them more effect-
ively. It is now possible fo r the pastor ~nth his superior s<ills to 
serve the whole person. 
ii. Itinerant and localized. 
The Eethodist itinerancy was a system used very effectively in 
colonial Nethodism to scatter its few ministers over a vast frontier . 
It had even a greater value than this. It permitted the bishop to appoint 
his ministers in the areas of greatest need. Under the itinerant system 
it was possible for the minister to be moved frequently. An illustration 
of this was to be seen in the custom in the Virginia Conference for a 
pastor to remain on a circuit not longer than six months.l 
It \vas believed that these frequent changes v.rere for the good of 
both the parishioner and the minister. These changes may be attributed 
to a. number of reasons. It v:as Asbury 's fear that if a minister served 
an extended pastorate on one circuit he tended to find friends and did 
not care to leave them. 2 However, these frequent changes of pastorate 
were often necessary. The preacher had slight education. Bis extensive 
travels di d not permit his reading as extensively as he might have 
1. Strickland, The Life and TDnes of Francis Asbury, p. 126. 
2. Asbury, Asbury' s Journal (January 1, 1772), I, 20. 
other\'lise desired. The time on the trail also served to limit his 
time allotted for the preparation of sermons. The available books 
1r<ere scarce. Those that were at his disposal had to be selected for 
they \\rere limited by the space available in his saddle bags. It 
therefore helped the minister who, by frequent changes, could preach 
the same sermons over and over again. 
Little attention vTas given to the continuance of the married 
minister in the itinerancy until 1804 when Asbury suggested that it 
might be more profitab~e to accept married men than to lose them by 
marriage and "location. nl It had been the custom for the young man 
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to enter the itinerant ministry and. travel until he married. At the 
tDne of his marriage, he requested permission of the Conference to 
locate. lVIany of these located preachers continued to serve the church 
as local preachers or class leaders. 
The process of ttlocating" tended to maintain a younger ministry 
in the frontier churches. They \•rere men filled with enthusiasm and 
through their zeal Hethodism vms carried to the furthest frontier. 
The itinerant pastor filled a special role in the history of Methodism. 
Through the itinerant minister, Hethodism was able to keep pace with 
the moving frontier. 
The concept of the traveling ministry has not disappeared from 
the Hethodist system. It has changed from its original structure. The 
minister in the present age is appointed to a charge for a y ear. He 
l. l·/akeley, Heroes of Methodism, pp. 48-49. 
does not continue on indefinitely as the pastor of one church but must 
be reappointed each year. His membership is not in a local church but 
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in the Armual Conference. At least in theory he is an itinerant minister 
of a Conference. This concept, ~mich has come do~m from the colonial 
days, is important since it permits the bishop to appoint his ministers 
where they are most needed for the good of the Church. 
iii. Persuader and Healer. 
A large part of Asbury's time was given to the ministry of per-
suasion. Every sermon -vras an attempt to convince the listener of the 
reality of the Christian faith. The s ermons were developed with a s ense 
of logical precision. They -vrere carefully documented on Biblical 
authority. The revivalistic sermon was measured by the success or 
failure of the altar service. The minister was never satisfied until 
he had touched the emotions of his hearers and moved them to a decision. 
The concept of t he minister as a persuader comes from the faith 
that stands behind his words. It is his firm belief that his me ssage is 
all important. This i dea did not emerge from the colonial period itself 
but vras a part of the Christian faith. 
The minister has come to see the close linkage between the body 
and the soul of man. He is both their spiritual and physical healer. It 
is often diff icult to distinguish whether Asbury is talking of a sickness 
of the body or of the soul. He believed that prayer was of value in healing 
the body as i t was in transforming the soul. The efficacy of prayer was 
never doubted. Asbury believed in the use of the medical physician but on 
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many occasions there '\-ras no physician present nor available. He does not 
suggest, ho>•rever, that the minister asswne the role of the physician. He 
does suggest that through the pastor's extensive experience he could offer 
certain home remedies which might ease the pain of the afflicted and then 
offer a prayer that would muster their faith. 
The concept of the minister as an instiller of faith antedates 
Asbury. He did, hovrever, even as the modern minister, by his presence, 
bring a sense of the divine presence, reminding the afflicted that vle are 
not alone. The sense of faith and strength, reflected in the positive 
character of the minister, brings to the patient the comfort of hope. 
An illustration of Asbury's use of prayer is to be seen in his call on a 
sick \-roman who was at the point of death on July 18, 1774. Near the end 
of the visit Asbury says, 11 I prayed to God in her behalf. 111 The Journal 
fails to mention Asbury's use of the Scripture with the sick, but it is 
aunost impossible that Asbury should not have used this invaluable resource. 
The writer "rould be more inclined to believe that it was so much a part of 
every sick visit that Asbury neglected to make reference to it. 
The reader might become critical of Asbury when he is aware of 
some of the remedies Asbury "~uld recomnend to his parishioners. Blood-
letting and poultices, which were his frequent remedies, were common 
practices on the frontier. It must be understood that Asbury had a lL~ted 
knowledge of medicine and physicians were few. Asbury was doing \'That from 
his experience seemed best. His desire to help was his authority for enter-
ing the sickroom. Cabot and Dicks have suggested that a part of the minister's 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal, I, 119. 
task may be that of straightening the sheet , adjusting the pillow, or 
quietly standing by that the sick might gain confidence.l Asbury >vas 
attempting to perform the same functi on but did not have the accwnu-
lated wisdom of the modern past or. 
The modern minist er woul d not think of recommending treatment 
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t o the sick unle s s it was i n the form of first aid measures tm.ti l the 
physician could arrive . Asbury di d recognize the spiritual needs of the 
afflicted and considered his services at thi s time of need i ndi spensable 
to the sufferer. Even though Asbur~r appears to have thought of the 
close relationship which exists between mind and soul, t he modern thinker 
must be careful l est he superimpose modern thought v-rhere it di d not exist. 
Much of Asbury 's spiritual treatment for the physical body was through a 
lack of u.nderstanding r ather t han an underst anding of t he interrelation-
ship bet ween body and soul. 
11any of our modern r esources in the pastoral treatment of t hG sick 
wer e in use in this earlier period . There have been such resources as 
t he s ens e of mission, the power of pr ayer , the Scripture, and the growth 
of faith. To t hese the moder n pastor has been able to add modern en-
l ightenment . He goes to the sick bed as a part of a medical and spiritual 
t eam . The clergyman has the advice of the physician and the guidance of 
the hospital chaplain. The pastor, in hi s preparation for t he minist!'1J, 
is trained i n the psychology of personality and the int errelationship 
behveen the ph~·sic al and t he spirituaJ_. 
The front i er pastor served a valuable f unction i n the wil derness 
1. Cabot and Di cks, The Art of Hinister ing to the Sick_, p. 12. 
with his home remedies and spiritual resourc es. He was l ess able 
adequat el y to meet the needs of t he individual, however, than the 
hospital chaplain who understands both the physical and the spiritual 
needs and the relationship of each to the other. 
iv. Administrator and Promoter . 
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Among the many responsibilities of Asbury in his pastoral off ice 
was t hat of administrator and promoter . Asbury never c eased to be a 
pastor l-rherever he could but the responsibilities of ad:ninistration 
took much of his time . 
All the early t!iethodist ministers had extensive administrative 
responsibilities in their as signed cir cuits . Asbur y had t he administra-
tion of the '\."fhole church. \tfith the passing of years these dut i es 
t ook more and more of his Y.rorking day. In the first few year s of his 
ministry he could ride over much of hi s area in the course of a year. 
In t his way he was abl e personally to answer problems and adJ ust 
administrative difficulties. As his health continued to fail, and the 
church continued to expand, it became necessary that he depend more 
and more upon t he written l etter . In 1796 he writ es, 11 1 suppose I must 
writ e nearly a thousand letters a year. 111 
Huch of his correspondence >vas in answer t o letters 1•rritt en him 
by ministers., laymen, and friends . On December 20, 1802 he t ook care to 
ride to a quiet place where he could enjoy a little solitude, but mainly 
where he could have some time to answer l etters. He writes , nr rode dovm to 
l. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (January 21, 1796), II, 289. 
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James Rembert's upon the head of Black River, I c&ne here that I might 
enjoy a little solitude, and find time to answer Iny Northern letters. 
Until Friday evening I vras pretty well occupied in writing.rrl He re-
veals the scope of his letter writing in his entry of January 13, 1800. 
On this occasion he was so occupied with the writing of letters that he 
did not bother to keep his journal from one week to the next. He ·writes, 
11 I have kept no journal from Sabbath to Sabbath. I have been employed 
in reading and answering letters to different arrl distant parts of the 
continent. n2 
The letters were not confined to the answering of the questions 
of those who saw fit to v~ite to Asbury. On a number of occasions there 
were certain projects which Asbury wished to promote among the various 
societies. He would promote these through personal letters to the various 
clergy across Methodism. In an entry of November 27, 1785 he says, "Un-
willing to be idle, I wrote to the preachers to do what they could in 
collecting money to carry on the building of our college."3 Promotion 
this time seems to have been a way of filling a fel-T idle moments, and 
carrying on the work faithfully. 
There was always the arranging of his tours. He mentions on a 
number of occasions definite appointments for preaching. These incidents 
are sufficiently frequent to suggest that his travels were thoroughly 
planned. In 1795 he mentions such planning, "I laid out a plan for my 
1. Asbury, Asburrrs Journal, III, 96. 
2. Ibid., (January 13, 1800), II, 440. 
3. Ibid., I, 503. 
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travels in 1797; through Connecticut, Rhode Island, }~ssachusetts, 
Province of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and New York. Making a distance 
of twelve or fifteen hundred rniles. 111 Such planning was a "Whole year in 
advance. Nothing definite is said as to how the different preaching 
places '\'iere notified as to when Asbury would be arriving to preach but 
it would seem safe to suggest that such arrangements were by letter. 
Traveling to and presiding over the various annual conferences 
absorbed a part of his time. During Asbury's lifetime, except for the 
last two years, he personally took charge of every annual conference in 
American J:·iethodism. He also planned and supervised the general conferences. 
The burden of appointments also weighed upon the Bishop, for the 
ministers were not always satisfied with their assignments. There vtere 
also the special appointments such as the confirming of Ezekiel Cooper as 
agent of the Book Concern. Of that conference Asbury wrote, 11 The Confer-
ence was large, and the business very important. Ezekiel Cooper was con-
firmed in his appointment by me as our agent in the Book Concem."2 
There was the constant shifting of population and the growth of 
new frontiers. This was always a challenge to Asbury. It meant, however, 
the recruitment and assigning of new men to new areas of service. Asbury 
noticed the hundreds who were crossing the mountains to the west and noted: 
it~bat a road have we passed. Certainly the worst on the 
whole continent, even in the best weather. Yet, bad as it 
was, there were four or five hundred crossing the rude hills 
'\'Thile we were. I \vas powerfully struck vdth the consideration 
that there were at least as rnany thousand emigrants annually 
1. Asbury, Asbu~ 1 s Journal (August 10, 1795), II, 274. 
2. Ibid., (June 6, 1799), I, 415. 
from East to West. We must take care to send preachers 
after these peopl e .l 
It was among these western hills t hat the camp meeting emerged 
t o meet the needs of these peopl e . The camp meeting required l ittl e 
promotion . The peopl e were r eady to r eceive thi s nel'r emphasi s . The 
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part t hat Asbury played in its promot ion cannot be determined . The f act 
that he 1-ras i nstrument al in such promotion is reflect ed in the ent hus i a sm 
,,Jith which he acc epts the rapid spread of its success. 
The pr ayer meeting 1vas another one of Asbury ' s favorite proj ect s. 
A number of entries show his hand in its promotion. On J une 13, 1786 he 
><Trot e , "Hy mind has been deepl y i mpr essed 1.vith the nec essity of gett i ng 
t he people t o set apart the five o 'clock hour wholly f or prayer; t o es-
t ablish prayer meetings, and to speak evil of no man. rr2 .Again he says , 
"I pres s ed. them t o have prayer meetings, and they appointed one befor e 
t hey parted . rr3 
The past or has many of the f unctions of admi nist rat ion and pro-
motion t o perfor m today . The mi nister's role , however, i s l ar gel y t hat 
of administering the l ocal church. This role as seen in t he l ife of 
Asbury i ncluded many of the responsibilities of the present da.y bishop 
and district superintendent. It is in t his division of the pastoral 
off:ice 1vherc Asbury becomes l es s typical of the past or 1 s role i n the 
parish ministry. 
1. Asbury, Asbury ' s Journal (June 6, 1799), II, 415. 
2. Ibid., I, 512- 513 . 
3. Ibid., (September 2, 1779), I, 32h. 
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2 . THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF ASBUR.Y TO THE COLONIAL HI NI STRY 
Francis Asbury was more than a fronti er preacher, he vras a bishop 
v'rho assu.ined the pastoral oversight of his peopl e . He performed the f w1ctions 
of a bishop, made pastoral visitations , distributed tracts, aided in build-
ing hous es of worship , raised funds for worthy causes, and encouraged 
r el igious education. Many of his contributions ,,rere not in the Hay of 
n evr ideas but the continuance of such established customs as: the cle.s s 
meeting , visitation of the sick , f amily visitation , and the itinerant 
ministry . 
Ther e are t hos e who v.rould argu e that t he us E) of the s e ex i s ting 
customs does not constitute a contribution . They a.re co ntributions, how-
ever , when it is ''rithin a man 1 s pm-ver either to continue or discontinue 
a practice . The promotion of an existing program, w1til it is el evat ed 
t o a nm,; l evel of usage , is a definite contribution. In othe r areas 
Asbury was t he creat or or the adapt er of an old met hod in a n ev.r vvay . 
Ever-y r eader is entitled to his 01'm choice a.s to Asbur;)r1 s gr eatest 
contribution to the r·~ethodist Church. The -vrriter 1rrould suggest t hat the 
moving of preachers out of the established city churches and into a 
front i er ministry was Asbury 's greatest contribution. Asb11r y , through 
t hi s exa:npl e , moved a1o.ray from the custom of placing a minister in a c i ty 
parish v.rhich 1r1as t he cus t om at th e time of his arrival in A.tl.lerica . The 
ministers in both t he r-''Lethodist and the other churches of 1771 t ended 
t o assume a city pulpit, gather about t hem a group of friends, and settle 
dcnm content t o minister to the local group. Asbury saw that the real 
chall enge to _·fethodism was to be found in ministering to the frontier 
people who had no l oca l denominational ties. 
Out of this traveling ministry developed the itinerant system 
w~th its short pastorates and frequent moving. It made possible the 
moving of ministers into the more frontier areas and gave Hethodism a 
fresh growing edge among non-Methodist people. It was this f orward look, 
encouraged by Francis Asbury, that permitted l~thodism to move from the 
coastal areas and become a nation-v.d.de Church. It must be admitted that 
Asbury lived only long enough to see the church move westward as far as 
the }tississippi river, but the pattern once established continued to 
carry the church ever westward. 
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The circuit ministry v<as employed in England and by other denomi-
nations in America but it was most effective under the }fethodist• s di-
rection. Asbury set the example of a circuit ministry by riding an esti-
mated two hundred and seventy-five thousand wilesl and preaching seventeen 
thousand sermons.2 Such an example is a remarkable contribution within 
itself . The true success of the itinerant ministry continued to develop 
as i t was adapted to the gro~dng needs of Methodism. 
:t-1any of Asbury's contributions were administrative in nature. As 
he presided over some two hundred and t~renty-four conferences, he had the 
privilege of molding the administrative practices of the Hethodist Church. 
He created the General Conference. In 1808 Asbury introduced t he plan of 
representation to the General Conference. The idea was not original with 
Asbury but has been credited to Jesse Lee.3 The Methodist Church was at 
1. Luccock and Hutchinson, The Story of Methodism, p. 235. 
2. strickland, The Life and Times of Francis Asbury, p. 495. 
3. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (July 7, 1791), II, 128. 
this time founded on a pe~illanent constitution. 
The selection of the administra.tive officers of the :i:·:Lethodist 
Church was established by Asbury 1 s precedent. Asbur<J refused to accept 
\•iesley 1 s appointment to be superintendent of the Methodist Church in 
America unless it would receive a similar approval by his fellow minis-
ters. His refusal to accept the superintendency by appointment led to 
the election of the bishops by the clergy. This was a change from the 
appointive system suggested by Wesley and in practice in the Anglican 
Church. wbether Coke played a part in establishing the title to this 
office cannot be determined. The weight of criticism ioTas focused on 
Asbury for his assu~ption of the title of bishop. This criticism would 
suggest that Asbury first introduced this title for the highest office 
in the £1ethodist Episcopal Church. 
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Francis Asbury contributed to the complexion of the Hethodist 
ministry by a gradual transition from a celibate to a married ministry. 
This was accomplished not by example but through necessity. The accept-
ance of married ministers into the conference encouraged the young minis-
ter who married to retain his active relationship in the conference. 
Asbury introduced the conference owned center. He called it a 
circuit parsonage, but in our present day practice it would have been 
similar to an area or district office center. The first such center was 
held by the South Carolina Conference in 1803.1 The building is referred 
to as a parsonage, but was not a parsonage in the modern sense. It had 
rooms for the lodging of visiting ministers. This building was designed 
for the use of the preachers and the conference and Asbury found it a 
great comfort. 
1. Tipple, The Heart of Asbury's Journal, p. 539. 
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The personal interest shown by Asbury in the early Methodist 
colleges is reflected in his house-to-house collection of funds. The 
idea of founding colleges may be credited to Coke. The continued growth 
and expansion of the college system was in a large part the influence of 
Asbury. The same could be said of the founding of the Publishing House. 
In this instance, however, Asbury had a more direct responsibility for 
its creation and development. He initiated the practice of the profits 
being used for the support of the retired ministers. 
One other area of Asbury's influence was to be found in the es-
tablishment of the Methodist SUnday School. The Sunday School movement 
in the Methodist Church begins with the action of the conference of 1790. 
Of this conference Asbury said, 110ur Conference resolved on establishing 
Sunday schools for poor children, ·white and black. 111 The past had given 
emphasis to the preaching ministry and the instruction of adults and 
older young people. Asbury now, with the permission of the conference, 
turns to the religious education of the children. 
The introduction of the camp meeting to ~·fethodist circles was 
Asbury's contribution to this movement. Asbury did not create the camp 
meeting spirit but capitalized on its presence. The Hethodist Episcopal 
Church of the frontier period was open to the camp meeting methods. The 
itinerant preacher was free to move as the need demanded. The 1-'lethodist 
doctrine was in harmony with the emotional attitude of the camp 1neeting 
revivalism. The only requirement necessary to make the camp meeting a 
dynamic force in the frontier settlements was a spreading of its methods. 
1. Asbury, Asbury's Journal (February 17, 1790), II, 73. 
It is the '~rriter' belief that Asbury served as a missionary spreading 
the camp meeting program. The faith of t he bishop in the succes s of 
the c amp meeting soon transformed it into a l·~ethodist movement . ~~lhat 
ha.d b egun in the Presbyterian Church vras s oon closel y linked with the 
Hetho cli s t f ellc1ws hi p . 
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Arnone Asbury ' s pastoral contributions was that t o the success of 
the class meeting on the American scene. He:; 1vas unable t o regularly 
attenc1. the cla sses but s erved a s a. pastor to as many of the s e indi v i dual 
classes as hi s t b 1.e permitted . He t r i ed to keep them r eligiously c ent ered 
and psychologically r c~l evant . The class syst em was already in use l.'hen 
Asbu r y arrived in America. Thus it is, that not the origin of t ho 
Ainerican cla s s , but its cont i nu e::d gr mvth could be attributed to Asbury. 
As social and cultural changes began to affect the v-rillin.;n cs s of 
the individual class member to share his innermost t hou,<:?;hts, t o resist 
the sup erimposi ng of clas s standards , and the rigid checking of cle.::; s 
attencl.anc e , t he class began to decline . sb r.J. ry suggested what may appear 
t o have b een a second c ho i ce. He encouraged the practice of the prayer 
:neeting . I t is i mposs i bl e to say that it vras a s econd choice , but su ch 
it WOLll d a.I))ear sinc e H was not introduced into Hethodism until th e 
class meet ing had b egun t o lose its effectiveness . The decli ne of the 
cla ss meeting can b e seen in t he decrease in entries referri ne; to the 
cla s s meeting . At the sa ne time Asbury a.p:pee>.r s to be making feV>rer entries 
in his Journal conc er ning the class he shm,rs an increased interest in the 
prayer meetin,<~ . The absence of entries does not prove but suggests that 
the emphasis has noV>r chant:,ecl from the class meetins; t o the pra;>re:c meeting . 
Th e pr ayer meeting was not onl y shmvi ng a continued gr ov-rth but was being 
promoted by Asbury in the societies as a means of meeting the spiritue.l 
needs of the people. 
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The prayer meeting continued to provide the pastor's close re-
lationship ~dth his people. It promoted the spirit of devotion and con-
tinued the sharing of emotions. This sharing, however, was on a more 
general level and less threatening to the individual. The permissive 
spirit that existed was more acceptable to the individual member. It 
is possible to say that the prayer meeting rather than being a second 
choice was the creation of a new instrument to meet the changing indi-
vidual needs. 
This same friendly pastoral spirit was carried over into the 
home through the pastoral visit. Family visitation >vas al>vays recognized 
as a part of the pastor's function. The pastor, however, has not always 
seen fit to give all his available time to such calling. Asbury leaves 
the impression that when nothing else was pressing he spent his time 
going from house to house calling upon his people. This gave him the 
opportunity to counsel with the family and with the individual members 
of the family. The contribution is not in the form of a new concept in 
the pastoral ministry. It is the introduction of calling into American 
Hethodism so that ministers of succeeding generations have been able so 
to build upon this precedent that church families have come to accept 
these pastoral visitations as a regular part of the Methodist minister's 
office. 
The calling upon the sick and the imprisoned may be considered 
a contribution only in so far as it was carried on and passed on to 
succeeding generations of pastors as a pastoral function. Asbury did not 
alter the relationship of pastor and patient. He may have highlighted 
the pastorts role but others have done the same. 
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Time and again Asbury retur ned t o the idea of preaching to the 
individual. This is not a ne\·l concept in Christianity, but the con-
tinued emphasi s upon it in a pastor's ministry shm-rs that i t stood out 
as an important meditun of communication. Asbury did not contribute a 
nm.'r met hod of counseline , but he di d call att ention to t he dynamic r e-
lationshi p which exists betvoeen counselor and counsel ee , or pastor and 
parishioner. Asbury suggested to his fello>-r ministers that t hey must 
learn to l isten and control their own flow of conversation, but as for 
himself he found it most difficult to practice. 
The colonial church profited much becaus e of Asbury 's ability to 
understand human personal ity. His contribution t o the pastor' s rel ation-
shi p vvith his parishi oners 1•ras not nevf but rather a fr esh emphasis . Jus t 
as Asbury found it possible to build on the fmmdation of other s , so has 
the Church been able to adapt the work of Asbury . The contributions of 
Asbur y wer e but st epping stones in the ever- expanding pastoral ministry of 
the Het hodist Church. 
3. THE CONTINUING AND CHANGING ROLES 
OF THE f!IETHODIST HI NI STER 
The past oral methods of Francis Asbury have had some l asting 
effects in t he life of the Church. Yet, the changing social envirorunent 
has made it necessary t hat many of his i deas be changed to meet the needs 
of a growing Church. 
The effect of the marriage of t he mi nisters has brought about a 
change in their role in the itiner ant system. The desire of Asbury for a 
circuit ministry which 1<Tas constantly transferring from one circut to 
another gradually disappeared as ministers began to marry and sett le 
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into village churches . To maintain the original concept of the itinerant 
ministry it would have been necessary to encourage the celibate ministry. 
The changing social conditions in America did not warrant the continuance 
of the type of circuit ministry vrith which Asbury was acquainted. The 
increase in population has made it more advisable for the pastor t o serve 
a village church with a population equal to if not greater than that 
ministered to on the circuit. The increased educational standards of 
the minister and availability of resource material have made it unnecessary 
for the minister to move every six months in order to keep ahead ~Qth his 
sermon preparation. The alert pastor today can find it possible to 
remain in his parish for twenty years anci with continued effort preach 
fresh and appealing sermons week after \<reek. The pastor is no longer 
required to spend long hours on the trail. The established church make s 
it possible for him to give an increased pastoral ministry to the indi-
vidual member of his parish. 
The remnants of the colonial itinerancy are yet to be found in the 
yearly appointment of the i:Jiethodist minister. At least in theory the 
itinerancy continues to exist . The circuit system is reflected in the 
less populated areas with their circuits. These exist f or the same reason 
as did the circuit in the time of Asbury. The change has been in the 
ability of the pastor to meet the needs of his people. Rather than a 
shorter stay on the circuit, the pastor finds that the longer he remains 
the better rapport he can establish with his people. Therefore, the minis-
ter of today is better able to serve his people than the minister of 
Asbury's time. 
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The modern minister, because of his extended pastorates and 
greater demands of the community, must have greater ability and be more 
versatile at his task than would have been required in Asbury's day. To 
meet these expanding needs he has found it necessar y to specialize. He 
is today faced >rith more competition t han ever before in history. Albert 
Palmer 1-ITites, 11 He has to be more versatile than the Sunday paper, more 
alluring than a baseball game, Jnore interesting than the movies and 
better infonned than the l at est book. 111 The minister no longer has 
popular opinion on his side. His gr eatest advantage is t hat the world 
about him is specialized and he is the authority in his ovm areas. 
The rapid social and industrial changes have altered the role of 
the minister. Asbury 11as already beginning to feel these changes in 1786 
when he complained, 11 I cannot get the people to attend preaching except 
on the Sabbath."2 The frontier society gave little attention to the 
Sabbath, but they hungered for social activity and a religious service 
tended to fill this need. 
Where the ministers are meeting the needs of the people their 
services are still in demand. In order to meet and understand these 
grov.ring needs the pastoral ministry is specializing. One of the earliest 
specialists 11as t he evangelist. The camp meet ing and the large clty 
revivalistic services were but expressions of a felt need. As pr evi ously 
mentioned the class meeting gave way to the prayer meeting. Each of these 
met the social and spiritual needs of the people of their time. 
1. Albert ~v . Palmer, The :VJ.inister's Job (New York: \'lillett, 
Clark and Company, 1937), p. 4. 
2. Tipple, The Heart of Asbury's Journal (July 30, 1786 ), pp . 247-248. 
It need not be true that a new development which replaces an-
other, is but a second choice. It is more likely that the institution 
has changed to meet the needs of its manbers. lrfuereas the JVJ:ethodist 
Church vlas once a revivalistic frontier church, it has noi'l become a 
community church with a more stately service. Its people are more 
highly educated and less emotionally explosive. This cultural change 
of climate has not made the ministry of the Church less effective but 
more effective. The minister finds less need to dwell at one level; he 
can concern himself with all the basic needs of the personality . 
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In the larger city churches this change has made it possible for 
the church to employ teams of ministers. Each minister i s trained as a 
specialist in a limited area of the pastoral ministry. This is possible 
because of the large membership vd. thin the individual church and the 
increased understanding of the pastor's task. One minister finds it 
possible to limit his activities to the pulpit, to the radio, television, 
and such other mediums; a second makes the rounds of the homes in family 
visitation, while the third deals with the many counseling situations of 
a large parish. There is the professional administrator trained in the 
art of church finance, and the educator who concentrates on the edu-
cational activities of the parish. 
Outside the local church the specialization continues. Hos~itals 
are adding full-time chaplains to their staffs to assist and advise the 
pastor and physician concerning the ill. The chaplain is a specialist 
in the art of the bedside ministry. He knows the emotional symptoms of 
the various ailments and can bridge the gap between the patient, the 
pastor and the physician. 
The centralization of prisons in the modern age makes it im-
possible for the local pastor to travel daily or even weekly to counsel 
his imprisoned member. In most instances the local pastor would have 
neither the experience nor the training necessary for him to bring about 
the desired readjustment in the life of the prisoner. The local pastor 
therefore makes an occasional visit to the prison and leaves the special-
ized prison ministry to the prison chaplain. 
Anton Boisen in his study of church customs recognizes that since 
1890 there has appeared a group of new churches such as: The Pentecostal 
Assemblies of God, The Church of God, A Church of Jesus Christ, The Free, 
Hethodist, and several others. In these new churches he notes t hat, 11I 
find somewhat the same type of service and somewhat the same message I 
used to hear in the Methodist Church years ago. nl The Church in its ad-
vance has found it impossible to meet all the needs of all the people. 
The result has been that new groups have developed to meet other needs 
not fully met by the established churches. 
In the many areas of the pastoral ministry, Asbury recognized the 
need and tried in his naive way to minister to his whole parish. His 
efforts were but an outline of what the ministry of the church was to 
become. Whereas Asbury recognized the needs within the parish, the 
modern minister with his superior training is beginning to find enlarging 
vtays to meet these needs. 
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There have emerged from the ministry of the early Methodists trends 
of emphasis. These trends have not been fixed but were sufficiently flexible 
1. Anton T. Boisen, Religion in Crisis and Custom (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1955), p. 14. 
to permit each g eneration to adapt them to its changing problems . It 
ha s b een this fl exibil ity and developing insight t hat ha s been one of 
the gr ee"t strengths of the Het hodist Church. 
In Cha pter six the 1-vriter ha s viev.red Asbury in his role a s an 
earl y ~,fethodist minist er. Pointing out the areas of his contributions 
to the Church ancl to r-~ethodism . Hany of the s e contributions have 
changed with the pas sing of tiine. In a changing society, a grm.,ring 
church must adjust its approach to the needs of the people. Through 
t his proc ess of adj ustment the 1-rork of Asbury has often faded and his 
contr ibutions be en clouded with time . 
In Chapt er seven the writ er will view the ministry of Asbury 
a s a \-Thole. He vrill drm'i" together his conclusions and vie>\' them in 
the light of their contributions to the pre s ent day pa storal ministry. 
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CHAPTER. VII 
Silll11ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The problem of this study is to find some of the guiding princi-
ples vlhich Francis Asbury consider ed important in his pastoral mi nistry. 
sbury served American Hethodism during forty-five of its most i mportant 
and f ormative years. Through his ministry he established by precedent 
programs and procedures which have gui ded the Hethodist pastor in his 
parish work . The r apid grm,rth and expansion of I<ethodism testifies to 
the success of Asbury's ministry and l eadership. 
Since the begi nning of religious history spiritual l eaders have 
used psychology in their ministry to both the individual and the group. 
Vuch of this mi ni stry was unscientific but developed through a process of 
trial and error . Asbury vras no differ ent than the others . He v<as not a 
psychol ogist. He arrived at certain goal s because of his understanding 
of hu_rnan personalities and an accumulated experience. An understanding 
of these relationships "rill contribute to a greater insight into the his-
torical background of our modern pastoral psychology . 
The material for t hi s study is histor i cal. The priJnary sources 
are the personal l etters and journals of Francis Asbury. The s econdary 
mat erial are the "ii.ro rks a.11d the 1,vritings about Asbury and the period in 
which he minist er ed. Since no second_ary mat er i al v.ras '\<lrritten on the 
life a11.d wor k of Asbury until t hirty-six years aft er his death, it is 
nece ssary to r ely heavily upon t he Journal s for information. The secondary 
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work s fill in the gaps and v erify t he conclusions dravm from the Journal s . 
The use of personal documents for psychologi cal st udy has b een 
established t hr ough pr ec edent . All port, followi ng a s t udy on tho us e of 
personal documents i n scientif i c r e s earch , concluded that muc h of the 
scientific research of the pa s t has made use of t he per s onal docu.'Tient . 
Hany of t he s e 1trere unc r i tical i n their methods . The cr i t ical us e of such 
do cuments is now about tvm decades ol d . The s e documents hav e al1. un-
qu estionrtbl e plac e i n mode r n r e s ep.r ch and suppl y t he most ac ce s sibl e 
r e "O _r c es f or ma.ny of ou ~ scientific sturl.ies . 
J~1. evaluating a do curnent for psychological stucly , four crit e>ria 
have b een es t abl ished ; i s the docwnent adequate for t he purpose for vrh ich 
it is t o be employed'? I s it r epresentativ e ? Is it rel i abl e? Do the 
interpretati on s of i ts aut hor t end t o be val id? 
One of the pri rna ry values of the autobiography is that it gives 
that inner hal f of t he l ife 1-.1hlch i s ordi naril y hidden t o t he scientist . 
I n the interpreti ng of the entries of a J ourn.al i t is necessary that the 
interpreter r ealize t hat a. fevr lines may r epresent many years , ,,rhilc many 
pages may repr e s ent onl y a s i ngl e exper i ence . To establish a l avvful 
patt ern tho frequ ency of an entry need not be SJ'110nymous wi th t his pattern 
nor cloes a singl e entry deny th e ex i s tenc e of such a l avr. The frequency 
with 1...rhi ch an item is mentioned b ecomes significant when the mat erial under 
s tudy is an adequat e sampl e and th e author has t ended to k e ep a full and 
a ccurat e journal of all events and expf~rience s. 
A s econd basi s of ev al uat ion exi sts whe r e two i tems appear in t he 
s ame incident . Such incid ents can be considered as having some r el ationship . 
This l ater method must b e used with caution f or some writ ers hav e tended to 
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combine completely unrelated incidents in the same entry-. 
Asbury's Journals are the most complete source material for the 
N:ethodist period under consideration. There may have been a change of 
motivation for his writing as he came to his later years. He began his 
Journals, however, for his own enlightenment. They are, therefore, not 
complete but representative of what he considered :i.Jnportant in the period 
in which he ministered. Since they were written for his own use there 
would be little value in his use of misrepresentation nor the falsifi-
cation of entries. Some entries are not complete. On such entries it 
is necessary to disregard the entry or use it in relation to later studies 
and secondary material. The reliability of Asbury's conclusions have for 
the most part stood the test of time. Later historians have not altered 
his judgment in many instances. 
The second task was the classification of Journal entries. Such 
classification had to be considered both for their verbal and enotional 
content. Out of this classification grel'T such groupings as: the small 
group; visitation to the family, the sick, and the prisoner; the funeral; 
counseling; and the minister as preacher. It was then possible to view 
the entries individually and in their relationship to other entries in 
the same area of pastoral ministry. 
The present study is the first attempt to see the relationships 
which existed between Francis Asbury and his parishioners. There have 
been historical studies made of Asbury's life. The earliest of these was 
by vJilliarn C. Larrabee in 1852. A more complete biography came six years 
later by William Peter Strickland which pictures Asbury in the surroundings 
in which he lived. Ezra Squier Tipple published an improved edition of 
Asbury's Journal in 1904. This work has corrected many of the mistakes 
found in the original journals and has added many valuable editorial 
comments. 
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The Epworth Press is now in the process of collecting through the 
Methodist Historical Societies detailed information as to names, locations~ 
letters and such other information as can be found available for a new 
edition of the Journal which is now being edited by Elmer T. Clark of 
Lake Junaluska, North Carolina. Typewritten editorial notes were made 
available for this study by l'1r. Clark and the Epworth Press. 
Francis Asbury was born on the twentieth or the twenty-first day 
of August, 1745 in Staffordshire, England. He was the only son of two 
children born to Joseph and Elizabeth (Rogers) Asbury. Little is known 
of his boyhood. His home life was very stern. He received seven years 
of formal education before being apprenticed at the age of fourteen to 
learn the business of buckle chapes. 
Joseph Asbury was a gardener by trade. The religion of the fa~ily 
was largely the heritage of the mother. In Asbury's youth the family was 
of the Church of England but later joined with the Methodist societies. 
Asbury increasingly participated in the class meetings until at the age 
of twenty-six he gave himself to the full-t:ime ministry. In 1766 he was 
assigned the Staffordshire and Gloucestershire areas. A year later he was 
admitted on trial for the itinerant ministry and was received into full 
connection in 1768. 
In August of 1771 Asbury volunteered his services as a missionary 
to lunerica. He set sail for America on September 4, 1771 with his fellow 
missionary Richard v/right. 
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At the time of Asbury's arrival in .llmerica in 1771 11ethodism 
numbered less than four hundred me~ers. These members were chiefly 
centered around New York and Philadelphia. The populated areas of 
America were mainly along t he coastal regions. The log-cabin was still 
the home of the majority of families. The people were for the most part 
poor, and the itinerant preacher was in a similar situation. The pio-
neers were constantly moving westward and new settlements were always 
opening to those who wished to move. The people were hardened to the 
rough ways of the border areas. There were a few learned men scattered 
through the frontier but the majority had but enough education 1-Ji th which 
to get along. 
The political relationships between the Colonies and Great 
Britain at the time of Asbury's arrival \'Tere strained. The change in 
colonial policy by Great Britain brought the political tension to a break-
ing point. The bitter controversy that followed seriously \'Teakened both 
the political and emotional ties. 
The religious ties of the Methodist missionaries caused them to 
be suspected of Loyalist sympathies. The mounting tensions resulted in 
the eventual return of all t he missionaries to England with the exception 
of Francis Asbury. Asbury decided he would cast his lot with the re-
bellious colonists. 
At the close of the Revolution Asbury found himself in a favorable 
position for leadership. He had served as superintendent under two sepa-
rate appointments but at this time was not serving in this capacity. He 
>'las just twenty-seven \'Then he \vas first appointed as General Assi stant of 
the Methodist Societies in America. This appointment lasted for less than 
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a year, when he was replaced by Hankin. Asbury's successor i':as a strict 
disciplinarian but had little sympathy with many of the colonial ideas. 
Asbury soon found himself out of favor with Rankin and through Rankin 1 s 
influence received a summons to return to England. 
Asbury's refusal to honor \'fesley' s request that he return to 
England can be considered either as insubordination or the divine provi-
dence of God working through human personalities. If Asbury had returned, 
his leadership may have been lost to the N:ethodist Church. It is doubtful 
if Asbury \VOUld have found it possible to have submitted to the direction 
of 1;-/esley. His return may have meant the loss of the dynamic leadership 
which made Methodism a growing influence in this new nation. 
During the war Asbury found himself in an embarrassing position 
in relation to the colonial authorities. His refusal to t ake the oath 
of allegiance and bear arms set a continuing precedent. 
Since Asbury was the only missionary remaining in the colonies, 
he was looked to for leadership during the controversy over the adminis-
tering of the ordinances. viith the close of the war in 1783 he ilmnedi-
ately assumed the leadership in uniting the scattered societies. In 
January, 1784 Asbury was again appointed by Wesley to the office of 
General Assistant in the American societies. 
Asbury was shocked at first at the suggestion of Wesley through 
Dr. Coke that the .American societies form a separate l•iethodist Episcopal 
Church. At the organizing conference Asbury established another precedent 
by his refusal to accept the appointment of Associate Superintendent along 
with Dr. Coke. His refusal led to the election of Methodist bishops by 
the popular vote of their fellow ministers. 
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There were a number of factors which influenced Francis Asbury's 
personality and his pastoral ministry. The first of these would have 
been his attitude toward the superintendency. Asbury believed one could 
best lead through one's example. He always considered himself the senior 
bishop on the American scene. Even after the election of associate 
bishops, he referred to them and considered them as his assistants. 
Asbury thought of himself as a spiritual leader ministering to 
the needs of the people. He was a master strategist who preferred to 
work at the front of the action. Asbury had the tendencies toward being 
an arbitrary dictator. At best he was never a good follower. 
Another factor that influenced his life 1s work was his health. 
Shortly after his arrival in America he became ill and during most of 
his ministry suffered from one ailment or another. A less resolute man 
would have given up the work and returned to England. The roughness of 
the American frontier only aggravated his condition. 
Asbury's life of celibacy was a major factor in his influence 
upon the Methodist Church. It is not clear exactly why he did not marry. 
There is a thread of evidence that there may have been some mother attach-
ment. It is more likely that an unfavorable romance in England hastened 
his decision to leave for America. As he entered upon his itinerant 
ministry the call of the frontier encouraged him to remain a bachelor. 
There was the ever present problem of replacing ministers 11locatingn for 
reasons of marriage. 
Asbury's personality was largely a product of the frontier. The 
constant westward movement of the pioneers kept the spirit of the frontier 
alive. During Asbury's ministry he was often welcomed in a frontier cabin 
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by an old friend who had moved from the east. The dangers of the wilder-
ness and constant danger of Indian raids made Asbury as much of a fron-
tiersman as the log cabin resident himself. M.any of the qualities of 
personality which may have seemed objectionable in Asbury >'rere but re-
flections of the frontier in which he lived. A man of less courage and 
dedication .. rould have been unable to have conquered the frontier problems. 
During Asbury's forty-five years of pastoral ministry on the 
American continent he was able to witness a transition in some of the 
activities of the minister. The frontier preacher was a man of high 
moral character. Fis education played a minor role in his life. Of 
greater importance were his experience and his emotional zeal. His 
message was a personal message sounded to stir the consciences of his 
people. He spoke equally well to both large and small crowds for his 
audience often consisted of one or possibly two families. 
One of the great transitions in the ministry of Asbury was the 
growing emphasis on the camp meeting. The carnp meeting had its beginnings 
in 1800 through what amounted to accidental circumstances. Its large 
social gatherings met a social need in an isolated people. Its violent 
emotional expressions were but the release of the repressed emotions of 
a lonely people. The Methodists encouraged the camp meeting, for it fit 
into the pattern of their machinery. The Methodist doctrine was in keep-
ing with the camp meeting spirit. 
The same social and cultural factors that were influential in the 
creation of the camp meeting brought about its wane. Changing social con-
ditions on the frontier decreased the social need for the camp meeting. 
The increasing cultural standards of the laity and clergy decreased the 
emotional preaching. Where the camp meeting has continued it was usually 
on a lecture basis. 
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Revivalism was transferred to the city. Groups began to develop 
who gave a continuing emphasis on the revivalistic preaching. Revivalistic 
campaigns developed in the cities under the leadership of the professional 
evangelist. 
The class, like the camp meeting, continued on beyond the life of 
Asbury. The class meeting, however, was beginning to experience social 
opposition and the members were coming to object to the intimate con-
fessions required at the meetings. The prayer meeting was a less personal 
gathering. Yet it absorbed many of the more acceptable features of the 
class meeting. There were in it none of the rigid restrictions found in 
the class meeting. 
The two continued on for some time with the prayer meeting gradu-
ally receiving priority. There are few, if any, living today who remember 
a class meeting, while there are many who can relate their personal ex-
periences in the prayer meeting. 
In the total ministry of Francis Asbury there would appear to have 
been a gradual transition from a ministry to the individual, to a ministry 
to the mass. This, however, was not accurate. It is true that Asbury did 
less calling on the prisoners, and to a less degree on the sick. This 
change of emphasis, however, was largely due to the increased administrative 
responsibilities. The revivalistic emphasis was as much a personal ministry 
as was his conversation with an individual. The emphasis of the ministry 
of this type was a personal gospel. The decisions that were to be made had 
to come from the individual himself. 
There were a number of areas of emphasis in the minist ry of 
Asbury. One of these emphasis would be that given to the small group. 
Asbury used the small group ministry very effectively through both the 
class meeting and the prayer meeting. 
The Methodist societies had their beginnings in the Oxford Club 
at Lincoln College. As the 1'-iethodist societies grew in numbers Wesley 
divided the members into classes. These classes retained the personal 
touch so important to the edification and encouragement of the new con-
vert. Membership in the society soon became dependent upon one 1 s being 
enrolled in a class. 
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The Methodist class meeting was brought to the colonies by the 
Methodist immigrants. The class meeting was adaptable to a sparsely 
populated frontier where meeting houses were almost non-existent and the 
population scattered. The high standards of admission and rigid standards 
of conduct kept many persons out of the classes. These classes were con-
ducted in the same manner as those in Ellgland. The sense of group feeling 
that developed within t hese classes gave these isolated individuals a 
sense of belonging. 
The small intimate fellowship of the class gave opportunity for 
the individual to express many of his uncertainties about his spiritual 
life. The discussion, however, was not limited purely to the religious 
life. There was also the opportunity to release inner uncertainties and 
emotional drives. 
The unity within the class was brought about through this sense 
of sharing. A failure to share ideas, fears or conflicts tended to destroy 
the group spirit. The behaviour of t he group was controlled by a leader. 
In this atmosphere it was easier for the new convert to align himself 
to the rigid standards of the society and at the s&~e time meet the 
criticism he faced in his daily living. 
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~~other area of pastoral emphasis was Asbury's practice of regu-
lar family visitation. Through such visitation he established rapport 
with the individual member of the society. The priority of a call was 
determined by the urgency of personal need. Asbury set aside no specific 
ti.TD.e for visitation. He scheduled his calls according to the general 
schedule of his pastoral rounds. Preaching always took priority and then 
came the class meeting, visitation of the sick, and finally house-to-house 
calling . Two things took place at every visit; instruction and prayer. 
The l ength of the call vms unimportant, so long as the visit accomplished 
the maximum good. Regular ministering to the individual needs of the 
local society \'las carried on by the local preacher. The pastoral 'WOrk 
of the . itinerant minister \'ffi.s regular but selective. 
Asbury recognized the need for ministering to the prisoners. 
His presence at the hanging of a prisoner served a dual purpose. He \•Tas 
interested in the spiritual transformation of the criminal and spiritual 
transformation of the gathered audience. There vrere times \'men Asbury 
concluded that the evidence warranted his interceding for the prisoner. 
With the increase of administrative functions, prison calling vias one of 
the f irst services that he tended to neglect. 
At the time of a death the preacher tried to be ,.n.th the family. 
The nature of Asbury's responsibilities, hov1ever, made it impossible for 
him to be present except in a few instances. If he was acquainted with 
the family and in the corrununity he \'lould visit the family at the time of 
death. His numerous administrative responsibilities and continual travel-
ing prevented his establishing any definite pattern on these occasions. 
The funeral service was for the benefit of the living. Two 
types of services were traditional: the sermon of eulogy, and the 
doctrinal sermon. The sermon eulogy was generally reserved for a 
minister or saintly person. The doctrinal sermon Y.Ia.s sufficient for 
the nominal Christian. Asbury and his pastors were not conscious of 
the need of relieving the relatives of grief feelings except through 
the hope inherent in the Christian faith. If this was accomplished in 
the funeral service it was only indirectly. 
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In Asbury's counseling with the individual his primary goal was 
the aligning of the spiritual goals . He met with the counselee always 
as the pastor and representative of God. His areas of counseling, however, 
vwr e not ahrays limited to the spiritual. He counseled on l egal matters, 
pre-marital and family conflicts. He tended to create in his ov:m thinking 
what he considered to be the best solution in the given instance. There 
were occasions where he would try to convince his counselee that he as 
counselor knew best what would be good for the counselee. One of the 
positive factors, however, in Asbury's counseling was his friendliness. 
In some instances where there was the need of spiritual counsel, Asbury's 
insistence and the counselee 1 s lack of interest almost removed the inter-
vie'"' from the area of counseling. 
The most prevalent kind of counseling performed in this period 
was that of brief counseling. The number of counseling sessions were 
limited by the nature of the circuit system which required that the 
minister move from one society to the next in a ro~tt er of a f ew days. 
In Asbury's case, this movement was even more pronounced. Asbury used a 
form of counseling which he called, "individual preaching. 11 In this 
he accepted a father 1 s role. The success of this form of counseling 
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depended upon the degree of established rapport. When the parishioner was 
aware of his felt need, the pastor was able to help. The pastor in accept-
ing the fatherly role considered that he knew what was best and proceeded 
to prescribe the solution for the counselee. 
Asbury often used this form of directive counseling. He ~uld 
lead the counselee into the area of thought through a directing of the 
conversation. There were times when Asbury felt it was his pastoral 
responsibility to seek a person out for counseling. In such counseling 
Asbury often extracted the important facts of the interview and placed 
them in a concise summary. He would draw his own conclusions and pro-
ceeded to make his positive recommendations. 
Asbury drew a distinction between spiritual and secular counseling. 
In the area of spiritual counseling he spoke as the pastor with a sense of 
spiritual mission. In his secular counseling he did not feel the same urge 
to effect a conformity to his ideals. 
Asbury believed that it was essential for the pastor to listen in 
order to understand his parishioner. Listening, however, was difficult 
for Asbury. Asbury believed that the counselor should strive to have con-
trol of his own feelings. As the counselor learned to control his own 
emotions, he would at the same time learn to have an empathic understand-
ing of the feelings of his counselee. 
In the minister's visitation to the sick Asbury believed that the 
minister served a special function which none other could fulfill. This 
special function gave the minister the license to go into the sickroom 
where others would either be restricted or discouraged to go. The two-way 
conversation was one of Asbury's most productive methods in the sickroom. 
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Asbury vras a fluent conversationalist. He would tallc with the afflicted 
with a sympathetic understanding. One of his goals was t o listen to 
the voice of God on the one side and the voice of man on the other. 
He believed that prayer was a part of every sickroom call. To 
l eave a patient -vrithout giving him the benefit of a prayer >-vas to fail 
in that pastoral visit. There were no excusable reasons for not praying 
in the sickroom. If there were strang ers present they could be given 
the choice of either remaining in an attitude of pra:Ter or l eaving the 
room until the prayer 1-vas completed. 
Asbury offered no definit e guide as to the fr equency of calling 
upon the sick and shut-ins. He believed it was possible t o call too 
often but does not define 1.ffiat he woul d have considered as too often. 
It is likely that regular visitation of the sick and shut-ins 1-.ra.s a part 
of the r esponsibilities of the local preacher. The spiritual ministry 
to t he sick and shut-ins v.ras not therefore limited to the itinerant 
minister but was distended by the calling of the local preacher. 
In our examination of the ministry of Francis Asbury 1.-ve have 
found certain roles of the minist er. The most predominant role of this 
period was that of preacher. The Hethodi st Episcopal pastor vTas not a 
l earned man but was respected f or his convictions. His actions may not 
have always been in keeping ... dth modern society but were in harmony with 
the frontier of which he was a part. 
The :r.fethodist ministry was divided into two groups : the itinerant 
and the local minister. The itinerant minister was the full time active 
preacher assigned to a circuit. The local preacher may be licensed or 
ordained but ministered only a part of his time in a local society und er 
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the supervision of an itiner~nt minister. 
Francis Asbury made a number of contributions to the Colonial 
church and the Methodist ministry. Many of his contributions were not 
new but a continuance of established practices. They must be considered 
contributions since it "ras within his power either to continue or dis-
continue a practice. When a man takes an existing practice and elevates 
it to a new level of usage, it is a definite contribution. 
Some of Asbury's contributions have been: 
1. The establishing of an itinerant ministry in American Method-
ism. Under this itinerant system the minister was appointed for a short 
pastorate over a large area. This system was more effective for the 
colonial period, however, than is possible under such a method today. 
It did serve to give most of the frontier a minimum of pastoral guidance. 
2. Asbury did not introduce the class meetings into the American 
societies but he did encourage their continuation. The class meeting was 
the most effective pastoral tool with which the pastor had to lvork. Its 
group dynamics were of psychological value to the individual member. 
Through routine visitation to the class meeting the pastor was able to 
give personal supervision to the individual member of his society. If 
one factor were to be evaluated for its effectiveness in the establishing 
of rapport between the pastor and his people the class meeting is this 
factor. 
3. As the class meeting began to l<Tane, Asbury introduced and pro-
moted the prayer meeting. The writer believes that the prayer meeting was 
a psychological advance over the earlier class meeting. The prayer meeting 
was a much more effective pastoral tool for effecting successful and 
complete confession and spiritual harmony within the life of the individual 
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member. The greater freedom within the meeting did not create resistance 
Hithin the individual. The confessor could express his confessions at a 
rate at which his ego could accept. Under the more probing system found 
in the class meeting this rate of expression was not always controllable 
by the confessor. 
4. Asbury, through his precedent, changed what might have been an 
appointive episcopacy to an elective episcopacy in the Methodist Church. 
The elective episcopacy tended to have two important effects upon the 
pastoral ministry. The popularity of the man \'Tho was elevated to the 
office of bishop through election made for better rapport between pastor 
and bishop. The traits which won the election continued on within the 
man and made it possible for the minister to approach his superior with 
confidence. The individual who was elected to the office of bishop was 
usually held in high esteem by his fellow ministers because of his 
ability in leadership. These are two qualities in the Methodist episcopacy 
'vhich make for pastoral leadership among the clergy of the church. 
5. He set the standards for the Methodist Episcopal ministry 
through his own example. Since the beginning of American Methodism the 
example of the minister has been as much a force in his ministry as his 
spoken word. 
6. Asbury recognized the need for a married ministry. The family 
experience growing out of the family relationship better prepares the 
pastor for counseling in this large area of his pastoral ministry. The 
married minister is in a better position to both preach and counsel in the 
area of marital relations because of his personal marital experience. 
As has been pointed out, Asbury did not create all that could 
be considered as his contribution to Methodism. His ability to organize 
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and promote made many of the existing practices a greater success. 
Asbury had the ability to understand human personality and the insight 
to know what trends seemed best fitted for the ongoing future of the 
Church. 
Some of his methods and practices have had a lasting effect. 
Others have had to be changed to meet the growing needs in the Church. 
The passing of time has wrought many changes in the minister's role. 
Asbury's recognition of a married ministry has to a large extent 
altered the itinerant system in Methodism. The itinerant system in its 
modern form is much more effective for the present-day ministry. The 
Bishop still retains the power to move the minister to meet the needs 
of the Church, and yet the minister can remain in the local church until 
he has reached his maximum point of pastoral efficiency. 
The modern pastor faces greater competition in his ministry than 
did Asbury. He must become more versatile and be able to perform his 
pastoral ministry exceptionally well. The social and industrial changes 
have moved the Church from the center of the community. Just as the social 
and cultural changes brought an end to the ca..'llp meeting, the class and the 
prayer meeting, so they are threatening his service of Divine worship. 
\Vhere the minister is meeting the needs of his people, the Church 
is still effective. The result has been a trend in the larger churches to 
employ a team of specialists in order to meet the grmdng demands of society. 
Asbury's effectiveness as a minister was the result of his "V'Iillingness to 
adjust his pastoral methods to meet the psychological needs of his members 
in a changing society. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL ASP.FX;TS OF THE PASTORAL HINIS'I'RY OF FRANCIS ASBURY 
ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this dissertation is to exrunine the ministry of 
Francis Asbury in the light of modern pastoral psychology. The study is 
to reveal the interpersonal relationships which existed between the pastor 
and his parishioners. 
The study reveals that the work of Francis Asbury >vas basically 
a ministry to the individual. The mass meetings such as the class, the 
prayer meeting, and the camp meeting 1'lere in reality centered upon the 
individual. In the pastor's role as minister, the preaching ministry 
came first, then the visitation of the sick, the class meeting, and 
finally house-to-house calling. 
Asbury used the group effectively in both preaching ru1d in the 
class meeting. The use of the principles of the group were used to their 
fullest in the camp meeting. Asbury did not found the camp meeting move-
ment but r ecognized its value in a scattered frontier. The rapid grm.vth 
of the camp meeting v.ras the result of its meeting the socia,l and spiritual 
needs of this colonial people. Asbury was able to continue, in a large 
measure, the fruits of the camp 1neeting through the effective use of the 
class meeting. 
Asbury found the group dynamics of the small class an effective 
means of promoting the Christian experience within the individual. As 
social conditions changed and the class meeting began to wane, Asbury 
saw fit to encourage the prayer meeting. The prayer meeting was less 
threatening to the individual confessor. It permitted the member to 
more easily control the rate of confession without the sense of the 
group's probing. 
In the ministry to the sick and shut-in Asbury believed that 
the minister served a special function which none other could fulfill. 
This special function gave the minister unrestricted entrance into the 
sickroom. Visitation of the sick came second only to the preaching 
ministry in the life of Asbury. 
As a counselor Asbury was very directive. He would lead the 
counselee into the areas of thought which he as the counselor considered 
important through a directing of the conversation. In such counseling 
Asbury often extracted the important facts of the interview and placed 
them in a concise summary. He would draw his conclusions and make his 
positive recommendations. 
Asbury distinguished between his role as spiritual and secular 
counselor. In the area of spiritual counseling he felt an urgency for 
the counselee 1 s conforming with his ideal. The nature of Asbury's 
ministry necessarily limited his counseling to brief counseling. The 
number of counseling sessions were limited by his continued traveling. 
Asbury referred to a form of counseling which he called, "individual 
preaching." In this he accepted a father's role. The success of this 
form of counseling depended upon the degree of established rapport. 
Asbury believed that it was essential for the counselor to 
listen in order to understand his parishioner. Listening, hm'lever, was 
difficult for Asbury. His success in counseling was due largely to his 
friendly personality, his fluent conversation, and his personal interest 
in the individual. 
MUch of the success of Asbury's ministry vffis due to his under-
standing of human personality, and his lv.illingness to adjust his methods 
to the spiritual and psychological needs of his people. His continued 
success was the result of his dynamic and forceful personality. 
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